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Abstract
Customers of a steel manufacturing company now order a large number of low volumeorders instead of a small number of high volume orders as they would have done justa few decades ago. The change in customer expectations has complicated productionplanning and scheduling within a steel manufacturing company.The aim of this research is to improve production planning and scheduling capabilityin steelmaking using one of the popular simulation techniques, called discrete eventsimulation. In this research it is observed that there are three major areas that needattention to improve production planning and scheduling capability. First, selection ofoptimal schedules and plans based on throughput, production time, stock size, and otherproduction processing criteria. Next, incorporating cost into the criteria to select theschedules and plans will make the planning more cost effective and realistic at the sametime. In addition, with the increased use of discrete event simulation modelling, there isa need to improve the model development efficiency and make the process less relianton practitioners’ experience and capabilities, in order to improve the overall planningand scheduling capability. This thesis presents frameworks to address the three majorareas for the capability improvement.This research adapts a systematic approach to validation. Theoretical, realisation,and empirical parts of the research were separately validated. Real life case studieswere used for validation of each proposed framework.Discrete event simulation can improve the accuracy of production planning & schedul-ing and cost estimation for complex production systems. GA-based multi-objective opti-misation can be successfully applied to optimisation of plans and schedules. Productionplanning and scheduling optimisation for some production areas provides a challengingproblem to GAs. Cost estimation in the steel manufacturing company needs improve-ment because of the current lack of accurate costs of product families that affects qualityof price management. The developed cost estimation technique is capable of providingmore realistic cost for product families. The cost estimation technique would be use-ful for companies operating on volume-driven manufacturing processes rather than onunit-driven. Conceptual modelling needs to be improved in order to achievein modeldevelopment efficiency and to make the process less reliant on practitioners’ experienceand capabilities. A formal information collection process can aid conceptual modellingof production systems by further development of DES models for cost estimation.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Customers of a steel manufacturing company now order a large number of low volumeorders instead of a small number of high volume orders as they would have done just afew decades ago. The production systems in Tata Steel Europe, the major sponsor of thisresearch, were originally designed for a small number of high volume orders. The changein customer expectations has complicated production planning and scheduling within thesteelmaking company. In addition, with the current marketing trend for customisation,production planning and operational management teams are facing regular challenges.The aim of this research is to improve production planning and scheduling capabilityin steelmaking using one of the popular simulation techniques, called discrete eventsimulation (DES). In this research it is observed that there are three major areas thatneed attention to improve production planning and scheduling capability. First, selectionof optimal schedules and plans based on throughput, production time, stock size, andother production processing criteria. Next, incorporating cost into the criteria to selectthe schedules and plans will make the planning more cost effective and realistic atthe same time. In addition, with the increased use of the DES technique, there is aneed to improve the model development efficiency and make the process less relianton practitioners’ experience and capabilities, in order to improve the overall planningand scheduling capability. This thesis presents frameworks to address the three majorareas for the capability improvement.
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 1967. 90% of British Steelmaking become available 
for public. British Steel Corporation was formed from 
the UK’s 14 main steel producing companies. 
1999. The Corporation merged with Koninklijke 
Hoogovens to form Corus Group. 
2007. Corus became a subsidiary of Tata Steel Group. 
2010. Corus was rebranded to Tata Steel Europe. 
Figure 1.1: Key events of Tata Steel Europe’s history.
The focus on DES modelling is supported by the following rationale. The authorintended to use one approach for modelling of production areas of a big steel manu-facturing company. These production areas are characterised by the following criteria:process-oriented production processes, top-down modelling, details of production el-ements, flow of entities through a production system, modelling on operational level,dynamic and stochastic nature. Discrete event simulation satisfy these criteria [1, 2, 3].
1.1 Tata Steel Europe
The major sponsor of this research, Tata Steel Europe, which is a part of a largercompany Tata Steel Group, which by itself, is a part of Tata Group. Tata Steel Europe [4]is the second largest steel manufacturing company in Europe, with its main steelmakingoperations in the UK and the Netherlands. This company was formerly known as CorusGroup, which was formed via the merger of British Steel and Koninklijke Hoogovens on6 October 1999. They chain of key events, mainly for the British side, is visualised inFigure 1.1.Tata Steel Europe, a big steel manufacturing company, has a number of productionbusiness units (BU) mainly located in the UK and the Netherlands providing numerousproducts for different industries. Most of the BU specialise in one group of products,such as steel bars, coils, or tubes with different physical and geometrical properties.The products in the given example are produced in different BU and form a chain of
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Figure 1.2: Brief introduction to the company’s geographic of production facilities.
production. With the given collaboration, BU are managed separately from each otherand have their own production specifics.Tata Steel Europe produces a variety of steel products. The production facilitiesare located in the UK, the Netherlands, Germany, and France. The major locations areshown in Figure 1.2; Google Earth, and information from the company’s website [4] wereused in the development of this figure. While the corporation provides steel productsand services, this figure contains the locations of production facilities only; the rest:consulting, distribution, and sales networks are excluded from Figure 1.2.Providing different products and services, these production locations serve a varietyof industries. Figure 1.3 contains a list of products that are utilised by these industries.
1.2 Steel making
Steel making is a general term for steel manufacturing production processing, startingfrom mining and finishing with some basic products that can be found in any store(nails, screws, tubes, etc). Scrap yards and the machinery used in secondary steelmaking is also a part of steel making. The Engineering Employers Federation (EEF),an organisation that represents manufacturing in UK, provides educational materialsabout steel making [5]. Figure 1.4 shows the major processes of steel making; theoriginal visualisation from the website [5] provides a better insight into the process.
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Figure 1.3: Products of Tata Steel Europe [4].
Figure 1.4: Generic steel making process, re-drawn from [5].
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1.3 Simulation modelling in Tata Steel Europe
High-volume production using expensive and big machines that form a complex pro-duction system is the nature of steel manufacturing. These production systems aretoo big for physical modelling and too complex for comprehensive mental modelling,which leaves computer modelling as the only feasible option. The complexity of steelmanufacturing production systems arises from dynamic and stochastic interactions be-tween a large number of machines, products, transporters, people, etc. There is justa theoretical chance of accurately modelling a complex production system using lin-ear modelling. On the contrary, discrete event simulation, agent based simulation, andsystem dynamics are designed for dynamic and stochastic environments. Due to thecharacteristics of these computer simulation modelling techniques and the experienceof Tata Steel Europe employees, discrete event simulation is selected as a simulationmodelling technique for this research.A common approach to computer modelling of complex production systems havingdynamic and stochastic behaviour is discrete event simulation [1]. Discrete event simu-lation is used in many industries to solve a broad variety of problems. Practitioners havedeveloped a methodology for DES modelling projects. Simulation modelling projectsbegin with 1) problem formulation, followed by 2) the development of an information(conceptual) model and data collection, 3) implementation of a model using a program-ming language or modelling tool, 4) verification and validation, 5) planning and runningexperiments, 6) analysis and writing results, and 7) taking action.Tata Steel Europe Research, Development & Technology (RD&T) business unit hasbeen developing DES models for production business units over the last decade. Ac-cording to the objectives of the simulation modelling projects (see Appendix A), DES wasmostly used to study the capabilities of production systems or impact of new productsand production strategies to the existing system. Some of the projects involved manualexperiments with production plans and schedules. This thesis provides a solution foran automatic generation of a set of nearly optimal production plans and schedules.Previous, current, and future modelling projects may be re-used to serve the com-pany’s need for accurate cost estimation. In this case, it is beneficial for RD&T to know
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what information to collect for further development of DES models capable of cost esti-mation; information collection is related to the early stages of the simulation-modellingproject. According to the company’s simulation engineers, early stages of DES mod-elling sometimes take up to fifty percent of the lead-time of a project. Robinson [6]commented that this area lacks research and studied [7, 8] conceptual modelling on ageneric level. This thesis provides a solution that is specific to simulation modelling ofproduction processes and cost estimation.
1.4 Production planning and scheduling
Production plans and schedules are closely interrelated concepts. Planning is a defini-tion of product mixes and quantities a company is expecting to produce, while schedulingis focused on a time-sequenced introduction of products into a production system thatefficiently supports the plan.Tata Steel Europe is a company with many production facilities. Each of thesefacilities was an individual company (mostly focused at a specific type of steel product,such as steel bars, coils, and tubes), prior to the integration into one company. Thisaffects the company policies regarding production planning; each of the productionfacilities has its own production planning and scheduling system. Obviously, whilethere are differences due to production specifics and historical preferences, there arealso general similarities shared by mass production companies; sales fill an order book,production fulfils these orders, and dispatching sends these orders to customers.Some production facilities of Tata Steel Europe make individual attempts to improvetheir production planning and scheduling systems. In particular, their interest and needare big enough to trigger the improvement projects. Developed and validated DESmodels provide accurate and trustworthy results; therefore, DES models may be usedfor production planning and scheduling, and some of the models already served thispurpose (see Appendix A).This does not mean that PPS activities in Tata Steel Europe are limited to DES.DES is merely a technique that allows modelling of complex stochastic and dynamic
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systems, which makes it useful for the production facilities. In such occasions, however,DES models were used to run manual experiments, and DES modelling have a higherpotential if combined with an automatic generator and comparison of production plansor schedules, ideally with an approach that is aimed to optimise production plans orschedules by a number of relevant criteria.Some of the optimisation approaches are more compatible with DES modelling thanothers. Classical optimisation approaches are not suitable, and on the contrary, evolu-tionary algorithms are suitable for use with DES due to the following characteristics[1, 9, 10, 11]: DES models are as unique as the respective production processes, havecomplex behaviour and noisy output, often incorrect inverse problems and discontinuousparameter change, noncompact search space and many extreme performance measures.As explained in Section 2.2.3, evolutionary algorithms were narrowed down to geneticalgorithms (GA).DES & GA were previously used to improve the efficiency of production systems.Andersson et al. [12] have mentioned direct and indirect methods to the optimisationof production schedules. This binary classification might be extended on the basis ofchromosome’s content. A five-category classification was developed and described inSection 2.2.4.Some of these approaches are not suitable for the optimisation of production plansor schedules of a steel manufacturing company. Modifications of a production site’slayout are generally an inappropriate method for steel manufacturing due to massiveand expensive equipment. The application of the optimised production parameters anddispatching rules would require a significant change in manufacturing procedures andpersonal training to be a generic solution for a multi-factory company, yet useful forindividual singular projects. On the other hand, time-sequenced introduction of productsis a generic method, which requires minor changes in operation management, productionplanning, and sales departments.
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1.5 Cost estimation
This mass production company is managed with standards, which define various aspectsof production management, accounting, etc. This company uses standard costing forthe estimation of production costs, i.e. the production cost of one production area ismeasured in GBP per one unit of throughput, a tonne of steel. For example £100 pertonne on average for three projects, while the real costs are different: £60 for the first,£80 for the second, and £160 per tonne for the third project. This difference in realcosts is explained as follows. Different products, even though they are going throughone production area, get assigned to the same costs on paper; however, one productwould skip processing by most of the machines and another would be processed by allof them, therefore, accumulating more costs.In addition, the current marketing trend is showing further customisation of productsfor customers. For Tata Steel Europe that means the change from a small numberof high volume orders a few decades ago to a greater number of low volume ordersnow; this change makes a standard costing approach less feasible to use. As theresult, questions such as ‘What is the real production cost? ’ remain unanswered, as thefinance departments cannot distinguish between profitable and unprofitable products,which leads to vague understanding of sales qualities, and sales departments are unableto distinguish between them due to vague progress reports.This thesis provides a classification of cost estimation techniques and a novel costestimation technique designed for the environment of Tata Steel Europe. This productfamily based cost estimation technique is capable of accurately estimating relative costsof products. It utilises information from a simulation model of a production area andstandard costing system, therefore, does not contradict the current costing practices ofthis big company, yet provides surprising differences in production costs.
1.6 Summary and knowledge contribution
This research project was initiated on the basis of agreement between Tata Steel Eu-rope, Cranfield University, and Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
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(EPSRC). A research proposal was written for funding later provided by Tata SteelEurope and EPSRC. The author of this thesis was selected as a researcher for thisproject. The company provided background information and requirements for industrialdeliverables. Responsibilities of the author included: validation of background infor-mation, development of industrial deliverables, and the formulation and development ofacademic deliverables.The background of this research is summarised in the following statements: 1) TataSteel Europe extensively uses standards for operations management, 2) the productionsystems are complex and 3) the production systems are not designed for the currentbusiness conditions.This background leads to a number of problems. The management system basedon standards does not support cost differentiation between products, therefore, it isimpossible to distinguish between profitable and unprofitable products, orders, andcustomers. A combination of the current planning practices, complex production systemsand the change in marketing trend leads to regular challenges for planning teams todeliver production plans for complex production system.This background also limits methods which might be used for solving these chal-lenges. In particular, due to the complexity of production system, discrete event simu-lation modelling is proposed for both identification of production costs and productionplanning. However, discrete event simulation modelling introduces an additional chal-lenge, which is related to a solid part of a project’s lead time. Up to 50% is taken byconceptual modelling and data collection; a process of information collection is sug-gested as a solution for this challenge.The following knowledge contributions were provided as the result of this research: i)an information collection tool for further development of discrete event simulation modelsthat are capable of cost estimation, ii) a classification of cost estimation techniques forsystematic research in this area, iii) product family based cost estimation technique,iv) a concept of production planning optimisation was designed and compared with thepreviously used production scheduling optimisation.
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1.7 Thesis structure
This thesis contains of eight chapters forming three groups. Definition of the researchtopic and methods is formed from first three chapters. Chapters from 4 to 7 are ful-filling research objectives. The final chapter concludes this research. Each chapter isintroduced separately.Chapter 1. Introduction: introduces the purpose of this research as having thecapability to improve production planning using discrete event simulation modelling.Discrete event simulation modelling is capable of representing complex manufacturingsystems, and production planning is one of few approaches for performance improvementof systems with expensive and very big equipment.Chapter 2. Literature review: familiarises us with the concepts that are related tothe topics of this research namely, production planning and scheduling, optimisationtechniques, production cost estimation, and discrete event simulation modelling. Re-search gaps, that support the proposed industrial objectives, are defined at the end ofthis chapter.Chapter 3. Research aim and methodology: defines the aim and objectives of thisresearch. Analysis of the impact of the scope to the objectivity of this research. Researchstrategy and research methods followed by the overall research process are also definedin this chapter.Chapter 4. Current situation: is presented in a form of the projects having theauthor as a participant observer. This list is followed by the important issues regardingproduction planning, costing, and discrete event simulation at Tata Steel Europe. Thischapter is finalised with the summary that combines the most important observationsinto one picture.Chapter 5. Optimisation of production plans and schedules describes one of the threesub-projects. This part of the research is focused on optimisation of both productionplans and schedules using time-sequenced introduction of products as a GA chromosomethat is evaluated in a DES model of production system. This provides both generic andaccurate solution for production planning.
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Chapter 6. Cost estimation is the second sub-project, it is focused on cost estimationusing DES models. Direct and reversed approaches for cost estimation were identified;however, due to the novelty and industrial importance, this chapter is focused on thereversed, product family based cost estimation technique. A proposed classification ofcost estimation techniques is also described in this chapter.Chapter 7. Information collection is the final, third sub-project, it is focused on aprocess of information collection for further development of discrete event simulationmodels of production systems that are capable of accurate cost estimation.Chapter 8. Discussions, conclusions, and future work. This chapter finalises thethesis with the discussion on the research results, i.e. key observations in the company,research methodology, as well as research contributions and areas for future researchregarding each sub-project.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 Introduction
The literature review familiarises the researcher with i) relevant concepts regardingrelevant disciplines, ii) methods utilised within these disciplines, iii) current researchtrends. It also allows the researcher to define the research gaps.This multi-disciplinary research project requires a literature review on both the dis-ciplines and interconnections between them. The disciplines are loosely categorisedinto ‘functional’ and ‘supporting’ groups. The ‘functional’ group is reserved to the dis-ciplines that are directly related to this project; production planning & scheduling andcost estimation form this group. The ‘supporting’ group is reserved for the disciplinesthat add to the functional disciplines; optimisation, which is narrowed down to geneticalgorithms, and discrete event simulation modelling form this group.Interconnections between the disciplines directly serve the solutions, productionplanning & scheduling using DES models as fitness functions of GA, cost estimationusing DES modelling, and an information collection process for further development ofDES models capable of cost estimation.
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Figure 2.1: Supply chain planning matrix, re-drawn from [13, 14].
2.2 Optimisation of production plans and schedules
2.2.1 Production planning and scheduling
Planning is used by different departments on different levels of a company; with Fig-ure 2.1 Meyr, Wagner and Rohde [13] show a structure for planning tasks. Maraveliasand Sung [14] state that ‘short-term planning is carried out on a daily or weekly basisto determine the assignment of tasks to units and the sequencing of tasks in each unit.At the production level, short-term planning is referred to as scheduling.’ Productionplans and schedules are closely interrelated concepts [15]: the plan is a definition ofproduct mixes and quantities a company is expecting to produce, while the schedulerepresents a time-sequenced introduction of products into a production system thatefficiently supports a plan.As production planning and scheduling are important concepts of operations man-agement, a wide variety of methods were developed to support these activities. Aclassification of scheduling problems and algorithms used for production schedulingwith the number of reviewed papers are listed in Figure 2.2.
2.2.2 Production planning and scheduling in steel manufacturing
Table 2.1 provides an overview of production planning and scheduling in the steelmanufacturing domain from the year 2000 to 2010. While most of the papers are simplycited with the authors, problem areas and scheduling methods, two papers; Tang et al.
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Figure 2.2: A classification of (i) scheduling problems with the number of reviewedpapers and (ii) algorithms used for production scheduling with the number of reviewedpapers except the algorithms cited less than three papers, based on [16].
[17] and Dutta & Fourer [18], are described in more detail as these papers provide aframework for reviewing other papers in this area.Tang et al. [17] reviewed the tools and methods of production planning and schedul-ing for integrated steel production. They mentioned four approaches for productionplanning, namely: operation research based methods, artificial intelligence (expert sys-tem, intelligent search, constraint satisfaction), asynchronous team methods (whereby aproblem is re-solved by many methods) and human-machine coordination techniques.Most of the papers on these methods are case- and/or process specific.Another review of methods is provided by Dutta and Fourer [18]. In contrast to Tanget. al., these authors provided classification of planning and scheduling problems solvedby mathematic programming applications. They identified six types of planning problemsin integrated steel plants: 1) national steel planning; 2) product-mix optimisation; 3)blending in blast furnaces, coke ovens, or steel foundries; 4) scheduling, inventory, anddistribution; 5) set covering; and 6) cutting stock optimisation.
2.2.3 Optimisation techniques
Roy, Hinduja and Teti [47] wrote a comprehensive literature review on engineering de-sign optimisation, where they classified optimisation techniques by the five major groups
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Reference Problem Approach
As’ad & Demirly [19] Steel rolling mill Built-in branch and cut algorithmTang, Guan, & Hu [20] Steel alloy converter & transportation to re-fining furnaces Tabu searchXue, Zheng, & Yang [21] Steel casting Particle swarm optimisation, travellingsalesman problemTang & Wang [22] Hot rolling of heavy plates A two stage: scatter search, and decisiontree based heuristicsTang & Wang [23, 24] Colour-coating Tabu searchAtighehchian, Bijari, & Tarkesh[25] Steel-making continuous casting scheduling A combination of ant colony optimisationand non-linear optimisation algorithmPan & Yang [26] Large scale rolling batch scheduling problem A variant of column generationVanhoucke & Debels [27] Integrated steel company A two stage: local search machine assign-ment, and optimal knapsack solverMissbauer, Hauber, & Stadler[28] Steel-making continuous casting HeuristicsWang & Tang [29] Hot rolling Tabu search, manual scheduling, SerialschedulingTang & Wang [30] Colour-coating Reactive schedulingMathirajan, Chandru &Sivakumar [31] Heat-treatment furnaces HeuristicsHuegler & Vasko [32] Meltshop A combination of heuristics with either gen-eration evolutionary programming, steadystate evolutionary programming, or simu-lated annealingTang & Huang [31] Tube rolling Branch and bound, neighbourhood searchTanizaki, Tamura, Sakai, Taka-hashi, & Imai [33] Multi-stage job-shop process with crane han-dling HeuristicsLi, Li, Tang & Wu [34] Tube hot rolling HeuristicsChen [35] Hot charged rolling Lagrangean decompositionKumar, Kumar, Tiwari, Chan[36] A process including blast furnace, transporter,meltshop, continuous caster, and coil hot stripmill
Heuristcs
Appelqvist & Lehtonen [37] Integrated steel company Branch-and-boundSingh, Srinivas & Tiwari [38] Steel rolling Parallel genetic algorithmRoy, Adesola, Thornton [39] A generic steel-making process HeuristicsOuelhadj, Petrovic, Cowling,Meisels [40] Continuous caster and hot strip mill Inter-agent cooperation, and tabu searchNeureuther, Polak, Sanders[41] A steel fabrication plant Hierarchical production planningCowling, Ouelhadj & Petrovic[42] Steel casting and milling Multi-agents with contract net protocol asan inter-agent cooperationTang Liu, Rong & Yang [43] Slab stack shifting Genetic algorithmsPark, Hong & Chang [44] Hot coil making in a mini steel mill HeuristicsTang, Luh, Liu & Fang [45] Steel-making, refining and continuous casting A combination of Lagrangian relaxation, dy-namic programming and heuristicsVan Voorhis, Peters, Johnson[46] Steel casting with an impact to downstreamprocesses HeuristicsTable 2.1: Production planning and scheduling in steel manufacturing.
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Figure 2.3: Problem-based classification of optimisation techniques, re-drawn from [48].
of optimisation problems. Problems can be 1) constrained (limitations on input parame-ters), 2) multi-modal (more than one optimal solution), 3) multi-objective (more than onecriterion), 4) real life requirements (industrial case) and 5) increasing confidence (noexplicit knowledge). Each problem is usually related to a group of optimisation tech-niques; however, some of the techniques are related to more than one type of problem.This classification is shown in Figure 2.3.Roy et al. [48] provide a classification of techniques for engineering design opti-misation. Production planning problems also are constrained, multi-modal, etc., whichmeans that this classification may also be applied to the production planning domain.Figure 2.3 shows that evolutionary computing is the only technique used for solvingall types of problems. Genetic algorithms are the most commonly used optimisationtechnique among evolutionary algorithms and optimisation approaches. Stockton etal. [49, 50] reviewed the use of genetic algorithms in operation management, which in-cluded planning optimisation. For these reasons, GA was selected as an optimisationtechnique for this research.
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Content AreaManufacturing Maintenance SupplyTime-sequenced of products [52, 53, 54, 55, 56, 12, 57] [58]Dispatching rules [59, 60, 61, 62, 12]Production parameters [63, 64, 65, 66, 67, 68, 51,69] [70, 71, 72, 73] [74]Production site’s layout [75, 76, 77, 78] [79]Composite [12] [80, 81, 82]Table 2.2: Five ways may result performance improvements of production systems usingDES & GA.
2.2.4 Genetic algorithms and discrete event simulation
A common approach to computer modelling of complex production systems having dy-namic and stochastic behaviour is discrete event simulation [1]. Developed and validatedDES models provide trustworthy results that may be used to compare alternative pro-duction plans and schedules.Some algorithmic optimisation approaches are more compatible with DES modellingthan others. Classical optimisation approaches have certain disadvantages, i.e. tradi-tional optimisation methods are case-based, and, therefore, are not generic [51]. On thecontrary, evolutionary algorithms are suitable for use with DES due to the followingcharacteristics [1, 9, 10, 11]: DES models are as unique as the respective productionprocesses, have complex behaviour and noisy output, often incorrect inverse problemsand discontinuous parameter change, incompact search space and many-extremes per-formance measure.DES & GA were previously used to improve the efficiency of production systems.Andersson et al. [12] have mentioned direct and indirect methods to optimisation ofproduction schedules. This binary classification might be extended on the basis of thechromosome’s content. A new five-category classification was developed; papers oneach category are listed in Table 2.2.
1. Time-sequenced introduction of products. In addition to the products, resourcesalso may be introduced into a system in a form of time-sequenced chromosome.
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Year Authors Method Objectives Application
1998 Azzaro-Pantel,C. et al. [52] GA average residence time wafer manufacturing2001 Oldenburg, N.et al. [53] GA overall production time a multi-product plant2003 Tedford, J. &Lowe, C. [54] FLGA, comparedwith SPT, SLACK,FIFO, EDD
total processing time, flow time, av-erage lateness, percentage of lateorders
flexible manufacturing system
2005 Liu, Q.-L. et al.[55] GA coil stack throughput steel manufacturing2006 Song, D.-P.[56] evolution strategy cost of holding stock & tardiness a capital goods company manufac-turing stream turbines2008 Andersson, M.et al. [12] GA, compared withSPT, LPT, EDD,LBT, SBQ, HP
throughput, shortage, target levels,stopped in advance, setup times camshaft manufacturing line
2009 Alfieri, A. [57] tabu search due date, time spent cardboard production
Table 2.3: Optimisation of production schedules using DES model as a fitness functionof GA and time-sequenced information encoded in chromosomes.
2. Dispatching rules. Examples of dispatching rules are shortest processing time(SPT), first in first out (FIFO), earliest due date (EDD).
3. Production parameters. Machine or conveyor processing speed, buffer size maybe named as examples.
4. Production site’s layouts. A number of machines and their location on productionsite are encoded in a chromosome.
5. Composite. A chromosome consists of two or more of the previously mentionedchromosomes.
Some of these approaches are not suitable for the optimisation of production plansor schedules of a steel manufacturing company. Modifications of a production site’s lay-out are generally an inappropriate method for steel manufacturing due to massive andexpensive equipment. Application of the optimised production parameters and dispatch-ing rules would require a significant change in manufacturing procedures and personaltraining to be a generic solution for a multi-factory company, yet useful for individ-ual projects. On the other hand, time-sequenced introduction of products is a generic
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method, which requires minor changes in operation management, production planningand sales departments. Papers on this category are explicitly described in Table 2.3.Many GAs have been developed since this concept was introduced to the researchsociety. These GAs were compared with each other on a variety of theoretical andindustrial problems. NSGA-II is one of the algorithms which provided ‘good’ results fora wide variety of problems, and is one of the de-facto algorithms to use or compareagainst. For this reason, NSGA-II was selected for this research.
2.3 Cost estimation techniques
Cost estimation [83] is the ‘process of predicting or forecasting the cost of a workactivity or work output, depending on inputs from the cost analysis activity, whichis the process of studying and organising past costs and future estimates.’ The costestimation process includes building a model to estimate cost of cost objects i.e. productsand components, processes and operations, contracts and orders. Cost estimation isused [84] for feasibility studies, selection of alternative designs or investment proposals,appropriation of funds, and preparations of bids and tenders.A wide variety of cost estimation techniques and their classifications were developedduring recent decades. While different techniques were developed to estimate cost indifferent environments, classifications were developed for several reasons. A classifi-cation could simplify one’s understanding. Ostwald et al. [85], Niazi et al. [86] andCurran [87] developed classifications that provide some insights about this knowledgedomain. Other researchers satisfy an active function with their classifications; for exam-ple, Rush and Roy [88] link cost estimation techniques with the stages of a product’s lifecycle (PLC), which simplify the selection of an appropriate cost estimation techniqueon the basis of the relevant stage of PLC.
2.3.1 Overview of classifications
Ostwald and McLaren [85] developed a classification of cost estimation techniques onthe basis of cost objects. If a company has the product as a cost object, then techniques
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Figure 2.4: Classification of the product cost estimation techniques (is based on infor-mation from Ostwald and McLaren [85]).
such as operation planning or bill of material can be used for cost estimation, whilethe project as a cost object requires using techniques based on learning, factors or costestimation relationships. This classification is shown in Figure 2.4.PLC was the basis of the classification developed by Rush and Roy [88, 89]. If acompany is innovating a product – a concept design phase of the product life cycle –then techniques such as parametric estimation, case-based reasoning or feature-basedcosting are the most appropriate for cost estimation. However, at the production stagethis company would be recommended to shift to an activity-based or detailed costestimation. This classification is presented in Table 2.4.Niazi et al. [86] group product cost estimation techniques by their nature as beingeither qualitative or quantitative, and further subdivide them into smaller groups. Forexample, activity-based costing is a quantitative technique with an analytical nature.This classification narrows down Ostwald’s classification [85] in the area of product
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Stage of life cycle PE NN CBR FBC ABC DCEConcept design phase (innovation) + – + + – –Concept design (similar products) + + + + – –Feasibility studies + + + + – –Project definition + + + + – –Full scale development – – – + + +Production – – – + + +Table 2.4: Cost estimation techniques and product life cycle (composed from Rush andRoy [88, 89]). Parametric estimation (PE), neural-networks (NN), case-based reasoning(CBR), feature-based costing (FBC), activity-based costing (ABC), detailed cost estima-tion (DCE); ‘+’ indicates that the technique could be used within the stage, ’–’ meansthe opposite.
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Figure 2.5: Classification of the product cost estimation techniques (re-drawn fromNiazi et al. [86]).
cost estimation and provides some insights into the nature of these techniques. Thisclassification is shown in Figure 2.5.Curran et al. [87] observed cost estimation techniques in use by the aerospaceindustry and presented two classifications. The first is based on the state-of-the-artin aerospace cost estimation, and the second groups cost estimation techniques bythe types of information processing. These classifications are combined together inTable 2.5.
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Method State-of-the-artClassical Advanced Not mentionedAggregative Bottom-up Feature-based LCC, Absorption, ABCRelational Parametric; Analogous Neural networks, Fuzzylogic Financial modelling,physical process mod-ellingNot mentioned Uncertainty, Data miningTable 2.5: Classification of aerospace cost estimation techniques, Curran et al. [87].
2.3.2 Overview of cost estimation techniques
Activity-based cost estimation (ABC ) was developed from an accounting approach calledactivity-based costing. This technique is used for the cost estimation of cost objectssuch as orders, batches, products, and services. The cost of an object is estimated byan accumulation of the activities’ costs assigned to this object; all the costs come fromthe assigned resources. This technique utilises information elements [90, 91, 92] suchas a resource cost, resource consumption per activity and activity time.Feature-based cost estimation deals with the costs of the components’ geometricalfeatures. The geometrical information of a component is usually stored in a CAD/CAMmodel. The features can be related to specific manufacturing operations. By knowingthe costs of operations, it is possible to calculate the cost of a product [86, 93, 94, 95].Breakdown cost estimation is also known as detailed or traditional cost estimation.This technique estimates the cost of a product from the decomposition of a productionprocess [86, 96, 97, 98] and requires detailed and systematic data about materials, labour,equipment, software, operational, support, etc. The cost of a product is aggregated frommanufacturing, selling, and general and administrative expenses.Operation-based cost estimation uses the cost of operations applied to a product.Usually, the cost of an operation is estimated by multiplication of an operation’s costrate by the processing time. The cost of a product is a summation of the operation’scosts [86, 99, 100].Parametric cost estimation uses the parameters of a product, such as weight, elec-tricity consumption, and volume. An analytical function utilises these parameters for
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product cost estimation [86, 96, 101, 89]. Tolerance-based cost estimation is similar toparametric technique with manufacturing tolerance as the only parameter [86, 102, 103].Case-based cost estimation uses similarities between products for cost estimation.An increased number of examples improves the accuracy and consistency of cost esti-mation. This technique is characterised by the use of expert opinions to select similarcases and parametric equations for cost estimation [86, 96, 104, 89].Regression-based cost estimation processes a historical cost information and pa-rameters of past products to estimate the cost of a new product. A variety of regressionmethods might be used for cost estimation [86].Neural network model uses an artificial neural network for cost estimation. Theneural network is trained on past cases. Parametric information of a product is used asthe input to a neural network [86, 105, 106].Decision support cost estimation techniques are used to help either a cost estimatorto make decisions on the different stages of cost estimation or a designer in the designof a cost-effective product [86].
2.4 Discrete event simulation
2.4.1 Overview of simulation modelling techniques
‘A simulation is the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system overtime’ [1]. It starts with building a model on which to run simulation experiments. Amodel may have different natures. Fishman [107] suggests that a model is describedwith three binary classes, whereby a model is either natural or man-made, open orclosed, and either adaptive or non-adaptive. A combination of these binary classifiersdefines the class of a simulation model; for example, it can be man-made – closed –adaptive, or man-made – open – adaptive.Banks et al. [108] provides another classification, saying that simulation models areeither static or dynamic, deterministic or stochastic, and either discrete or continuous.Static simulation models represent a snapshot of a system, while dynamic models in-troduce continuous time changes. ‘Deterministic’ means that no random events occur in
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Variable TimeContinuous DiscreteContinuous Partial Differential Equations, OrdinaryDifferential Equations, Bond Graphs,Modelica, Electrical Circuit Diagrams
Difference Equations, Finite ElementMethod, Finite Differences, NumericalMethodsDiscrete DEVS Formalism, Timed Petri Nets,Timed Finite State, Event Graphs Finite State Machines, Finite StateAutomata, Petri Nets, Boolean Logic,Markov ChainsTable 2.6: Classification of modelling techniques according to the representation of timebases/state variables, re-drawn from Wainer [110].
a system, and the opposite is true in stochastic simulation models. Dynamic simulationhas either discrete or continuous changes in its state.Mitranil [109] describes the differences between continuous, discrete-time and con-tinuous time-discrete events models. Wainer [110] further developed this concept statingthat both variables and time could be either continuous or discrete, making four types ofsimulation modelling techniques. In Table 2.6, Wainer also listed simulation modellingtechniques fitting each profile.
2.4.2 Comparison of simulation modelling techniques
Due to the number of elements, dynamic processing and a large variety of randomevents, production systems of Tata Steel Europe may be described as complex. Dynamic& numeric & stochastic techniques are suitable for modelling such systems. However,agent-based, discrete event, and system dynamics modelling techniques are used inslightly different conditions. These conditions are described in Table 2.7 and Table 2.8.With the Tata Steel Europe’s expertise in DES, this modelling technique is the mostpreferable choice for Tata Steel Europe. That confirms the decision to use DES for costestimation and production planning.
2.4.3 Discrete event simulation modelling
According to Banks’ classification [108], discrete event simulation is a dynamic, stochas-tic and discrete simulation modelling technique; a continuous time-discrete event ac-
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DES ABSIn the process-oriented (top-down modelling) ap-proach; the focus is on modelling the system indetail, not the entities. Top-down modelling ap-proach. One thread of control (centralised). ‘Pas-sive entities’ means that something is done tothe entities while they move through the system;intelligence (e.g. decision making) is modelledas part of the system. Queues are a key ele-ment. Flow of entities through a system; macrobehaviour is modelled. Input distributions are of-ten based on collect/measured (objective) data.
Individual based (bottom-up modelling ap-proach); focus is on modelling the entities and in-teractions between them. Input distributions areoften based on theories or subjective data. Noconcept of flows; macro behaviour is not mod-elled; it emerges from the micro decisions of theindividual agents. No concept of queues. ‘Ac-tive entities’ means that the entities themselvescan take on the initiative to do something; in-telligence is represented within each individualentity. Each agent has its own thread of control(decentralised). Bottom-up modelling approach.Table 2.7: Comparison of DES and agent based simulation (ABS) models [2].
DES SDTactical/operational. Models open loop struc-tures – less interested in feedback. Analyticview. Narrow focus with great complexity & de-tail. Quantitative based on concrete processes.Use of random variables (statistical distributions).Black-box approach. Provides statistically validestimates of system performance.
Strategic. Models causal relationships and feed-back effects. Holistic view. Wider focus, gen-eral & abstract systems. Quantitative & qualita-tive, use of anecdotal data. Stochastic featuresless often used (averages of variables). White-box approach. Provides a full picture (qualitative& quantitative) of system performance.Table 2.8: Comparison of DES and system dynamics (SD) modelling [3].
cording to Mitranil [109]; and a continuous time – discrete variable by Wainer [110].The following example describes discrete event simulation. A production system con-sists of three machines; the production time of each machine is 10 minutes per unitregardless of a product; no setup or maintenance is required. Three units of differentproducts are processed within this example. However, production of product 1 requiresall machines, product 2 requires machines 2 and 3, while product 3 requires machine 3only. There are no limitations on resources, stores/buffers are assumed to be unlimitedand transportation takes no time. This example is visualised in Figure 2.6.Events in a discrete event simulation model are discrete; therefore, changes occurat particular events. The introduction of a product into a model or start/end of productprocessing by a particular machine are the examples of events. The nature of discreteevent simulation modelling is shown below using best- and worst-case scenarios. Ta-ble 2.9 shows that a change of time (and sequence) parameter makes a big differenceeven in this very simple example.
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Best-case scenario takes 30 minutes Worst-case scenario takes 50 minutes
1. At time 0 Products 1, 2, and 3 are introduced into themodel
2. At time 0 Product 1 enters the input buffer of Machine1, Product 2 – Machine 2, Product 3 – Machine 3.
3. At time 0 Machine 1 starts processing of Product 1, Ma-chine 2 – of Product 2, and Machine 3 – of Product 3.
4. At time 10 (minutes) Machine 1 finishes processing ofProduct 1, Machine 2 – of Product 2, and Machine 3 –of Product 3.
5. At time 10 Product 1 enters the output buffer of Machine1, Product 2 – Machine 2, Product 3 – Machine 3.
6. At time 10 Product 1 enters the input buffer of Machine 2,Product 2 – Machine 3, and Product 3 leaves the model.
7. At time 10 Machine 2 starts processing of Product 1,Machine 3 – of Product 2.
8. At time 20 Machine 2 finishes processing of Product 1,Machine 3 – of Product 2.
9. At time 20 Product 1 enters the output buffer of Machine2, Product 2 – Machine 3.
10. At time 20 Product 1 enters the input buffer of Machine3, and Product 2 leaves the model.
11. At time 20 Machine 3 starts processing of Product 1.
12. At time 30 Machine 3 finishes processing of Product 1.
13. At time 30 Product 1 enters the output buffer of Machine3.
14. At time 30 Product 1 leaves the model.
1. At time 0 Product 1 is introduced into the model.
2. At time 0 Product 1 enter the input buffer of Machine 1.
3. At time 0 Machine 1 starts processing of Product 1.
4. At time 10 Product 2 is introduced into the model, andMachine 1 finishes processing of Product 1.
5. At time 10 Product 2 enters the input buffer of Machine2, and Product 1 enters the output buffer of Machine 1.
6. At time 10 Machine 2 starts processing of Product 2,while Product 1 waits in the input buffer of Machine 1.
7. At time 20 Product 3 is introduced into the model, Ma-chine 20 finishes processing of Product 2, and Product 1waits in the input buffer of Machine 1.
8. At time 20 Product 3 enters the input buffer of Machine3, Product 2 enters the output buffer of Machine 2, andMachine 2 starts processing of Product 1.
9. At time 20 Machine 3 starts processing of Product 3,while Product 2 waits in the input buffer of Machine 3.
10. At time 30 Machine 3 finishes processing of Product 3,Machine 2 finishes processing of Product 1, while Prod-uct 2 waits in the input buffer of Machine 3.
11. At time 30 Product 3 enters the output buffer of Ma-chine 3, Product 1 enters the output buffer of Machine 2,Machine 3 starts processing of Product 2,.
12. At time 30 Product 3 leaves the model, while Product 1waits in the input buffer of Machine 3.
13. At time 40 Machine 3 finishes processing of Product 2,while Product 1 waits in the input buffer of Machine 3.
14. At time 40 Product 2 enters the output buffer of Machine3, and Machine 3 starts processing of Product 1.
15. At time 40 Product 2 leaves the model.
16. At time 50 Machine 3 finishes processing of Product 1.
17. At time 50 Product 1 enters the output buffer of Machine3.
18. At time 50 Product 1 leaves the model.
Table 2.9: Best- & worst-case scenarios.
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Figure 2.6: Simple production system.
This example shows the behaviour of a very simple model. Real production sys-tems, even those having three machines, are much more complex for numerous reasons:products and resources might be delayed, buffers and resources are limited, machinesrequire setup and maintenance, products might get damaged during the processing,workers take tea breaks from time to time, employees make mistakes, etc. These eventsaffect the dynamics of a simulation model and have their own causes and effects; how-ever, for the purpose of simplification, these events are treated as stochastic.
2.4.4 Life cycle of DES modelling projects
The life cycle model is ‘a framework containing the processes, activities, and tasksinvolved in the development, operation, and maintenance of a software product, spanningthe life of the system from the definition of its requirements to the termination of its use’[111]. This concept is widely used by many academics, presenting a minor variance instages of the life cycle of a simulation modelling project. Different simulation life cyclesare shown in Table 2.10; ‘+’ symbol shows that an academic uses a stage and blankcell in the opposite case.A graphical representation of Banks’ life cycle [108] is shown in Figure 2.7. Each ofthese stages has their own function, which is clearly defined by its name. The literaturewas studied in order to identify current issues with DES modelling and expectationsfor DES in the future; these points are listed in Table 2.11 and Table 2.12.
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Stages References[112] [113] [114] [108] [115] [116]Problem definition + + + + +Setting of objectives and overall project plan + + + +Conceptual model design + + + + +Data collection + +Model building or translation + + + + +Model testing or verification and validation + + + + +Design of simulation experiments + +Model execution or experimentation + + + + + +Output analysis + + + + +Model optimisation +Model deployment or implementation + + +Table 2.10: Life cycle of simulation modelling projects; ‘+’ symbol shows that an aca-demic uses a stage and blank cell in the opposite case.
Stage Current issuesProblem formulation,setting objectivesand overall produc-tion plan
Simulation as facilitation/problem structuring [117].Insuring that the problem statement is understood well enough [118].
Model conceptuali-sation and data col-lection
Better links with lean processes [117].Conceptual modelling frameworks [117, 6].Quick model development and easy to understand analysis [117, 6].Better support for data collection [117, 119].Model translation,verification andvalidation
Integration of conceptual modelling and pre-modelling tools [117].Scenario management [117].Recommendations for a number of replications [117].Guidance on scenario selection [117].Design and analysis of experiments training for practitioners (not just anotherstatistics course) [117].Improved validation techniques [117, 6].Planning, runningand analysingexperiments
Develop use of probabilistic sensitivity analysis [117].Wider experimentation support [117, 6].More options for exploring solution space [117].Better visualization for experimentation [117].Results management and analysis support [117].Reporting resultsand taking actions Sharing of simulation analysis via the Web [117].Integration of simulation modelling methods into enterprise developmentmethods [117].Real-time experimentation to see the likely effect of making different deci-sions [117].Table 2.11: Current issues and future expectations about DES grouped by stages oflife cycle of DES modelling project. Bold font highlights partial coverage of a selectedtopic in this research.
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Figure 2.7: Methodology of DES modelling projects, re-drawn from [108].
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Area Current issuesSoftware Better links between commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) simulation packages and physicalsimulators [117].Portability of models between COTS simulation packages [117].Discrete-event simulation and system dynamics conversion [117].Conversion between ‘drag and drop’ models and Java/C++ program code [117].Configuration of COTS tools [117].Open platform availability to run the widest platform [117].Distributed applications [117].Appropriate graphic libraries (cross package) [117].Amend CAD drawings and import into COTS simulation packages [117].Base simulation frameworks and libraries of tools [120].Customisation by derivation of specialised tools [120].Generic and specialised development environments [120].Easy expansion by derivation [120].Maintenance confined [120].Easy interoperability [117, 6].Simulate Embedded decision support algorithms (run dependent on decision points) [117].More niche modelling/embedded models [117].Support for domain templates [117, 6].Better links to process maps [117].Integrated lifecycle simulation [117].Different levels of usage [120].Balance the credibility of a model and its simplicity [118].‘On-line’ selection/implementation of variance reduction techniques for simulation optimi-sation [117].Better integration of optimisation with simulation tools [117, 6].Simulation for: financial applications, modelling human factors issue, emulation to aid thedesign of control systems, scheduling, predicting future performance (for example, the timeto process an individual’s insurance claim), real-time control, training [117, 6].Manage Better facilitation of model/sub-model reuse [117, 6].Books describing how COTS simulation packages can be used in different domains [117].Provision of run time and development licenses for COTS simulation packages [117].Standard for comparing simulation techniques [117].Standardized reuse of object-oriented simulations [117].Research into comparative cost of model development by COTS simulation package or byobject-oriented programming [117].Availability [117].Manufacturing applications: material flow, constraint analysis [117].Applications to third world through non-government organizations and charities [117].Cheaper packages [117].Selection of the most appropriate tool for the job [118].People Better support for group use of models [117].Intuitive use [117].Better use of graphics and animated sequences [117].User-friendly interfaces [117].Deployment into user groups [117].User friendly patient flow simulations [117].Common terms and jargon [117].‘Beginners’ documentation [117].Easy web-based deployment for non-expert [117, 6].Easy to learn and easy to use [120, 6].Table 2.12: Current issues and future expectations about DES grouped by genericconcepts related to DES. Bold font highlights partial coverage of a selected topic inthis research. 31
Costs ElementsEntity Process Queue ResourceValue added + +Non-value added +Wait + + +Other +Total + + +Busy +Idle +Transportation +Usage + +Table 2.13: Arena cost model, ‘+’ means that this type of cost is related to this element.
2.4.5 Cost estimation using discrete event simulation
As it stated in Section 6.2.1, a cost estimation technique is a combination of informationprocessed by a method. DES is a method of information processing; therefore, it canbe used for cost estimation. According to Sections 6.2.1 and Table 6.4, DES utilisesa combination of process analytic with either product analytic or product parametricinformation. This way of estimating costs is based on the first architecture of costestimation techniques and within this thesis is called a direct cost estimation. However,this research also describes a novel cost estimation technique and, as opposed to thedirect cost estimation, this technique is called ‘reversed’ while also being called ‘productfamily based’ due to its basic characteristic.The majority of DES modelling software packages have built-in functionality thatsupports cost estimation. The major DES modelling software of Tata Steel Europe isRockwell Arena v11. A DES model is a combination of different elements; some of theseelements – entity, process, queue and resource – are related to cost. A cost report maybe automatically generated at the end of a simulation run; having different types of time,this report provides minimum, average and maximum costs for each element. Cost iscalculated by the multiplication of time by the cost rate. In addition to this, a resourcehas both the cost of a single use, cost per idle time of use and cost per busy time of use,while an entity has initial and collected costs. Cost elements are listed in Table 2.13,while the algorithm of the cost estimation of Arena is described in Figure 2.8.
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Direct cost estimation technique cannot work without a combination of process an-alytic with either product analytic or product parametric information. Because of this, areversed cost estimation was developed; this technique is based on a number of ideasfrom existing cost estimation techniques.The first idea came from activity-based costing [90]: a product’s cost is based onthe volumes of used resources multiplied by the cost of these resources. This conceptcan be transformed into: the cost of a product is proportional to the utilisation of theresources involved in the production of this product.The second idea is described in the domain of computer simulation modelling, wherea simulation model of a production process provides values of resource utilisation withthe required level of accuracy. The combination of resource utilisation with the existingcosts from standard costing system provides accurate relative costs of products.‘The rise of activity-based costing’ began with a widely cited series of Cooper’spapers having similar names; the first paper [121] was published in 1988. Anotherfundamental work on activity-based costing was published by Cooper and Slagmulderin 1999 [91, 92]. Many more articles on this topic have been published since then; someof these research topics were selected for presentation below to show the interests andfindings of the research community.Aderoba [122] developed a generalised cost-estimation model for job shops, whileOzbayrak et al. [123] used it for a comparison of push/pull advanced manufacturingsystems. Ben-Arieh and Qian [124] covered the use of this technique in life cyclecost estimation for the design and development stage. Park and Simpson [125] usedactivity-based costing to estimate the cost of design for product families. Kaplan andAnderson [126] declared that time-based activity-based cost estimation, a techniquewhich uses no resources but time, provides surprisingly precise results.None of the observed papers on activity-based costing, or in the previously observedliterature of cost estimation techniques in the production domain, except work of Curranet al. [87], has referenced the concept of using resource utilisation for cost estimation.However, the concept from Curran’s paper, known as absorption costing, is known tocost the accounting community as the concept has different meaning to the idea of
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this research. Books on cost accounting provide the following definitions: ‘Absorptioncosting is a method of stock costing in which all variable manufacturing costs andall fixed manufacturing costs are included as inventoriable costs’ [127], another sourceprovides a similar definition [128]. Absorption costing opposes variable costing, whichis ‘a method of stock costing in which all variable manufacturing costs are included asinventoriable costs. All fixed manufacturing costs are excluded from inventoriable costs;they are costs of the period in which they are incurred’ [127].Some of the research topics on absorption costing were selected for presentation.Absorption costing was compared with direct costing based on the criterion of therelevance of opportunity costs [129]. The effects of just-in-time systems on financialaccounting metrics were checked [130]. A comparison of accounting methods includingabsorption costing, was performed based on the impact that inventory reduction affectedthe reported profit in a lean manufacturing system [131]. The analysis of the use oftransfer pricing as a strategic device in divisionalised firms facing duopolistic pricecompetition was performed [132]. The survey of factors influencing the choice of productcosting systems in UK organisations was made [133].The concept of product families was taken from books on lean manufacturing [134,135]. Products are grouped into families on the basis of the unique combination ofmachines these products are going through. Each machine utilises a different combi-nation of resources, which makes it possible to assign a consumption of resources toeach product family. Having a discrete event simulation model for modelling a man-ufacturing system allows us to have precise values of the key performance indicator,including utilisation of machines. Discrete event simulation has a long history of mod-elling manufacturing systems; recently, DES started to apply it with the concepts oflean manufacturing. Within the examples of such papers worth mentioning are thestudy on benefits of using discrete event simulation together with lean manufacturing[136], and the use of simulation modelling as a tool to understand the concepts of leanmanufacturing [137]. This combination was also tested on a number of case studiessuch as that involving engine test operations [138], sample management [139], and timevariability analysis for factory automation [140].
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There are not many papers covering cost estimation and resource utilisation, espe-cially in the production domain; all meaningful alternatives in terminology and spellingwere applied. None of these papers presents the concept of using resource utilisationfor cost estimation in the way described in this section. Some of these papers wereselected for presentation: parametric and neural cost estimation methods were com-pared; the quality of cost estimation would affect the utilisation of resources in furtherproduction [141]; with improvement of resource utilisation increasing the efficiency offactory operations [142].
2.5 Early stages of discrete event simulation
Robinson [6] commented that conceptual modelling (also called information modelling)lacks research [7, 8]. Similar concerns were raised by Skoogh & Björn [143], Hill& Onggo [144]. Perera & Liyanage [145] listed a number of factors that affect thedevelopment of conceptual models, starting with poor data availability, high-level modeldetails, difficulty in identifying available data sources, the complexity of the systemunder investigation, lack of clear objectives, limited facilities in simulation software orpackages to organise and manipulate input data and wrong problem definitions.The major requirements for a solution are as follows: novice simulation engineersshould be able to develop qualitative conceptual models of production systems, the de-veloped conceptual models should support further cost estimation, the time of conceptualmodels’ development should be reduced. For a potential re-use, these conceptual mod-els should be stored in a knowledge base. Conceptual modelling shall be natural forproduction engineers who are inexperienced in simulation modelling. This is not theonly solution, for example, Rampersad and Tjahjono [146, 147] propose use of DESmodelling templates of manufacturing systems.This research provides a solution for conceptual modelling, which, as described inFigure 3.8, is based on well-established methods from related knowledge areas. Theareas are 1) cost estimation as the result of DES modelling is costs of products, and 2)manufacturing management as steel manufacturing is the background of this research.
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Name of the technique Arithmetic Information Used with DESActivity-based costing Yes Yes YesFeature-based costing Yes Yes NoBreakdown cost estimation Yes Yes NoOperation-based cost estimation Yes Yes YesParametric cost estimation Yes No NoTolerance-based cost estimation Yes No NoCase-based cost estimation No No NoRegression-based cost estimation Yes No NoNeural network cost estimation No No NoDecision support cost estimation techniques No No NoTable 2.14: Cost estimation techniques for DES.
Adapting well-established methods for conceptual modelling could provide a completeand intuitive approach to information collection to be used in modelling.The literature review showed that simulation modelling can be, and is, used forcost estimation. As stated in Section 6.2.1, a cost estimation technique is informationprocessed with a special method. Having simulation modelling as a method of costestimation and according to Table 6.4, simulation models usually utilise a combinationof process analytic with either product analytic or product parametric information forcost estimation.The initial selection of cost estimation techniques is based on three criteria similarto the requirements. 1) A well established technique means the technique is widelyused by industry and is appreciated by academia; industrial cost estimation is mostlydone by arithmetic cost estimation techniques [148]. 2) The second criterion is basedon information cost estimation techniques are using; according to Table 6.4, simulationmodelling techniques are using a combination of process analytic with either productanalytic or product parametric information. 3) The third criterion is an actual practiceof using a particular cost estimation technique with DES. The list of techniques withtheir descriptions is given in Table 2.14.Activity-based and operation-based cost estimation techniques satisfy these criteria.These techniques are quite similar; however, activity-based costing is examined morethoroughly by academia (according to the number of related books) than operation-based costing. Activity-based costing was a matter of special attention of researchers
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Figure 2.9: Simplified version of information collection in activity-based costing, basedon [149].
Product family analysis a) is breaking down the full product range into groups that can bemanaged together, or which share a significant part of value stream,b) the first step of value stream mapping [135]Value stream mapping is all the actions (both value added and non-value added) currentlyrequired to bring a product through the main flows essential to everyproduct: (1) the production flow from raw material into the arms of thecustomer, and (2) the design flow from concept to launch [135]
Table 2.15: Selected lean tools.
in DES; therefore, activity-based costing was selected for adaptation. The author [149]developed a generic process of activity-based costing prior to this PhD project; thisprocess is mostly based on research undertaken on a number of books and papers[150, 151, 123, 124]. A simplified version of this process is shown in Figure 2.9.Manufacturing management requires development of information models of produc-tion systems. The ‘code of practice’ of advanced manufacturing management, lean manu-facturing, is widely recognised as being an effective principle and tool for manufacturingmanagement. According to Bicheno [135], lean manufacturing utilises a variety of tools.Two of them, i) product family analysis using product – process matrix and ii) valuestream mapping were selected for adaptation for the information collection processes.A short description of these tools is provided in Table 2.15, while a generic process ofinformation collection of value stream mapping is visualised in Figure 2.10.
2.6 Research gaps
The literature review was performed in order to clarify the systems of concepts related tothe research objectives, identify current practices and solutions, as well as opportunitiesfor future research. Obviously, these topics are too specific and are named considering
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Figure 2.10: Information collection in lean manufacturing, from [134].
this literature review, the study of the company and hypotheses of the author. Threeresearch gaps were identified during the literature review.
1. No research has been found on the optimisation of production plans using time-sequenced introduction of products into DES models used as fitness functions ofthe genetic algorithm.
2. No research showed the existence of simulation based cost estimation techniqueusing information from a standard costing system.
3. No research was performed in structured information collection for further devel-opment of discrete event simulation models suitable for cost estimation.
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Chapter 3
Research aim and methodology
3.1 Introduction
Research methodology is an important aspect of research. It describes how research isdone, the methods and sequence of their application. Then, validation of the researchoutcomes is important because the ‘right’ method delivers ‘right’ results.This chapter covers three main topics. Firstly, the aim and objectives of this research.Secondly, the methods applied to achieve this aim including research strategy, actualmethods with their selection and research process. Thirdly, meta-analysis of the sourcesof objectivity and subjectivity with further detailed review into the most important sourcesof subjectivity.
3.2 Research aim and objectives
This research aims to develop frameworks for steel manufacturing planning capabilityimprovement using discrete event simulation. In order to achieve this aim, a number ofobjectives have to be met.
1. To investigate state of the art use of DES in steel manufacturing and how costestimation is performed within the environment.
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2. To identify the industrial practice and challenges in use of DES in steel manu-facturing.
3. Develop a framework to use DES for planning and scheduling optimisation.
4. Develop an improved cost estimation framework for steel manufacturing usingDES environment.
5. Develop a framework for information collection to support DES model developmentof production systems in steel manufacturing.
6. Perform a systematic validation of frameworks using real life case studies.
The company have problems with production cost estimation and production schedul-ing; application of discrete event simulation modelling to these areas would increasethe diversity of DES modelling. A framework that supports the development of discreteevent simulation modelling would benefit both a number of developed DES models andlonger use of DES models. In addition to studying the company, literature was alsostudied prior to the formulation of the following research objectives.
3.3 Research strategy
Robson [152] distinguishes the difference between strategy and tactics of a research.While strategy ‘refers to the general broad orientation taking in addressing research’,tactics means ‘the specific methods of investigation’. This thesis contains separate sub-sections for the strategy and tactics of this research.Research strategy is a broad orientation; a style of a research. Some aspects havebeen covered in the section on the philosophic basis of the researcher, Section 3.4.2,while the other is the set of principles that were addressed in this research. Someof these principles repeat those from Section 3.4.2, this is not a bad thing due to itsimportance and lack of knowledge of the absolute theory of scientific research.Initial agreements are a must. This project was defined and received the fundingprior to the assignment of a researcher. The researcher is merely a vehicle, an essential
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one, but still a vehicle that rides the roads of scientific discovery towards an aim. Cer-tain academic and industrial questions, production planning, cost estimation, simulationmodel development, must be answered within this research. However, the specifics ofthe solution of those three things are up to science, the researcher and scope of thisproject.The imperative of this research is related to three different knowledge areas con-sisting of production planning & scheduling, production cost estimation, and the devel-opment of simulation models of production systems. The relationships between themmust be based not only on the functional level (capability improvement of productionplanning), but also on more the fundamental, methods-and-concepts level. This wasachieved in two major ways, firstly with the functional outcome of one objective sup-porting another one (i.e. production cost is an important criterion in production planning)and secondly by using the same methods and concepts (i.e. product families are usedin Chapters 5, 6, and 7).Validity of the results. One of the principles of the science is validation. The Oxforddictionary provides the following definition of validity: 1) the state of being legally orofficially acceptable, and 2) the state of being logical and true. Usually, a scientificresearch corresponds with both of these definitions. The former is rarely out of thescope; however, successful researchers remain in the records forever, or at least up tothe unfortunate event of a global catastrophe, Nicolaus Copernicus, Charles Darwinor Albert Einstein are some of those, as they provided revolutionary and fundamentaltheories. This research remains in the field of normal science. (see Kuhn’s work onscientific revolutions [153]).A concept of ‘black box’ from theory of systems suggests three main components.An input, output and a hidden ‘mechanism’ of transforming input to output. A scientificresearch may also be represented with this concept. All of these three parts must bevalid, including the initial agreement. Therefore, it must also be validated.Describe the scope and its effect on the research. The scope does indeed affect areal world research. The impact comes from the knowledge areas involved (managementis different to astrophysics), organisations involved (small design agencies are different
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to large production companies), the field of work involved (oil and gas is different tosteelmaking), one large company from one part of the world is supposedly different fromthe same size business in another part of the world due to national differences and thespecifics developed within old organisations, specific departments of one organisationinvolved (the cognition of a production manager [produce certain amounts of certainproducts within cost, quality, and time boundaries] differs to the cognition of a continuousimprovement engineer [make production system more efficient by cost, quality or/andtime criteria]).The number of important elements or systems containing these elements is numerous.Each of them has minor or major impact to the inputs, ‘black box’, or outputs of theresearch. Also, a researcher will have different levels of impact to the elements of aresearched system, while it is logical to take into account all important factors, it issane to focus on the factors and elements that have the potential to have influence ona research, especially in the area of applied research.
3.4 Meta-analysis
Development of a real world model is the function of a scientific research. Such a modelmust be realistic and generic enough to be useful, must be complete and solid for themajority of researcher to agree on this model (it forms the current scientific paradigmin the case of normal science), must be verified and capable of passing tests of otherresearchers.Scientific thinking is a method of developing such models. A researcher will knowthat a model, a simplified description of reality, is based on observations, assumptionsand logical conclusions. A researcher shall know that his/er individuality affects theresearch. An ‘ideal’ researcher understands his/er subjectivity and decreases it with anumber of methods which academia has developed over past centuries. Major methodsused in this research are described in the following sections.Meta-analysis of the research objects and methods clarify the major sources ofsubjectivity and objectivity. A concept-map is used for this. These elements are further
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categorised by two criteria: i) is this element a source of subjectivity or objectivity, andii) is it a primary, secondary or tertiary by importance? Primary elements that introducesubjectivity to this research are explained, and this explanation is further used to definethe research methodology.
3.4.1 Sources of subjectivity and objectivity
Scientific research provides the objective point of view of a research object. A researchproject contains a variety of elements that are the sources of subjectivity and objectivity.These elements, and the relationships between them, are listed in Figure 3.1. Eachelement performs its own function, for example, Tata Steel Europe funds the researchthat may be used to solve their problems, while it also provides information about theproblems. Cranfield University provides research services to Tata Steel Europe andsystematic research contributions to the society. In order to achieve that within thisresearch, it utilised a structure of a PhD project with a proposal (to overview researchaim, etc), a sequence of reviews (three, nine, twenty one and thirty month reviews) withreviewers and viva.
Figure 3.1: Main sources of subjectivity and objectivity of this research project.
Figure 3.1 contains a list of sources of objectivity and subjectivity of this research.Even though only the main sources are listed in this figure, some of them are primary,
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Influence NatureSubjective ObjectivePrimary ResearcherInformation Research methodsSecondary Industrial supervisorAcademic supervisors Academic supervisorsStructure of a PhD projectTertiary Tata Steel EuropeCranfield University Cranfield UniversityTable 3.1: Categorised sources of subjectivity and objectivity.
while others are secondary or ternary. These sources are categorised by the twodimensions. The first dimension defines either the subjective or objective nature of asource, while the second defines the influence to the project.For example, a researcher is a primary source of subjectivity, as s/he is a personhaving his/er own understanding that makes a research, while an industrial supervisor isa secondary source of subjectivity as s/he affects the research through a researcher. Anacademic supervisor is a secondary source of both subjectivity and objectivity: having aproven record of objective research s/he understands the concept of scientific research;however, they are still human beings with a subjective understanding of the reality.These items are categorised in Table 3.1.
3.4.2 Philosophical basis of the researcher
Two books and one piece of research formed the author’s point of view on science.Thomas Khun wrote the first book, The structure of scientific revolutions. This bookprovides a framework for concepts, which are related to science and scientific discovery.Eliyahu Goldratt wrote the second book, The Goal: a process of ongoing improvement ;this book provides a ‘scent’ of science for industry. The third concept came from workof Bititci et al. [154, 155]; a generalised idea of this concepts may be formed as ‘thefunction of a system that is equal to the purpose of this system’.In the very first pages of his book, Goldratt [156] stated that ‘Science is simplythe method we use to try and postulate a minimum set of assumptions that can explain,through a straightforward logical derivation, the existence of many phenomena of nature.’And ‘... you basically have taken science from the ivory tower of academia and put it
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Figure 3.2: Simplified relationships between academia, industry, and society.
where it belongs, within the reach of every one of us and made it applicable to whatwe see around us.’ In different words, science is a method for developing models ofthe world and developing approaches, methods and techniques that should be furtherused by industry to produce commodity for society; this point of view is visualised inFigure 3.2. Obviously, this is a simplified point of view on the relationships betweenacademia, industry and society, because it is a projection, which is based on commodityproduction and circulation. However, as this research is focused on science for industry,these simplified relationships cannot harm this research.Kuhn [153] formed a concept of scientific paradigm as ‘Accepted examples of actualscientific practice – examples which include law, theory, application and instrumenta-tion together, that provide models from which spring particular coherent traditions ofscientific research.’ Kuhn states the existence of two types of science, normal scienceexplaining the world within the current paradigm, and revolutionary science, explainingthe world with another paradigm, different to the current one. This research is basedon normal science, the concepts used within this research are placed within the currentscientific and research trends.
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Figure 3.3: Business process architecture, re-drawn Bititci et al. [154, 155].
Bititci et al. [154, 155] describe an elegant architecture of business processes. Onone side, processes can be either value adding or non value adding, while on the otherside processes are either manage, operate or support processes as shown on Figure 3.3.
3.4.3 Flow of information
A certain amount of information is collected during this research project. Information iscollected via document studies, interviews and observations. Information that is collectedfrom a single source may be subjective, as it may not be complete or true. Somemisrepresentations may be made during the information collection process due to avariety of reasons, for example, a source or the researcher may misinterpret facts, orinformation is intentionally modified by a source. An abstract process of informationtransfer is presented in Figure 3.4.Objectivity comes from the information crosscheck of multiple sources, triangulation,logical reasoning, and academic knowledge. The results of research are further validatedvia the activities of the researcher, and the expertise of supervisors and examiners.
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Figure 3.4: An abstract process of information transformation; despite the objects –organisation, researcher – the black dots represent areas of subjectivity.
3.4.4 Impact of discrete event simulation
Discrete event simulation and genetic algorithms are applied to cost estimation andproduction planning & scheduling. Each of these objects introduces some specifics tothe research; however, in the author’s opinion, discrete event simulation modelling hasthe most impact to the research methodology. An explanation of that is briefly pro-vided in Figure 3.5; as the result, a single simulation modelling project may sharesome similarities with other projects, but will never share all of them. DES modellingprojects are unique, and single organisations, even as big as Tata Steel Europe, cannot provide enough to study them using structured approaches. Due to these reasons,for a researcher studying discrete event simulation modelling in a single organisa-tion, unstructured interviews are more suitable than formal interviews, and participantobservation is more suitable than structured observation.
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Figure 3.5: Uniqueness of simulation models.
3.5 Selecting research methods
3.5.1 Stages of a research project
A research project may be divided into a number of stages, such as proposal, overallstudy, specific research, validation of results and writing up. Even though these conceptsmay form a linear sequence, it is more likely that these stages must be formalised viafuzzy logic. However, a linear representation such as in Figure 3.6 is enough to highlightthe major requirements for research methods.
3.5.2 Selection of the research methods
A variety of research methods were developed and used for research over the past fewdecades. Some of these research methods perform similar functions; however, in somesituations, some methods are more preferable than others, for example, one choosesrepetitive experiments to check a physical effect, and case studies if s/he works with
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Figure 3.6: Stages of a PhD project.
a complex case that can not be repeated many times. Research methods are listed inFigure 3.7.The same with this research, studying discrete event simulation modelling projectsin a single organisation is not the case of experiments, structured interviews, etc. Oth-erwise, more informal methods, such as informal interviews and participant observation,are an appropriate choice to study DES modelling projects that are complex, diverse,and limited in numbers.
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Figure 3.7: List of research methods, made from [152].
3.6 Research methods
3.6.1 Utilisation of the scientific paradigm
A research object is identified using the literature review and industrial request, andis described with concepts from the literature. It is assumed that different knowledgedomains within one paradigm share some concepts and methods. It was also assumedthat some knowledge domains contain concepts and methods, which does not existin other domains within the paradigm. These ‘unique’ concepts and methods can bereused in other domains within one scientific paradigm. Because of these assumptions,the author followed a process of developing a solution for the problem.This process starts with definition of problems and searches for this problem’s so-lution within the knowledge domain. If no solutions are found, then related knowledgedomains are reviewed for acceptable solutions. If there are any, one of them is adaptedfor the problems. If no solutions are found in the related domains, then a new solutionhas to be developed; this process is shown in Figure 3.8.Tools of lean manufacturing were adapted for information collection for further de-velopment of discrete event simulation models of production systems (see Chapter 7);or the use of concepts from the theory of information, a technique is information withmethods to process this information, to classify production cost estimation techniques
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Figure 3.8: Developing a solution for a problem.
(see Section 2.3) are examples of the adaptation of methods from different knowledgedomains. Reversed, product family based cost estimation technique (see Chapter 6) is acombination of knowledge reuse from different domains (a concept of product family fromlean manufacturing) and an example of novel technique for production cost estimation.
3.6.2 Literature review
The literature review was used to familiarise the author with concepts related to theresearch objects, identification of research gaps, and research methods which might beused in this research. Few knowledge domains were reviewed during this research.There are different literature review approaches used by research society; however,they have the following main points, i.e. 1) a literature review has to be focused on a
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Figure 3.9: Process of literature review (a) stages of this process, and (b) example foreach stage.
research problem, 2) a literature review has to be up to date, 3) a literature review hasto be complete. These points are fulfilled by using a comprehensive set of keywordssearching a few databases of scientific publications. The process of review is describedin Figure 3.9.
3.6.3 Participant observations
Participant observations and unstructured interviews were used in this research. Therationale for selecting these techniques is based on the complex and fuzzy nature of theresearch objects; DES modelling projects of complex production systems with involve-
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ment of tacit knowledge that is collected from a limited number of employees playingdifferent roles on different levels in one company.Participant observation is a method of data, information, and knowledge collectionby playing a functional role in a real-life situation or project. Directness, without thesubject affecting the data, is a major advantage of this type of observation. Participantobservation [152] is an appropriate technique to gain understanding on the complexityof the real world. The data collected by observation may add to the data collected byany other technique.
3.6.4 Unstructured interviews
Unstructured interview is another method of information collection. Prior to interviews, aresearcher has a general interest on the research objects as well as the understanding ofrelated system of concepts; however, an interview allows a natural flow of conversationwith people related to his research object [152].Unstructured interview is another method of information collection. Prior to in-terviews, a researcher has a general interest on the research objects as well as theunderstanding of related system of concepts; however, an interview allows a naturalflow of conversation with people related to his research object.
3.6.5 Case studies
A case study [152] ‘is a strategy for doing research which involves an empirical in-vestigation of a particular contemporary phenomenon within its real life context usingmultiple sources of evidence.’ Case studies were used for the validation of the devel-oped process of information collection, cost estimation technique and comparison of newproduction planning & scheduling with ‘standard’ production scheduling.As a single case study is a subjective piece of complex information, however, thereare methods to counter its subjectivity and misinterpretation. Firstly, subjectivity of acase study may be countered by using a number of case studies. The common practiceis three or more, and triangulation; analysis of a case study from different perspectives.
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The second and third sources, the complexity of the case study, and obscure perception,are countered by using a well studied and solid paradigm of normal science.
3.6.6 Visual languages
A fundamental work of Miller [157] states that one can work with seven (+/- 2) conceptsat a time. This limits the complexity of objects one can work with. Mankind developedmany approaches to overcome this limitation. The most ancient and widely used iswriting; however, visual languages have become a popular tool during the last decades.This thesis contains more than fifty figures, most of them are used to describe certainsemantics of one system of elements that are related to each other. These figures aredrawn using different visual languages that might be roughly grouped into the overallsemantics group and the specialised semantic group. The former is used for overallunderstanding, and languages such as mind-maps, concept-maps, and flow charts formthis group. The latter is used for formal representation, and languages such as IDEF0and entity-relational diagrams form this group. These visual languages are shown inFigure 3.10 .Mind-maps are used to describe a single core concept. Concept-maps are used forinterrelations of multiple concepts. Flow charts show the dynamics of a system andthe decision making process. IDEF0 is used for a thorough representation of a process,while entity-relationship diagrams are used to design relational databases. The rest ofthe figures are either representative of some issues (such as Figure 4.24 that clarifiesthe specifics of cost estimation in Tata Steel Europe) or show the results of experimentson production planning (see Figures 5.12–5.15).
3.6.7 Codes, tables, and multi-criteria decision making
Visualisation is not the only approach that strengthens the analytical side of this re-search. Another is codification followed by the representation of codes in tables andfurther use of these tables and codes for analysis or synthesis. The process of multi-criteria decision-making is a formal use of codes and tables; this process is shown
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Figure 3.10: Visual languages that are used in this thesis, (a) mind-maps, (b) concept-maps, (c) flowcharts, (d) IDEF0, (e) a generic visualisation, (f ) data representation fromthe planning experiments.
in Figure 3.11 This is a useful tool in the case of selecting one object within a fewalternatives, applying both qualitative and quantitative criteria [158]. There are quitea few modifications of this technique, if the importance of criteria is the same, thenEquation 3.1 is used.
Rj = ∑ni=1 Xj ,in (3.1)Where R is importance coefficient of an alternative, j - index of an alternative, X -value of a criterion; i - index of a criterion; n – number of criteria.
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Figure 3.11: The process of using codes and tables for analysis and synthesis, (a) aprocess of few stages with examples of each stage on the part (b) of this figure.
3.7 Systematic validation
The author uses systematic validation of research concepts. Each concept is validatedusing a three by three matrix, or a bi-dimensional matrix with three levels on eachdimension. The first dimension covers a system view to the concept, and it consistsof super-system, system, and sub-system levels of a research concept. The seconddimension covers the theoretical, realisation, and experimentation part of the research.The systematic view consists of nine elements, and if all of them are valid, then theresearched is valid as well. Systematic validation of each research concept is describedin detail in Sections 5.3, 6.6, and 7.3.Each of the nine elements of the matrix is an important aspect of the research. Eachelement is described as follows: i) name of the object, ii) validation criteria, and iii)method of validation. These are described in Tables 5.1, 6.8, and 7.2. Each of the
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aspects is described in a separate section. Conclusions on the validity of the researchare made at the end of each validation section.
3.8 Developing frameworks
The overall process of developing frameworks includes 1) selection of the research ob-jects with rationale of this selection, 2) selection of research methods that correspondto research objects, 3) application of these methods and 4) discussion of these resultsfollowed by conclusions. Each stage should be capable of passing verification by ex-perienced researchers in order to call this activity a scientific research.Background information, requirements for industrial deliverables, problems and scopewere given to the author at the beginning of the research project. Participant observa-tions and unstructured interviews clarified and validated this information. The literaturewas reviewed for familiarisation with the concepts, listing the solutions for the prob-lems and identification of research gaps. The majority of the solutions were developedby using well-established methods from other knowledge domains. These solutionswere tested on a number of case studies. Interviews were performed with simulationengineers and other employees involved in DES modelling projects, namely, low- andmedium-level manufacturing management, planning, sales and transportation. The au-thor was also involved in a number of simulation modelling projects, playing roles froman analyst to a simulation engineer. The relationships between the major objects areshown in Figure 3.12.Figure 3.12 shows the rationale for each objective. A solution to the next prob-lem opens opportunities for future research. Thereby, after the optimisation part wasfinished, a project on the accurate cost estimation was initiated for two reasons, i) pro-duction cost is indeed a feasible optimisation objective and ii) it is a challenging areafor Tata Steel Europe. Both optimisation and cost estimation systems require simu-lation models, therefore a tool that supports the simulation model development – aninformation collection process was developed.
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Figure 3.12: Developing frameworks.
A rationale for selecting every next objective is described in Figure 3.13. The anal-ysis performed in Table 3.2 shows the capability of the research to influence and haveimpact to these concepts. For example, the researcher has no influence on a simulationengineer from Tata Steel Europe; however, the optimisation system or simulation models(being developed during this project) are likely to be affected by the researcher. Thisshows the potential focus in this real world research.
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Figure 3.13: Objects and subjects that are related to the optimisation system, costestimation technique and information collection process.
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Belongs to Concept Influence
Optimisation system
Simulation engineer LimitedSimulation model PossibleFactory area LimitedPlanning team LimitedOptimisation system PossibleProduction plans LimitedOrder book LimitedObjectives Possible
Cost estimation technique
Simulation engineer LimitedSimulation model PossibleFactory area LimitedReversed cost estimation PossibleCosts LimitedStandard costing Limited
Information collection process
Simulation engineer LimitedThe process PossibleSimulation model PossibleFactory area LimitedExperts LimitedKnowledge base PossibleTable 3.2: Analysis of the concepts of the optimisation system, cost estimation processand information collection process regarding future research.
3.9 Summary
This chapter answers questions such as ‘What is the focus of this research?’, ‘How thisresearch was done?’ and ‘Why in this way?’ A number of sub-sections provide theanswers to these questions.The chapter starts with the research aims and objectives. The objectives are formedfrom both the research gaps and the initial requirements mentioned in the proposal. Theobjectives are related to production planning & scheduling, production cost estimation,and the information collection for further development of discrete event simulation modelscapable of cost estimation (and being able to be used in production planning tasks).All of these objectives work towards one aim – a frameworks for steel manufacturingcapability improvement using discrete event simulation.A research strategy, a generic way to address these objectives, is described in thenext section after the section on the research aims and objectives. The research strategyis defined and presented in a list of statements as follows. Taking initial agreements is
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a must. Validate objectives, actual research and research results. Describe the scopeand its affect on the research. Make each of the objectives support other and worktowards the aim.Assessment of the research’s scope via meta-analysis of the areas of subjectivity andobjectivity, and definition of the major areas of subjectivity are described in next section.While this section does not provide answers to ‘what and how’ questions, it certainlyprovides answers to ‘why’ questions.‘How this research was done?’ is answered in the few final sections (excludingthe summary of this chapter). It incorporates the selection of research methods amongmany available, descriptions of research methods actually used, and the overall processof this research with the final bit of analysis on elements the researcher may influence;therefore worth researching.
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Chapter 4
Current practices in steel makingindustry
4.1 Introduction
This chapter provides an overview of practices in steel making company related toproduction planning and scheduling, discrete event simulation modelling, and cost es-timation.
4.1.1 Collecting information
The research focus is on how DES modelling affects the selection of research methods.Structured methods are not suited for the study of a small number of complex objects(i.e. DES modelling projects) especially in a multidisciplinary research such as this one.On the contrary, unstructured methods fit this situation well, because of the focus oninformation gathering from various information sources at every opportunity, regardlessof a previously defined set of questions and sequence of actions. In this research,unstructured interviews and informal & participant observations are the main methodsused in studying the organisation, definition of the research topics, and validation ofthe functional objectives.
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Participant observation [152] is a method for data, information, and knowledge col-lection by playing a functional role in a real life, situation or project (see Section 3.6.3).The author has participated in a variety of projects in multiple business units, includ-ing a study of information systems, continuous improvement of production systems, anddiscrete event simulation modelling. This allowed to study the company in action,namely information and methods utilised by employees, their concerns and challengesand establish a broad knowledge-base.This knowledge was extended with unstructured interviews, which is another methodof collecting information. Prior interviews [152] have increased the interest of the re-searcher in research objects and helped in understanding the related system of concepts.It allows natural flow of conversation with people, related to his research object (seeSection 3.6.4).These methods form one of three foundations of the information collection, andanswer the following question: ‘How to collect the necessary information?’ The focusof information collection – another foundation – is related to another question: ‘Whatto look for during the study?’ The third foundation – literature review – providesinformation on concepts, methods, and research trends; a significant part of the review isperformed prior to the organisations study. Information collection is shown in Figure 4.1.Information is collected from multiple business units, employees and projects of TataSteel Europe.
4.1.2 Business units and projects
The author studied production planning, cost estimation, and simulation modelling ina number of business units. A significant amount of information came from Tata SteelResearch Development & Technology Business Unit in Rotherham, Tata Steel EuropeEngineering Steels in Rotherham & Stocksbridge, and Tata Steel Europe Tubes inCorby. Other business units provide less information; among them there were Tata SteelEurope Strip Products in Llanwern, Tata Steel Research, Development & Technologyin IJmuiden (Netherlands), and the production business unit in IJmuiden (Netherlands).
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Figure 4.1: Overview of the study.
Business Units are interrelated organisations. For example, steel bars are producedin Tata Steel Europe Engineering Steels’ facility (Rotherham, Stockbridge) and trans-ported to Tata Steel Europe Strip Products (Llanwern) where it is reprocessed intorolled coil, which is further used by Tata Steel Europe Tubes (Corby). Some of thetubes’ finishing operations are performed in Tata Steel Europe IJmuiden (Netherlands).These processes require well-developed transportation systems, both hardware (train,lorry or ship) and software.The author has participated in a number of projects either related to productionplanning and cost estimation, manufacturing management and continuous improvement.Some of these projects took few months to complete while others were completed withinfew weeks. The projects with a significant amount of information are briefly describedin Section 4.2. Some of these projects were selected for cases studies, the selectionand subsequent use are described in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
4.1.3 Employees and visits
The majority of Tata Steel Europe employees that were contacted by the author wereworking in simulation modelling, manufacturing, and production planning; however,specialists in IT, finance and logistics were contacted as well. Most of the people hadmore than five years of experience in the area, only two had less than two years of
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Knowledgedomain Experience Position No of con-tactsSimulation mod-elling From one year to more than tenyears Specialists at junior and seniorlevels FiveManufacturing From few years to more thanten years From an experienced worker toa manufacturing manager SixProduction plan-ning From few years to more thanten years Specialists at junior and seniorlevels FourIT specialists From few years to more thanten years Specialists at junior and seniorlevels FourFinance and ac-counting From few years to more than fif-teen years From low accountant position tofinance director ThreeLogistics From few years to more than fif-teen years Specialists at junior and seniorlevels TwoTable 4.1: High-level overview of the contacts.
experience. Most of them were positioned on low and medium level of the organisationstructure. These employees were working in different business units. The contacts aresummarised in Table 4.1.A guru on human intelligence, Dr. Howard Gardner, provides interpretation for theconcept of ‘expert’ [159]: ‘The terms expertise and expert are appropriately applicableonly after an individual has worked for a decade or so within a domain. By this time,the individual will have mastered the skills and lore that are requisite to performanceat the highest levels of their respective domain. However, there is no implication oforiginality, dedication, or passion in such a performance; expertise is better conceivedwith as a kind of technical excellence.’The researcher was able to identify the following characteristics of the people:knowledge domain, years of experience, role/position, and number of people. Otherinformation such as dedication, originality was unavailable for collection, while personalinformation such as name or contacts is not shared due data protection reasons.Overall, 20 separate company visits were performed during this research (half ofthem were one-day visits). Separate indicates that these visits are different on businessunits, projects, purpose of the visit and/or contacted people. For example, a visit toattain a brief understanding of Ijmuiden’s (Netherlands) production system and talk toa finance director is different from the first Fellowship in Manufacturing Management
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(FMM) project in Tata Steel Europe Tubes, and the latter is also different from thesecond FMM project in Tata Steel Europe Tubes.
4.2 Projects
4.2.1 Information system of Engineering Steels.
In production business units, information systems share history of development withproduction systems. Business units have a broad variety of data platforms such as Ora-cle, IBM databases, and Microsoft Excel spreadsheets. Tata Steel Europe EngineeringSteels is using BusinessObjects on top of that. Data from various information systemsare transferred in a data warehouse. Further, these data are accessed via BusinessUniverses; a Business Universe for a warehouse may serve as an example. Informationreports are generated from one or many Business Universes. This information system,which is shown in Figure 4.2, contains over one hundred cost identifiers with repetitivenaming, which sets an additional challenge for cost estimation.Tata Steel Europe Engineering Steels were developing a sales and operations plan-ning (S&OP) model to support the creation of robust manufacturing plans. A functionalmodel and diagram for the data flow within this model are presented in Figure 4.3 andFigure 4.4. The idea for this software came from the specialists designing this salesand operations planning software. The author, after studying information systems inthis business unit, developed this process (see Figure 4.4, which was further validatedby the industry practitioners.Data for this model should come from the information systems utilised by this busi-ness unit. However, these systems were developed during the previous forty years ofoperation and have a number of information items sharing similar names; for example,these information systems have over one hundred types of costs. The author’s taskwas to propose a set of concepts to use in the sales and operations planning model.Understanding the basis of information systems in Tata Steel Europe was the major in-formative outcome for this research. It was decided to create the new software solutionwith no constraints in regards to the implementation techniques. Mixed architecture,
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department-based information systems, and umbrella software were likely candidatesolutions having been already deployed in the company. However, the researcher wasable to use any technology while developing a software prototype for validating re-search hypotheses. Some of the outcomes from this project are presented in Figure 4.2and Figure 4.5.
4.2.2 Fellowship in Manufacturing Management projects.
Cranfield University received Queen’s Anniversary Prize for its Fellowship in Manufac-turing Management (FMM) programme in the year 2005. One third of this program isbased on a series of two-day long manufacturing management consultancy projects doneby groups of two to three people. The author participated in three projects consultingTata Steel Europe Tubes on installation of new equipment, improving throughput, andanalysing internal logistics systems. The author worked with four people: with one inthe first and second project, and with two in the third project.Any location consists of multiple production areas each managed with separate shopfloor managers trying to meet individual production plans. Even with years, in manycases decades of experience, teams often work on a fire-fighting basis. There still isroom for improvement in production operations.
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Figure 4.5: Cost types in use in Engineering Steels.
All the projects provide industrial practice for methods FMM people were thoughtpreviously in this course. Those include Newman’s wheel, which is a structured ap-proach for project management and an expansion on the simplified Plan, Do, Check,Act cycle commonly known as the Deming cycle. The second method, or rather a col-lection of manufacturing practices, called lean manufacturing; three projects provide anopportunity for Green Belt qualification in lean manufacturing.Understanding the manufacturing and production planning environment in Tata SteelEurope was the major informative outcome for this research. In addition to this, theauthor was introduced to techniques useful for continuous improvement of manufacturingprocesses. The outcomes from these projects are a joint result of the FMM people,specialists from the business unit, and the author. These short projects helped inthe initiation of two MSc and one PhD project, as well as the project described inSection 4.2.3 which is the only project used as case study in Chapters 5, 6, and 7.
4.2.2.1 Assessment of a new production area
The assessment of production capacities of a new production area in Tata Steel EuropeTubes was the purpose of the first project. This area consists of two machines andthree buffers; it has four input sources of products and two output destinations. The
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Figure 4.6: A schematics of new production facility that consists of Cut-to-length (CTL)and grooving machines and three buffers.
schematics of the production area is shown in Figure 4.6. Two methods of assessment– through a capacity calculator and manual simulation are described below.Capacity calculator was developed by the author as a MS Excel-based tool. Asinput, it takes production capacities of machines and yearly production plan for theyear 2007, production routs and products; this information is shown in the top part ofFigure 4.7. Output of this tool is an estimation of the production area’s capacity on aweekly basis as is displayed in the bottom part of Figure 4.7.A manual ‘brownpaper’ simulation was performed to assess the dynamics of theproduction system. A joint team of FMM people, operation and manufacturing managers,production planning and continuous improvement representatives run the simulation.The top part of Figure 4.8 presents both the tool and some people involved; while thebottom part shows accumulated buffers. The most valuable one is that at the end ofevery second week, the output buffer collects around 1400 tonnes of steel products.This FMM project proved that the new production area is capable of handling theexpected production flow. In addition to that, some recommendations were listed forimprovement of the production area.
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Figure 4.7: Input and output of the capacity analysis tool.
4.2.2.2 Internal transportation system
The second FMM project aimed to identify issues with Road Transportation System(RTS) units in order to create a smooth production flow within the plant; the map ofthis plant and photo of RTS units are provided in Figure 4.9. The specific objectives forthe project are listed as follows: deliver a current state peak flow map for RTS units,identify how orders are scheduled, identify risks in the current process, identify anynon-value adding activity, and provide a roadmap of how to move between the currentand ideal states. As in the previous project, Newman’s wheel and lean manufacturingwere utilised.The focus of this project was RTS units, a massive yet relatively simple piece ofengineering. It has no engine and is moved with one of three tugs, one unit transports30 tonnes of steel tubes on average, and 34 units transport 5000 tonnes per week.
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Figure 4.8: Manual simulation.
Each product takes 3 to 7 transportations on average. Transportation includes requestsfor tugs and units, waiting and actual transportation, loading and unloading. Othertransportation devices, i.e. conveyors, cranes and shop lifters were out of the focus ofthis research as this transportation equipment is mostly used within production bays.A transportation system is presented in Figure 4.10.The author developed RTS movement analysis tool that is capable of calculatinga number of RTS movements and transportation time. This information is useful forplanning and shift coordinators and could be used in weekly meetings and daily teambriefings. Planning and shift coordinators would test different scenarios using this tool.Figure 4.11 shows components of RTS movement analysis tool as well as providingsample results.A team of a dozen specialists on manufacturing, continuous improvement, logis-tics, workers, project and purchasing managers named the problematic issues with the
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Figure 4.9: A tug that drive RTS units through the plant.
transportation system. These issues were grouped into four; including resource, com-munication, process, and planning issues as it shown in Figure 4.12.The team generated 16 recommendations for improvement, and by a time basisthe recommendations were divided into three groups consisting of short term (within 4weeks, 8 recommendations), mid-term (within 6 months, 4 recommendations) and longterm (by the end of 2008 [The project run during 11 – 12 March 2008], 4 recommenda-tions). The recommendations were also analysed with Ease-Effect rating table whichis displayed with Table 4.2, such as investigate whether it is useful to use MSAC area
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Figure 4.10: Major production flows supported by tugs & RTS units.
Figure 4.11: RTS movement analysis tool: tool components and RTS movement timebetween different locations of one scenario.
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Figure 4.12: Four groups of issues.
for storage, make service-level agreements (SLA) for third party operators, and fix themain bottleneck in RHS Flow line.The representative from FMM and the author led the issue gathering and furtheranalysed the issues. This is a joint effort project, the author gained more knowledgeabout steel manufacturing, continuous improvement, and group work. This FMM projectcontinued in a MSc project described in Section 4.2.4.1.
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Description Ease EffectWeekly planning meetings Easy HighDaily briefings Easy HighDect phones Easy HighContact information to be circulated Easy HighInvestigate the availability of the MSAC area Easy HighInitiate reporting of all traffic issues Easy HighSet min/max levels - raw material/WIP buffers Easy HighData capture with RTS movement analysis tool. Easy HighData capture for the Tandem project pilot. Easy HighUse info from data capture exercises to set max level for RTS units by area Easy HighSet turnaround times for RTS unit by area Easy HighAppoint coordinator to manage the resource. Moderate HighTandem pilot Moderate LowTandem rollout Hard HighTraining & Development Hard HighStandard operational procedures Moderate HighSLAs for internal departments Moderate LowSLAs for third party operators Moderate MediumMove of the paint line to Central Finishing Hard HighMovement of the RHS line to the mills Hard HighTable 4.2: Ease-effect rating table for recommendations.
4.2.2.3 A crucial production area
The final and third FMM project in Tata Steel Europe aimed to provide recommendationsfor improvement of small production area, namely Bay 4 and 5. The objectives werestated so as to deliver the current state for Bays 4 and 5 in Central Finishing area,with opportunities for improvement including any efficient throughput and financialbenefits, deliver a future state, and provide a detailed roadmap with time scales in therecommendations. As the previous projects, it was two days long and utilised the samemethods: Newman’s wheel, lean manufacturing, and theory of constraints (TOC).The production areas were studied with the help of manufacturing and planningpeople. The current state was recorded in a form of a flow chart, both Bay 4 and 5 aredescribed in Figure 4.13. Some processes are stated as critical (see TOC developed byGoldratt [156]).According to TOC, a key for improvement of a manufacturing system is a constraintin a process – an operation that takes the longest to process (or is the busiest, or both).
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Figure 4.13: Current state of Bay 4 and 5.
Therefore, the search for recommendations has to be focused on dissolving the identifiedconstraints. The recommended actions to improve Bay 4 and 5 are listed in Table 4.3.Though one recommendation is worthy of a separate description. The team foundthat a simple installation in Bay 5 – a loading table – would allow parallel processingof one of the major products while keeping the rest of the Bay 5 occupied with otherproducts. This change and possible outcome is displayed on Figure 4.14.The FMM representatives and the author gathered information and mapped theproduction processes. Working together with the specialists from the business unit,they analysed the current and proposed processes. This was a joint effort project. Thisproject led to the subsequent project described in Section 4.2.3, which was used ascase study in Chapters 5, 6, and 7. The author gained more knowledge about steelmanufacturing, continuous improvement, and group work as well as understanding thata simple change may significantly benefit the client and that bias may prevent thespecialists from seeing this simple change.
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Bay 4: hydro-test Bay 5: Saw & rotary, probe Timescale ImpactPressure SensorsManning Review TableTube IdentificationManning ReviewResource Optimise
4 weeks DirectCapacityFlow
Bay layoutStock Management Training 3 months DirectCapacityFlowStorageAutomationAuto Cranes
StorageAutomationAuto Cranes
>6 months
Table 4.3: Recommended actions to improve Bay 4 and 5.
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Figure 4.14: The recommended future state of Bay 5, and possible outcome of thischange is shown with red colour – 100 additional tonnes a week.
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4.2.3 Tata Steel Europe Tubes Bay 4 simulation modelling
Tata Steel Europe Tubes started development of a new operation management system.One of the core technologies of this project is discrete event simulation modelling, andsuch DES models were developed for the major part of production system. The authordeveloped the simulation model of Bay 4 production area.The simulation model was developed using the information collection process –one of the research contributions of this project; this process is described in detail inChapter 7. It starts with identification of meta-data, such as objectives and informationsources. Information collection on the major elements of production system – machines,products, stores, transporters, and resources is the next stage of the process; all infor-mation was successfully collected during one day of informal interviews with a numberof experts of this production area. Development of conceptual and DES models are thenext stages of this process.Bay 4 is a semi-linear production system that consists of eight elements; it has twoentries into the actual production, however, no parallel processing is possible. Productsmay be processed by more than one machine, and are grouped into product familieson the basis of the utilised machines. Products are moved by a crane, which loadsand unloads tubes from RTS units and buffers, and built-in conveyor that transportsproducts between machines; if a machine is not utilised then a product moves througha machine without any operation. All machines have their own processing time thatdepend on the product characteristics, such as tube diameter and gauge. Figure 4.15is the map of Bay 4, while Figure 4.16 shows Arena simulation part of this model.This model is used most often in this research. It has been developed by followingthe information collection process; and the success in development partially validatesthe process. Due to the lack of cost information, this model was not used for direct costestimation; however, this model was used as an example for the reversed one, productfamily based cost estimation technique, see Chapter 6. Finally, this model was alsoused as the first case study in the optimisation part of this research. All these casesare discussed in more detail in the following chapters.
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Figure 4.15: The map of Bay 4.
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Figure4.16:Bay4simulationmodel.
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4.2.4 MSc projects
Cranfield University supported Tata Steel Europe Tubes with analysis of the packagingarea and internal logistics system. Two MSc students had three months to developsimulation models, run experiments, and provide reports both to the university and tothe company. Having understanding of the industrial and academia environment, theauthor provided support to these MSc students regarding DES modelling, steel man-ufacturing in this business unit, and contacts with the company. Understanding ofsimulation modelling and manufacturing environment was the major informative out-come from these projects; these projects were also used in validation of the process ofinformation collection as described in Chapter 7.
4.2.4.1 Internal transportation system
Tata Steel Europe Tubes were facing challenges in the coordination of logistics tasks.This project [160] aimed to define logistics tasks within the company and provide astate-of-the-art review regarding the logistics. The objectives of this project includeliterature review, mapping of production routes, bottleneck identification of logisticsscheduling, and recommend potential improvements.Internal transportation system consists of a logistics coordinator that manages move-ment of three tugs and thirty-four road transportation (RTS) units; excluding a coor-dinator, these elements are presented in Figure 4.9. A logistics coordinator collectsrequests from the job shop coordinators and, frequently on a fire-fighting basis, makeslogistics decisions. Tata Steel Europe Tubes outsource the logistic coordination toanother company.A simulation model that represents transportation within few production routes wasdeveloped; a flowchart of RTS movements is shown in Figure 4.19, while the productionprocess is described in Figure 4.20.The simulation model was used to run three scenarios. The first scenario representsthe system having three tugs and twelve RTSs, the second scenario incorporated apotential breakdown of tugs, while the third scenario focused on reducing availableresources, yet having the same level of production flow.
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Figure 4.17: Three types of storage and a side-loader.
4.2.4.2 Packaging
This MSc project [161] ran in parallel with the previous one, with the focus to studythe storage area of Tata Steel Europe Tubes. This project aimed to test various pack-aging techniques using a simulation model of the storage area. The objectives includedevelopment of a simulation model of the area, scenario design and experiment, anddevelopment of generic solutions.Tata Steel Europe Tubes has a large storage area for orders awaiting dispatch. Theorders include tubes of different size, shape, and properties – are stored in either oneor two tonnes bundles. These packs are stored in racks or bins or on the floor, and arelifted with a side lifter, see Figure 4.17.The storage area has a capacity of 1000 tonnes in bins, 5000 in racks and 2500 onthe floor. The personnel developed a variety of rules regarding storage of different types
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Figure 4.18: Operations in the storage area, [161].
Experiment Bundle size No of side-loaders Special conditions0 2 2 No1 1 2 No2 2 2 & +1 for PS area only No3 2 2 & +1 for PS area only An order of 420 tonnes4 2 3 No5 2 3 An order of 420 tonnes6 2 4 No7 2 4 An order of 420 tonnes8 2 2 & +1 for PS area only 544 to store and 420 bundles to dispatch9 2 3 544 to store and 420 bundles to dispatch10 2 4 544 to store and 420 bundles to dispatchTable 4.4: The difference between the eleven scenarios, [161].
of products and orders; these rules were kept simple for this study (for two productsonly). It has to be noted however that the capacity is different for one or two ton bundles.The storage area has four major types of operations; these operations are introduced inFigure 4.18.The students ran eleven scenarios, the critical information about these scenarios isstored in Table 4.4. It appears that the store requires additional resources, specifically,an additional side-loader that serve both packaging (PS) and dispatching (SD) sidesof the store.
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Figure 4.19: Tata Steel Europe Tubes RTS flowchart, [160].
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Figure 4.20: Tata Steel Europe Tubes flowchart, [160].
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Figure 4.21: Heating End of Stocksbridge mill.
4.2.5 Heating End of Stocksbridge mill
This project, developed by simulation modelling specialists of Tata Steel Europe, wasstudied and further used as a case study in the optimisation part of this research. Thesimulation model represents one production area in Tata Steel Europe EngineeringSteels. Investigation of continuous working on a 24*5, a total of 120 hours, was theoriginal objective of this project. Later, this objective expanded with an experiment inwhich either production of 8600 tonnes can be achieved or not; experiments showedthat it can be achieved within 131 hours.This area consists of two pre-heating furnaces, a number of soaking pits and onemill excluding two cranes and charge units. These machines form a semi-sequentialproduction process with two product entry and exit points. External logistics is modelledwith an entity generator while internal logistics is represented with cranes. A simplifiedproduction process is provided in Figure 4.21.
4.2.6 Shotton simulation model
This project, developed by simulation modelling specialists of Tata Steel Europe, wasstudied and further used as a case study in the optimisation part of this research. Thesimulation model represents a production system of Tata Steel Europe Colours. Theproject aimed for improvement of supply chain, production planning and schedulingprocess. The proposed system configuration is described in Figure 4.22.This area consists of a number of production bays, buffers, external and internaltransportation systems. This model represents the whole plant that receives steel from
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Figure 4.22: Proposed system configuration.
two other Tata Steel Europe locations, based at Port Talbot and Llanwern. A simplifiedproduction process is shown in Figure 4.23.
4.3 Production planning
Tata Steel Europe is a company with many production facilities. Before being mergedinto one enterprise, each of these facilities was a separate company (mostly focused ona specific type of steel product, such as steel bars, coils, or tubes). This specialisationcarries over to company policies regarding production planning; each of the productionfacilities has own production planning and scheduling system. Obviously, while thereare differences due to production specifics and historical preferences, there are alsogeneral similarities, such as sales departments to fill in the order books, productionfulfils these orders, and dispatching sends these orders to customers.The researcher participated in a number of projects – S&OP (Section 4.2.1), Bay4 model, a part of a bigger project (Section 4.2.3), Heating end model (Section 4.2.5)and Shotton model (Section 4.2.6) – that directly or indirectly related to improvement
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Figure 4.23: Simplified production process in Tata Steel Europe Colours.
of production planning and scheduling. All these projects, except S&OP (Section 4.2.1),utilise discrete event simulation modelling for production planning and scheduling.Therefore, some production facilities of Tata Steel Europe make individual attemptsto improve their production planning and scheduling (PPS) systems. In particular, theirinterests and needs are big enough to trigger the improvement projects. In a numberof attempts to improve PPS, DES was used as a technique that allows modelling ofcomplex stochastic and dynamic systems.A number of challenges in production planning were identified during the study ofproduction planning and scheduling. Change of marketing trend from a small numberof large volume orders to a big number of small volume orders is one of them. Lackof communication between sales, production, and planning departments is another one.The experts mentioned that current production planning and scheduling practices arebiased and that the planners lack confidence in the optimality of their production plans.Solution development becomes more complicated by considering size and long life cycleof production equipment; it is difficult and expensive to reallocate.The change of marketing trend from a small number of large volume orders to a bignumber of small volume orders provide regular challenges to production planning andoperational management, put pressure into internal logistics system, and significantlyincrease stock of products in warehouses. In addition to this, a weak connection betweensales and manufacturing leads to contracts which are difficult to fulfil in time. That often
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results in delayed orders and orders formed from less urgent orders which often causechanges in production schedules.Tata Steel Europe Tubes is interested in information systems that would allow salesto oversee the impact of an order to a production plan. Production planning is interestedin an information system that allows testing of alternative scenarios. In addition to this,they are interested in automatic design of optimal production schedules and plans, asthey do not have the knowledge that their production plans are optimal.The major concern of Tata Steel Europe Engineering Steel was the need for an infor-mation system supporting development of robust manufacturing plans. This informationsystem should work on real data of capacity in certain areas, and propose productionplans fitting the available capacity. For example, in the event of no capacity indicatedby the information system (for the time period under consideration), some orders maybe removed from the plan until balance is achieved. The proposed information systemshould work on data from BusinessObjects system.Planning teams have access to statistics collected during previous years. Thesestatistics show that some periods have higher load, though throughput and mixture ofproducts with quantities are impossible to predict. Tata Steel Europe employees alsomentioned that the current manufacturing and planning practices are biased with pastknowledge. For example, a mill in Tata Steel Europe Tubes is running for many hoursnon-stop resulting in buffer overflow and problems with internal logistics. Stopping themill would result in a few thousand pounds of losses; however, losses from no bufferspace or a nearly collapsed internal transportation system are not considered.Steel manufacturing equipment is an example of massive engineering with longlife cycle. It is expensive to install and reallocate. The production systems in TataSteel Europe Tubes were modified during past decades. The author is sure that eachmodification makes sense at the time; however, on a larger scale it results a sub-optimal system that can hardly be called lean. With the current marketing trend tocustomisation, the production planning and operational management teams are facingregular challenges and operate on a fire fighting basis.
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Figure 4.24: Costs for products A, B & C in (i) standard costing system, and (ii) ‘reality’.
4.4 Costing in Tata Steel Europe
Tata Steel Europe is managed with standards, which define various aspects of produc-tion management, accounting, etc. It also uses standard costing approach to calculateproduction costs, i.e. production cost of one production area is measured in a number ofGBP per one tonne. For example £100 per tonne on average for three projects, whilethe real costs are different: £60 for the first, £80 for the second, and £160 per tonnefor the third project; see Figure 4.24 – the average cost of all three products is thesame, while the ‘real’ costs are different. In addition, the current marketing trend showsfurther customisation of products for customers, from a small number of big orders seena few decades ago to a big number of small orders now; this change makes standardcosting approach less feasible to use. As a result, these companies may face difficultiesin answering questions such as ‘What is the real production cost? ’Tata Steel Europe produces annual reports defining resource consumption per eachproduction area. Each resource i.e. electricity or water, land or employee, have assignedcosts. The combination of resource consumption per area with resource costs allows forestimation of cost per unit of resource for each area. This information is further combinedwith annual throughput in each area, which allows definition of a cost standard per eachtonne of throughput; an example of such costs is given in Table 4.5. This information isenough to perform some accounting and strategic management activities; however, theyare not enough for operations management and sales activities.
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Finish CF1 CF2 CF3 CF4 CF5 CF6 CF7 CF8 CF9P/E Red 8.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.15P/E Galv 8.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00S/S Red 8.43 10.59 0.00 0.00 5.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.15S/S Galv 8.43 10.59 0.00 0.00 5.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00P/E S/C 8.43 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.96 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00Table 4.5: Employee cost GBP per tonne of a product.
During the past decades, Tata Steel Europe was unsystematically implementing avariety of information systems in attempts to differentiate costs. However, due to vastinformation with ambiguous naming, obsolescence data, changes in production systemsand their complexity, Tata Steel Europe employees do not trust these values. Forexample, Tata Steel Europe Engineering Steel has over one hundred costs, the namesof these costs are assembled from those mentioned in Figure 4.5.This can be solved by redesigning the costing system, for example by implementingactivity-based costing for the whole organisation; however, this is a very big projectthat requires changes in business processes and mentality of employees. A short termsolution is proposed in this research project; this solution is described in Chapter 6.
4.5 Discrete event simulation modelling
Tata Steel Research, Development & Technology (RD&T) business unit has been de-veloping DES models for over a decade. The developed models might be re-used forcost estimation; current and future modelling projects may provide additional cost infor-mation; and cost estimation may be a major concern in some DES modelling projects.In this case, RD&T must understand what information to collect for developing DESmodels suitable for cost estimation. In addition to this, development of conceptual (in-formation) models and data collection sometimes take up to fifty per-cent of the leadtime of a project, and this is one of the major problems with this methodology.In addition to time-consuming stages of conceptual modelling and data collection, theauthor identified the following conditions. Simulation modelling is an iterative processguided by project objectives that can be refined during the project process. A number of
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BU Area ObjectiveRD&T Llanwern finishing end Remove finishing end congesting & explore lean practices(planning)RD&T CES Stocksbridge Finish-ing Operations How much material potentially can be producedRD&T Shotton supply chain plan-ning (manufacturing) Design templates investigation manufacturing impact of differ-ing campaign plansTable 4.6: Shorten list of Tata Steel Europe simulation models.
face-to-face meetings or ‘workshops’ are typical focal points for information collection.Transformation of notes collected during these meetings into electronic format requiresbasic skills yet additional time and a disciplined organised approach. Information aboutsome of the elements of a production system is more relevant than information on others.Major information sources usually work on operation and middle level management.These employees are very experienced in their fields but lack DES modelling skills.Their descriptions of production systems tend to be unstructured and anecdotal thusrequiring time-consuming reprocessing by a simulation engineer. It is difficult to reusesimulation models that have not been used for a few years. Besides, there are numeroustechnical issues concerning relevance, quality, and quantity of information, as well asmaintaining the storage and access of information.RD&T BU developed a variety of DES models. Information on these models werecollected during this research period and were described with five parameters: a) busi-ness unit where a model was built, b) area of steelmaking production, c) business unitor an external company a model was developed for, d) person who was responsible formodel development, and e) an objective the model was developed for. Some models arelisted in the Table 4.6, while full list of Tata Steel Europe simulation models is possibleto find in Appendix A.Rockwell Arena (http://www.arenasimulation.com/) was used as DES modelling soft-ware in the majority of projects; however, Witness (http://www.lanner.com/) and Flexsim(http://www.flexsim.com/) were used as well. At least one third of simulation models inTata Steel Europe were developed by RD&T BU, which is in total more than 22 modelswhich were developed prior to 2009. Tata Steel RD&T specialists are also involved in
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some simulation projects outside the company. RD&T experienced simulation engineersare running two-day courses on DES modelling for employees of Corus productionbusiness units.
4.6 Summary and challenges
The author believes that academia and science support industry and technology. Cran-field University consulted Tata Steel Europe in a number of research projects. However,intentions of Tata Steel Europe to use DES modelling for solving these problems donot mean that solutions to these problems are related to science, nor proposing theuse of DES modelling is correct. Existence of the problems and intentions to use DESmust be verified. As described in Sections 4.3 & 4.4, Tata Steel Europe environment issummarised in the following statements.
• Change from a small number of high volume orders few decades ago, to the currentbig number of low volume orders.
• With the decades of change the current production systems are not designed forthe current business requirements.
• Tata Steel Europe is managed with standards, which define various aspects ofproduction.
• A large number of information systems use numerous cost identifies having repet-itive naming.
Due to these conditions, Tata Steel Europe has the following challenges:
1. No knowledge on ‘real’ costs of products and orders.
2. Production planning faces regular challenges that affect manufacturing and dis-patching.
The combination of these observations with the findings from the literature review(see Section 2.4) validates the use of discrete event simulation modelling for solvingsome issues with production planning and costing.
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Figure 4.25: Overview of using DES modelling for solving some of problems in TataSteel Europe.
However, DES modelling has some negative characteristics as it requires skilledpersonnel for simulation modelling. Development of DES models is a time-consumingprocess, sometimes data collection and development of information model takes up to fiftyper-cent of the lead time of a simulation modelling project. A solution that would guideinexperienced simulation engineers and speed up data collection would be useful forthe company. A number of other findings regarding discrete event simulation modellingin Tata Steel Europe are listed in Section 4.5 and Chapter 7. Figure 4.25 contains theoverview of using DES modelling for solving some of problems in Tata Steel Europe,while Figure 8.1 visualises areas of impact of this research project to the company.Five methods for improving production performance were found during the literaturereview (see Section 2.2.4) including 1) time-sequenced introduction of products, 2) dis-patching rules, 3) production parameters, 4) production site’s layouts, and 5) a composite
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solution of two or more above-mentioned approaches. Option No 4 is excluded due tosize and cost of reallocating the production site’s layout. Option No 3; the productionparameters might be very promising for some machines; for example, change of steelprocessing with cooling may have major impact to properties of the steel; however, itrequires thorough study and may not be called a generic solution for the industry. Thesimilar conclusion, but massive changes in manufacturing practices, excludes option No2 from the list. This leaves option No 1, time-sequenced introduction of products, asa method for improving performance of a production system. This option satisfies thefollowing criteria. It can be used i) to improve production performance, ii) for productionplanning and scheduling, iii) is generic for manufacturing and iv) does not require majorchanges in manufacturing practices.
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Chapter 5
Optimisation of production plans andschedules
5.1 Introduction
Tata Steel Europe, the second largest European steel manufacturing company has anumber of factories mostly located in the UK. Each factory were originally designed tosatisfy the demand that is characterised by a small number of high volume orders. Overthe past decades, the demand structure has changed to a substantially higher number oflow volume orders. In addition to this, a variety of unsystematic modifications changedthe production processes. Due to these reasons, planning teams are facing regularchallenges. Therefore, a generic yet accurate algorithmic method for the optimisationof production plans and schedules is relevant to this steel manufacturing company.This chapter covers simultaneous optimisation of production plans and scheduleswith GA & DES. These concepts have been introduced and rationale provided in Sec-tion 2.2, and especially Table 2.2 as well as the related text that describe improvingproduction performance using GA & DES. There are five ways to improve productionperformance (see Table 2.2 in Section 2.2.4), and one of them – optimisation of time-sequenced introduction of products into a production system is selected for this research.In these projects, researchers studied optimisation of production schedules for apre-defined set of products and volumes. The author took this concept further. By
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working with time-sequenced introduction of products, in addition to optimisation ofproduction schedules, the author aims to optimise the selection of products, and callingit optimisation of production plans and schedules using GA & DES of production systems.
5.2 Optimisation system
The optimisation system used in this research consists of i) a DES model that is usedas the fitness function of ii) a GA; data for optimisation studies are taken from iii) adatabase. This architecture is shown in Figure 5.1. The genetic algorithms’ moduleperforms all GA operations except the evaluation of fitness values. At the beginning ofan optimisation experiment, it forms production schedules (chromosomes) by extractingdata from the database module. The DES model’s module evaluates fitness values; eachevaluation is a single run of the simulation model. The input data come from both GAmodule and database. Optimisation results are provided to a planning team at the endof an optimisation run.The database contains a production plan – a mix of products for production within alimited time period, e.g. two weeks. As different factories process different products, thisinformation differs from case to case; however, each database contains products’ uniqueidentifications, associated production volumes, and other characteristics of products usedby simulation models. The structure of databases and DES models are kept the same
Genetic algorithm
Discrete event 
simulation model
(Evaluation function)
Production plan
(Chromosome)
Fitness
Database
Data about 
products to process
Results
A module of the 
optimisation system
Data flow at the beginning 
and end of optimisation
Data flow through the 
process of optimisation
Figure 5.1: Architecture of the optimisation system.
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Figure 5.2: Chromosomes for (a) optimisation of production schedule, and (b) optimisa-tion of both and production plan and schedule.
for both 1) optimisation of production schedules and 2) optimisation of production plansand schedules.The structure of the chromosome is different in these two cases. For the optimisa-tion of production schedules, one-dimensional chromosome contains times when eachproduct is introduced into a modelled production system, this is shown in the part (a)of Figure 5.2. The first value is always reserved for the first product in the database,the second value – for the second product, etc. The time values are limited with startand end times of a DES model’s simulation run. The rest of the input information istaken from the database by the simulation model, it is a faster solution regarding theimplementation specifics.In the second case, the chromosome is represented with a two-dimensional array.The first dimension, as described above, is reserved for time, while the second defineswhether products should or should not be processed in a single simulation experiment,taking values 1 if this product is included, and 0 if this product is excluded, see thepart (b) of Figure 5.2. A combination of products marked with 1, with informationsuch as production period and area represents a production plan, while productionschedule is defined by the times these products are introduced into the productionsystem. This chromosome makes possible the optimisation of both production schedulesand production plans.jMetal - Java library of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms is one of the corecomponents of the optimisation system, while the other components are (i) a RockwellArena v11 DES model that is used as a fitness function of GA, and (ii) MS Access
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Figure 5.3: Initiation of the optimisation run.
database that contains most of the input data for experiments. A generic flow of thesystem’s operations is shown in Figure 5.6. Optimisation goes through the followingsteps:
1. jMetal initiates the optimisation run. At this time a genetic algorithm is se-lected (NSGA-II), parameters are set (population size and number of evaluations,crossover operator and probability and distribution index, mutation operator andprobability and distribution index), the size of future chromosomes are defined,fitness function (DES model of production system) and database that stores a poolof products for production are selected and the simulation objectives are defined.This step is shown in Figure 5.3.
2. jMetal pulls data from the database using ODBC that allows MS Access data tobe pulled from a Java software (jMetal). ODBC setup is shown in Figure 5.4.
3. jMetal forms a generation. At this time jMetal takes the data and forms a gener-ation according to the settings mentioned in the first point.
4. jMetal initiates a simulation run and pushes one chromosome from the generationto the simulation model. A Java - COM bridge (JACOB) is used for the man-
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Figure 5.4: ODBC setup.
agement of Arena simulation model from Java software (jMetal). jMetal starts theArena software, pushes the chromosome, and initiates the simulation run.
5. The Arena simulation model pulls data from the database using the built-in in-terface in the Arena software. The simulation model identifies the data to pullusing identifiers it has received from jMetal. The simulation model pulls all thedata required for this simulation run.
6. The Arena simulation model evaluates the fitness values.
7. jMetal optimisation software waits until the simulation run is finished (JACOB isused to track the states of simulation modelling run) and pulls fitness values fromthe simulation model, and stores these values for further use by the GA operators.
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Figure 5.5: End of optimisation run.
If all chromosomes of this generation are processed, jMetal proceeds to the nextstep, otherwise jMetal starts with the next chromosome from the fourth point.
8. jMetal processes operators of GAs and if this is the final generation, it stops theoptimisation, otherwise it generates a new generation and the optimisation startsfrom the fourth point. End of the optimisation run is shown in Figure 5.5.
A sample of the database is shown in Figure 5.7. One data row describes oneproduct, the first row is related to the first element in the chromosome, the second – tosecond, etc.
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Figure 5.6: Data flow during optimisation.
Figure 5.7: Example of database that contains data for experiments.
5.3 Validation
This section systematically validated the studied concept – simultaneous optimisationof production plans and schedules using DES models as fitness functions of a geneticalgorithm. The author developed the matrix for systematic validation of a researchconcept. This is a three by three matrix, or a bi-dimensional matrix with three levelson each dimension. The first dimension covers a system view to the concept; and it
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Figure 5.8: Elements of the systematic validation of the optimisation’s part of research.
consists of a super-system, system, and sub-system levels of the concept. The seconddimension covers theoretical, realisation, and experimentation part of the research. Thesystematic view consists of nine elements, and if all of them are valid, then the researchis valid as well.The core research concept is the simultaneous optimisation of production plans andschedules using a DES model as the fitness functions of a genetic algorithm. This coreconcept fills the system level of a theoretical part of the matrix. This optimisation systemis used for production planning and scheduling (PPS); therefore PPS fills the super-system level of the theoretical part of the matrix. The optimisation system consists of agenetic algorithm and a discrete event simulation model. Each of these components hasits own specifics; therefore, these components fill the sub-system level of the theoreticalpart of the matrix. The matrix is shown in Figure 5.8.The validation of production planning and scheduling is different to validation ofthe components of the optimisation system; therefore, different criteria and methodsare used. The summary of the validated methods and related criteria and methods isprovided in Table 5.1. This information is described in the rest of this section in detail.The author chose a pragmatic approach in this research, as Robson [152] defined ‘usewhatever philosophical or methodological approach works best for a particular researchproblem at issue.’ Therefore, unstructured interviews and participant observations were
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Part Level Elements Criteria Methods of valida-tionSuper-system Production planningand scheduling Optimisation system can be usedwithin constraints Literature review,logical reasoning.
Theor
y System Optimisation withGA & DES Optimisation system provide therequired functionality Literature reviewSub-system Two-dimensionalchromosome This chromosome supports bothproduction planning and schedul-ing.
Logical reasoning
Reali
sation
Super-system Process of softwaredevelopment The used process has similaritiesto an existing process of softwaredevelopment.
Logical reasoning
System Optimisation system Optimisation system works. TestingSub-system Two-dimensionalchromosome The components provide the re-quired functionality. Testing
Exper
iment
Super-system Design of experi-ments A set of experiments may be usedto test the research idea. Logical reasoningSystem Cases Cases are industrial and relevant. Observations, in-terviews, and log-ical reasoningSub-system Analysis of the hy-pothesis Production planning and schedul-ing in comparison to productionscheduling
Logical reasoning
Table 5.1: Summary of the validation process.
selected because the research objects are complex and limited in numbers. Variousaspects of a big company and DES modelling projects make less feasible the use ofstructured methods of information collection. Similar argumentation is applied at theselection of case studies instead of thorough experiments.The company funds this research because of challenges it faces with productionplanning and scheduling. The existence and specifics of these challenges were validatedwith a number of unstructured interviews and informal observations within the company.Discrete event simulation was compared with other methods of simulation modelling andapproved as a method for modelling complex production processes within the company,while genetic algorithms were selected as a meta-heuristic optimisation method usedin all types of scheduling problems.Time-sequenced introduction of products into production system was selected as themost appropriate method to optimise production schedules within this research. The au-thor developed the hypothesis, that is, it possible to optimise both production plans and
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schedules simultaneously, and that this may outperform the ‘standard’ optimisation ofproduction schedules. In order to test this hypothesis, the author developed a compositesoftware and utilised three industrial cases.
5.3.1 Theory
Super-system – theoretical level. Production planning and scheduling is reviewedin Section 2.2.1; using terminology from Figure 2.1, this research covers short-termplanning and scheduling for production stage. The developed optimisation system pro-vides sets of nearly-optimal production plans and schedules for further selection byproduction planners, and works with time periods that are up to few weeks long (seeTable 5.5). Therefore, it is valid to use this optimisation system for production planningand scheduling, which means that the researched concept passes theoretical validationon a super-system level.System – theoretical level. Maravelias and Sung [14] state that ‘short-term planningis carried out on a daily or weekly basis to determine the assignment of tasks tounits and the sequencing of tasks in each unit. At the production level, short-termplanning is referred to as scheduling.’ Production plans and schedules are closelyinterrelated concepts [15]: the plan is a definition of product mixes and quantitiesa company is expecting to produce, while the schedule represents a time-sequencedintroduction of products into a production system that efficiently supports a plan. Theoptimisation system defines both product mixes and quantities of production, and definestime-sequenced introduction of products (see Figure 5.2). Therefore, this optimisationsystem provides the functionality and passes theoretical validation on a system level.Sub-system – theoretical level. The main difference between a variety of GA &DES based optimisation systems (see Section 2.2.4) and the one described in thisresearch is a two-dimensional chromosome. As described in Figure 5.2 and the relatedtext, the following information is encoded in this chromosome: a) a product, b) timea product is sent for production, c) is a product going to get produced. According todefinitions from the previous paragraph, this chromosome contains both a productionplan and production schedule; and if such a chromosome is used in an optimisation
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Iteration Work onFirst Data transfer between jMetal and ArenaSecond Simple optimization experiment using jMetal and ArenaThird Optimisation of production schedulesFourth Optimisation of production plans and schedulesTable 5.2: Four iterations of developing the optimisation system
system, then this system optimises both production plans and production schedules.Therefore, it passes theoretical validation on a sub-system level.
5.3.2 Realisation
Super-system – realisation level. The optimisation system is a piece of softwareengineering, and it was developed using an iterative process of software development.This process was selected due to a number of software components that were new tothe author and novelty of the topic (considering a programming aspect in both of thecases). As this process utilises learning-by-doing concept, this method has advantagesto other processes of software development (i.e. Waterfall model). As the selection ofthe iterative and incremental development process was rational, and the process wasused in the development of the optimisation system (see Table 5.2 and the related text);then super-system level at realisation part of the research is valid.System – realisation level. jMetal implementation of NSGA-II algorithm was se-lected, as this library had been designed for fast and easy changes of optimisation exper-iments [162], while NSGA-II is widely used for multi-objective optimisation. Simulationmodels were developed in Rockwell Arena v11; the major DES modelling software ofthe host company. An iterative approach was selected for software development, whichwas further used for the comparison; four iterations were performed in total. The first it-eration included building a simple data communication between jMetal and Arena. Thesecond iteration represented a run of a simple optimisation experiment using jMetal andArena. The next step was optimisation of production schedules. Optimisation of produc-tion plans and schedules was performed in the fourth iteration of software development.The overview of iteration is provided in Table 5.2.
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The optimisation system is tested on a simple example. If the results of optimisationcorrespond to theoretical optimum, then the optimisation system would be proved valid.The optimisation system consists of a GA and simulation modules, which is used as afitness function of this GA. Therefore, according to Figure 5.1, the following elementsmust be tested: GA, simulation model, data transfer.jMetal Java library of multi-objective evolutionary algorithms was selected for use inthis optimisation system, and NSGA-II was selected for the implementation. This librarywas tested on Kursawe’s problem, the optimisation results were plotted and furthercompared with plots from Kursawe’s paper [163]; these plots are shown in Figure 5.9(jMetal plots on top, and the bottom plots came from the paper). As the problem’simplementation in jMetal corresponds to the equations from Kursawe’s paper, and theplots look similar, then jMetal is a valid component of the optimisation system.A simple simulation model is used for testing the optimisation system, this simulationmodel is described in Figure 2.6 and the related text. The simulation model is shownin Figure 5.10. This model was tested on the best and worst case scenarios; the resultsare the same to the results in Section 2.4.3. Therefore, this simulation model, whilebeing used with a GA, could be used to prove that the optimisation system (GA & DES)provides optimal results.This simulation model was connected to NSGA-II, and the optimisation system wastested on one experiment. The simulation model was setup to run for a maximum of 1hour (60 minutes), therefore each of the three products was sent for production within60 minutes time. Two objectives were used: time of the last processed product (tominimise), and overall throughput (to maximise). The optimal values are 30 minutes and3 products. The following parameters of NSGA-II were used:
• Population size: 20; number of evaluations: 2000 (100 generations).
• Crossover: SBX crossover; probability 0.9, distribution index 20.
• Mutation: Polynomial mutation, probability 0.01, distribution index 20.
• Selection: Binary Tournament (2nd jMetal’s version).
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Figure 5.9: Comparing Kursawe’s problem: the top two plots are jMetal’s NSGA-II, andthe bottom figures come from Kursawe’s paper [163].
The optimisation results in Figure 5.11 prove that this realisation of the optimisationsystem (GA & DES) can be used to optimise production schedules; therefore, thisvalidates the system level of the realisation part.Sub-system – realisation level. This simple theoretical example illustrates opti-misation of a production schedule (iteration 3 by terminology from Table 5.2), whichpartially validates optimisation of production plans and schedules (iteration 4). Theseversions of optimisation system have two major differences in programming code; thesedifferences are related to Figure 5.2 and the related text. The first difference is in
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Figure 5.10: Simulation model used to test the optimisation system.
data structures: either an array of time values was sent to a simulation model duringIteration 3, or an array of time values and an array of binary values (would or wouldnot a product be processed) were sent to a simulation model during Iteration 4. Thesecond difference is in the utilised crossover operation; again it is related to the seconddimension. These differences are illustrated in Table 5.3 that contains an example ofprogramming code. These changes are simple, the mistakes are easy to track (by print-ing these arrays to a console and analysing this information, and the author found nomistakes – all the data transfers were correct); therefore, this validates the sub-systemlevel of the realisation part of research.
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Figure 5.11: Testing the optimisation system: initial and final generations.
5.3.3 Experiments
Super-system – experimentation level. The optimisation system consists of the geneticalgorithm and discrete event simulation model of a production system. The geneticalgorithm and its parameters are the same during all experiments; the major differencebetween experiments is related to discrete event simulation models. Each of thesemodels represents an industrial production system: complex, stochastic, and dynamicprocess – an industrial case. Three cases of multiple complexity were studied in orderto validate this part of the research. As this research is also related to experimentswith a genetic algorithm, and this incorporates random initial generation, then fromfive to twenty experiments with each case there is a common practice; and as GA &DES requires computational powers, five experiments with different random seeds wereselected. Each genetic algorithm has a set of parameters, and the ‘common’ parametersfor NSGA-II were selected: SBX crossover operator with crossover probability of 0.9and distribution index of 20, polynomial mutation operator with mutation probability of0.01 and distribution index of 20, binary tournament No 2 as a selection operator. Thepopulation size was 100 individuals and 10’000 evaluations within an optimisation run.This design of experiments validates super-system level of the experimental part of theresearch.
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System – experimentation level. Three industrial cases are used in this research.‘Industrial’ means that a case is either i) developed by an industrial simulation engineer,is verified and validated by a manufacturing manager, and is used for industrial purposes(cases No 2 and 3) or ii) is developed by the author, validated by industrial simulationengineer and manufacturing manager, and is used for their purposes (case No 1). Thisproves that each simulation model provides accurate results.Each of the simulation models uses time-sequenced introduction of products as theinput and provides a number of key performance indicators as the output; therefore, itcan be used for production planning and scheduling. All simulation models are differentto each other in terms of products, production systems, size of production systems, anddepth of simulation modelling; therefore, this set of simulation models provides diversityfor the experiments. This validates the system level of the experimentation part of theresearch.NSGA-II has a number of parameters that affects its performance [9]. Crossover,mutation and selection operators perform the basic functions of GA. 100 as the size of apopulation with the total number of evaluations of 10’000 is the de-facto standard andit is a good place to start; however, these parameters are problem specific and may beadjusted on a case basis. It is recommended to setup the probability of mutation as 1divided by the number of individuals in population (0.01 in the de-facto case); whileprobability of crossover is usually close to 1. Distribution indexes for mutation andcrossover is the last set of parameters; these parameters define how close an offspringwould be to parents.The following parameters of NSGA-II were used: SBX crossover operator withcrossover probability of 0.9 and distribution index of 20, polynomial mutation operatorwith mutation probability of 0.01 and distribution index of 20, binary tournament No 2as a selection operator. The population size was 100 individuals and 10’000 evaluationswithin an optimisation run. The experiments were grouped into sets, within a set eachcase was run five times with different random seeds. One set of experiments wasperformed within Iteration No 3, two sets experiments were performed within IterationNo 4. The difference between two sets of Iteration No 4 experiments is related to the
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Case study Stage 3 Stage 4(a) (b)Case study 1 15 15 – 22 15 – 30Case study 2 220 220 – 270 220 – 440Case study 3 28 28 – 42 28 – 56Table 5.4: No of products in each case study.
Code Description Objectives Period
CS1 A critical production area in Tata Steel EuropeTubes. Maximise throughput, and minimise overall pro-duction time 1 weekCS2 A heating end area in Tata Steel Europe Engi-neering Steels. Maximise throughput, and minimise weightedmeasure of time delays on a specific stage ofproduction
4 weeks
CS3 Shotton flow model. Maximise throughput, and minimise stock 4 weeks
Table 5.5: A generic description of case studies used in this research.
number of products in the databases, (a) 1.5 times and (b) 2 times more than as usedat the Iteration No 3. In addition, a convergence check was performed for each caseand iteration with 50’000 evaluations (higher numbers of evaluations crushed RockwellArena simulation models). On the Iteration No 4, SBX crossover operator was modifiedto deal with two-dimensional chromosome. Typical parameters of computers used inexperiments were P4 2 GHz, 1GB of RAM, Windows XP. The impact of the length of achromosome to results was tested in these subsets of experiments. These numbers aresummarised in Table 5.4.
5.3.3.1 Case studies
In order to perform testing and validation of the optimisation of production plans andschedules via two-dimensional chromosomes, three case studies were used in this re-search. Each case is based on the DES model of a steel manufacturing productionsystem. It is difficult to compare different simulation models as no comprehensive clas-sification of DES models was found in literature. The objective functions are a combi-nation of outputs from simulation model. These outputs were selected on the basis ofsimulation model specifics. A short description of these models is provided in Table 5.5,while more information is provided in the next paragraphs.
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A simulation model may be treated as a ‘black box’, which provides a set of outputsfrom a set of inputs. In this research, ‘black boxes’ are discrete event simulation modelsof steel manufacturing production systems. Typical elements of production systems [148]are processes, products, stores, transporters, resources, and relationships.Simulation models can be characterised by the size and level of depth the productionsystems had been modelled. The size of a production system may be ‘small’ in a caseof one or few machines, ‘medium’ in the case of a group of machines and ‘large’ in thecase of a factory having few groups of machines. The level of depth may be ‘generic’in the case of high-level representation of information elements, ‘detailed’ in the caseof low-level of details of these elements, and ‘medium’, which is in between the genericand detailed levels.Case study 1. A simulation model represents one production area in Tata SteelEurope Tubes, see Section 4.2.3 for more details. This simulation model was developedby the author with further validation by production experts from Tata Steel EuropeTubes. This production area consists of eleven machines, excluding buffers, loadingtables, and cranes. These machines form a semi-sequential production process withtwo product entry and one exit points; parallel processing is not possible. Externallogistics is modelled with an entity generator, while internal logistics is representedwith conveyors and a crane. Considering the number of basic information elements inthis production system (processes, products, stores, transporters, and resources) and theimplementation of relationships between these elements, this model may be stated asa medium depth simulation model of a medium size production area.Table 5.6 shows three samples for CS1i3, CS1i4*1.5, and CS1i4*2. Each of thesethree samples belongs to Pareto front of 100th generation. The sample shows fitnessvalues and related chromosomes.Case study 2. A simulation model represents one production area in Tata SteelEurope Engineering Steels, see Section 4.2.5 for more details. This model was devel-oped by simulation modelling experts from Tata Steel Europe Research & Developmentand validated by production experts from Tata Steel Europe Engineering Steels; R&Dpersonnel later explained this simulation model to the author. This area consists of
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Iteration Throughput Time Chromosomei3 45.4 101.3 6.6 51.9 37.1 41.3 21 12.8 44.7 1.4 61.2 48.1 64.6 27.5 40.8 15.1 32.4i3 39.1 40.5 12.6 49.2 29.8 3.3 73.8 26.4 56.8 18.9 72.2 54.8 66.7 11 36.9 74.4 11.4i3 21.7 15.2 70.8 73.7 20.1 34 71.8 70.3 73.5 50.3 72.3 26.8 71 74.1 19.7 39.5 23.8i4*1.5 65.3 154.7 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 22.8 44.1 60.4 20 30.3 55.9 22.3 44.6 61.2 15.520.8 64.9 19.8 16 52.8 27.1 70.9 65.1 13.3 4.1 38.6 57.4i4*1.5 39.1 25.9 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 38.3 19 54.1 19.7 68.9 8.1 27.4 3.3 0.2 55.6 54.260.6 0.2 63.5 37.3 11.4 39.6 3 44.9 73.9 61.7 15.8i4*1.5 2.3 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 72.5 24.3 49.2 34.9 47.9 28.3 6.4 9.9 17.4 53.569.3 47.3 7.5 55.2 13.7 62.1 53.7 38.2 73.2 45.3 30.2 54.4i4*2 60.4 117.1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 068.3 4.8 11.3 34.7 7.1 72.5 44.1 54.2 10.6 13.9 49.7 74.4 54.4 45.6 46.4 17.9 20.2 61.8 18.874.3 44.5 7.5 37.7 27.2 72.2 4.2 13.3 62.8 4.1 19.4 32.2 31.2 34.7 74.7 29.5 23.3 72.9 63.150.4 66.7 42 27 60.6 64 23.2i4*2 40.5 30.8 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 29 74 58.9 72.3 44.4 54.6 47.7 69.6 6.4 0.5 44.8 45.2 4.8 43.3 18.8 59.7 25.7 39 42.9 13.658.2 14.2 3.2 63.5 6.4 43.2 11.5 42.2 63.1 39.6 29.4 34.7 9.4 62.6 69.8 45.5 47.5 12 45.9 54.330.3 39.1 73.1 67.6 29.3i4*2 2.7 0.2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 064.5 55.8 72.2 59.7 8.5 4.4 16.9 0.6 32.1 6.7 38.4 4.6 49.7 8 14.1 13.8 30.9 22.4 2.6 47.8 5.132.7 41.1 33.2 14.5 8.5 29.6 44.9 40.7 72.6 22.5 24.7 31.8 19.1 18.8 73.5 12.9 71.2 34.2 6.164.1 7.6 35.9 11.1 30.3Table 5.6: Samples from Pareto front, case study 1.
two pre-heating furnaces, a number of soaking pits and one mill excluding two cranesand charge units. These machines form a semi-sequential production process with twoproduct entry and exit points. The external logistics is modelled with an entity genera-tor while internal logistics is represented with cranes. Considering the number of basicinformation elements in this production system and the implementation of relationshipsbetween these elements, this model may be stated as a detailed simulation model of asmall production area.Table 5.7, 5.8, and 5.9 shows three samples for CS2i3, CS2i4*1.5, and CS2i4*2. Eachof these three samples belongs to Pareto front of 100th generation. The sample showsfitness values and related chromosomes.Case study 3. A simulation model represents a production system in Tata SteelEurope Colors, see Section 4.2.6 for more details. This model was developed by simula-tion modelling experts from Tata Steel Europe and validated by production experts fromTata Steel Europe Colors; R&D personnel later explained this simulation model to theauthor. This area consists of a number of production bays, buffers, external and internaltransportation systems. Considering the number of basic information elements in this
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Iteration Throughput Stock Chromosomei3 62781.7 742 612.9 556.6 565 151.1 606.2 554.7 670 566.4 268.5 584.3 588.9 566.6 609.8 637.6 564.6592.4 646.2 647.9 623.6 656 611.7 595 562.7 615.6 557.3 595.9 471.9 584.8i3 61909.2 752 509.3 516.2 578.3 603.5 509.7 582.7 591.2 510.2 612.4 511.3 658.3 526.7 580 593.9 640578.4 562.3 591.8 570.1 522.6 538.1 592.8 579.6 616.3 585.3 622.2 655.4 283.2i3 59914.6 529 670.0587609171424 666.8 580.3 544.4 561.7 603.2 646.8 578.9 671.6 582.3 644 655 578.1580.5 558.4 652.6 609.7 595.9 551.3 638.3 668.5 562.3 549.8 311.2 634.9 543.7 582.5 544.8i4*1.5 62711.7 569 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0658.7 307.3 498 148.4 427.4 162.6 133.5 643.4 70.6 564.7 211.2 582.6 615.8 193.4 332.9190 600.9 149.5 428.3 267.1 478.2 568.1 231.8 611.8 8.8 237.3 0.4 296.3 45.7 603.5 38.2 88387.9 297.3 107.9 67.6 271.2 370.9 41.4 242.6 137.7 485.7i4*1.5 61913.6 435 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 353.7341.9 395 43.6 518.7 348.3 125.1 209.7 171.1 580.2 319.7 514.7 169.3 211.8 515.3 12 194.7270 265.6 455.4 45.9 303.7 415.1 613 344.7 27 118.4 315 544 592.4 594.7 112.3 443.6 22.9405.2 217.3 233.2 319.3 279.9 208.2 15.6 512i4*1.5 52817.9 276 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0488.8 538.8 591.6 43.6 538.2 254.3 124.7 152.1 181.7 585.5 319.7 531.5 169.1 61.8 509.23.3 530.8 270.5 299.3 454.3 48.7 103.7 412.4 601.8 344.7 14.4 118.4 18.8 266.8 165.9 332.3109.7 296.3 8.1 335.3 211.5 229.5 317.9 287 219.7 15.7 62.6i4*2 62691 442 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 323.6 405.6 282.8 251.7 189.4 440.9 50.6 62.8 254.7 383.6 51.9 209.3322.5 609.6 351.1 184.3 437.4 436.5 471.4 582.9 569.8 334.9 345.3 475.8 36.6 288.2 148.1225.4 140.6 413.4 185.8 198.6 47 406.5 370.5 422.1 347.1 96.6 567.6 103.9 640.8 326.1 655217.9 329.5 431.1 632.5 257.6 326 648.2 362.3 55 180.5 447.7 440.5 246.6i4*2 61904.6 477 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 615.3 69.8 242 226.4 118.5 215.8 610.3 524.8 293.4 93.5 284.8 586.3174.1 629.8 152.1 600.8 509.3 660.4 277.2 283 233.1 295.9 480.4 437.6 226 603.7 294.7172.6 491.6 145.4 639.9 84.6 269.4 173.2 246.6 454.6 138 559.2 173.2 655.7 580 112.6 435.1425.5 291.6 5.5 147.8 656.8 132.7 563.3 263.3 162.9 205.7 240.5 225 235.6i4*2 52016.8 276 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 12.3 256.2 43.2 277.8 132.5 324.5 366.7 562.7 386.9 494.8 469.1 552.3575.5 267.4 120.3 91.2 235.1 491.3 415.2 522.1 617.9 309.4 144.1 31.3 471.8 528.3 599.2597.3 211.1 400.5 182 431.1 430.2 438.1 493.1 415 41.8 613 662.5 507.2 627.2 481.2 465.9193.7 474.8 421 337.7 451.4 181.9 462.8 330.5 94.5 633.8 87 606.8 432.4Table 5.10: Samples from Pareto front, case study 3.
production system and the implementation of relationships between these elements, thismodel may be stated as a generic simulation model of a large production area.Table 5.10 shows three samples for CS3i3, CS3i4*1.5, and CS3i4*2. Each of thesethree samples belongs to Pareto front of 100th generation. The sample shows fitnessvalues and related chromosomes.Sub-system – experimentation level. The optimisation dynamics of each case studyare presented in Figure 5.12 by plotting initial, 20th, 40th, 60th, 80th and 100th gen-erations. Within one set of experiments, different simulation models showed differentPareto-frontiers. The same models resulted in different patterns of the Pareto-frontiersin the different sets yet share some similarities in the patterns.Table 5.11 shows optimisation results of CS2i3 with the maximum throughput, min-imal time, and the chromosome resulted fitness values out of the Pareto front.
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The convergence test was performed by (i) testing the dynamics of the main experi-ment body in Figure 5.12, (ii) testing the dynamics of the convergence test’s experimentsin Figure 5.13, and (iii) comparing 500th generation with 100th generations of the mainexperiment body as shown in Figure 5.14. The 500th populations were no better thanthe 100th populations in two case studies out of three for Iterations No 3 and No 4; casestudy No 2 was not converged within 50’000 evaluations. The convergence test of casestudy No 2 was not continued further than 50’000 evaluations because the optimisationsystem crashed shortly after this number.The last generations of both Iteration No 3 and No 4 were plotted in Figure 5.15for comparison. Each diagram in this figure contains three colour-encoded groups ofresults. Iteration No 4 dominated Iteration No 3 in case studies No 1 and 3. Casestudies No 2 and 3 showed that Iteration No 4 *1.5 results have minor differencesto Iteration No 4 *2 results, while Iteration No 4 *1.5 showed clear domination overIteration No 4 *2 in case study 1.The results of the experiments should prove or fail the hypothesis of simultaneousoptimisation of production plans and schedules. Firstly, it must be optimised, and Fig-ure 5.12 shows the optimisation in dynamics. Secondly, for the benefit of the analysis,the results should pass convergence check, and Figure 5.13 and Figure 5.14 provideplots for this check. Thirdly, Iteration 3 with Iteration 4 must be compared with eachother, and Figure 5.15 provides plots for this analysis. Together, this validates thesub-system level of the experimentation part of the research.
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Figure5.12:Outputresultsforallcasestudiesperformed.Eachgraphcontainsinitial,20th,40th,60th,80th,and100thgenerations;
generationsarecolourencoded.Thefirstcolumnofthediagramsrepresentsi3,thesecond–i4*1.5,andthethird–i4*2.
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Figure5.14:Lastpopulationofbothmainandconvergencecheck’experimentbodies.G100S0means100thgenerationwithrandom
seed0.Thefirstcolumnofdiagramsrepresentsi3,thesecond–i4*1.5,andthethird–i4*2.
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of i3 with i4, each colour-coded group represents the finalpopulations; I3 for i3, and I4 for i4.
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5.4 Key observations
The patterns of Pareto-frontiers in Figure 5.12–Figure 5.15 differ from each other, thatallows to conclude that each industrial simulation model is a single optimisation prob-lem. NSGA-II was used for the optimisation of the production plans and schedules. Itwould be interesting however to test the case basis of various genetic algorithms priorto the production use of the optimisation system.Case studies 1 and 3 converged within 10’000 evaluations, while case study 2 didnot. In addition to this, convergence dynamics of case studies 1 and 3 in Figure 5.12–Figure 5.13 allows to conclude that the initial set of parameters of these optimisationexperiments is a good place to start experiments with other simulation models.The plots in Figure 5.15 allows to test the idea of this research – optimisationof production plans and schedules using two-dimensional chromosome. Case study 1clearly shows that optimisation of production plans and schedules provide better resultsthan the optimisation of production schedules. A similar behaviour is presented in casestudy 3. In the case study 2, there are no clear dominance presented.Iteration 4 experiments of case study 2 show that the optimisations have not beencompleted, see Figures 5.12 & 5.13. The author assumes that this has happened dueto the size of chromosomes and complexity of the mode. There is a chance that asignificant increase of the number of evaluations and size of population would allowto produce optimised results. This assumption is supported by plots CS2i4 1.5 andCS2i4 2 in Figure 5.14, where CS2i4 1.5 with smaller chromosomes show the progressof the optimisation while CS2i4 2 shows no optimisation.Iteration No 4 dominates over Iteration No 3 in two cases out of three, whichmeans that the unique behaviour of simulation models affects the optimisation results.If products or product groups in the database have similar production importance, andif Iteration No 4 dominates over Iteration No 3 on a particular simulation model, thenIteration No 4 is recommended for the optimisation of production plans and productionschedules.There is a minor difference between Iteration No 4 *1.5 and Iteration No 4 *2 intwo cases out of three. One case suggests a dominance of Iteration No 4 *1.5 over
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Iteration *2. This suggests that a number of products in the database during Iteration 4sometimes makes a difference, and the optimum chromosome length has to be definedprior to using this system as a planning tool.A minimum of five optimisation runs with different seeds are required for each plan-ning tasks. With an estimated time of 12 hours for one optimization experiment, it wouldtake 2.5 days to run a set. As planning teams are working with periods of 1 - 8 weeks,it is feasible to use this optimisation system on real-time basis. Computers that aremore powerful will significantly reduce the simulation time. One simulation model outof the four is too detailed to be used as a GA fitness function; however, Moor’s lawsuggests that in few years time this criterion would not be important. With IterationNo 3 optimisation, more powerful computers would allow a comparison of results fromdifferent product mixes.
5.5 Summary
Tata Steel Europe, a large steel manufacturing company, faces a number of challengesin production planning and scheduling, namely; change of marketing trend from a smallnumber of large volume orders to a big number of small volume orders is one of them.Another one includes lack of communication between sales, production, and planningdepartments. It was also mentioned that the current production planning and schedul-ing practices are biased, not to mention the lack of confidence of the planners in theoptimality of their production plans. Developing a solution becomes more complicatedconsidering the size and long life cycle of the production equipment – it is difficult andexpensive to reallocate. These challenges were identified during the study of productionplanning and scheduling practices in Tata Steel Europe. The study was performed byusing participant observations and unstructured interviews.The literature was reviewed to familiarise the author with the concepts relatedto production planning in general and DES & GA. It was identified that there arefive ways to improve the performance of the production systems using DES & GA,namely. 1) optimisation of time-sequenced introduction of products into production
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system (production schedules), 2) optimisation of dispatching rules within the productionsystem, 3) optimisation of production parameters, machine of conveyor processing speedor buffer size may be named as examples, 4) optimisation of production site’s layout,and 5) a composite solution of two or more above-mentioned approaches.The first, time-sequenced introduction of products was selected for this research.However, the applications from the literature were focused on the optimisation of pro-duction schedules. The author hypothesised that time-sequenced introduction of prod-ucts, with certain modifications, may be used for the simultaneous optimisation of bothproduction plans and production schedules. The original version of time-sequenced in-troduction of products contains the times each product is introduced into a productionsystem. The modified version extended the original version with an additional dimen-sion to the list of products. This additional dimension is filled with ‘1’ and ‘0’, all theproducts marked with ‘1’ form a production plan, while 0-marked products are out of aproduction plan. The original dimension contains the times for each product.This modified chromosome was tested on three case studies. Each case study isthe DES model of a production area in Tata Steel Europe. Three sets of experimentswere performed. The first set was reserved to the original optimisation of productionschedules. The second and third sets were reserved to the modified optimisation ofsimultaneous optimisation of both production plans and schedules. The difference be-tween these two sets is in the number of products that were sent to be optimised; inthe second set, the number was equal to 1.5 of the original to this case study and inthe third – to 2 of the original.The results of the experiments were discussed. The patterns of Pareto-frontiersdiffer from case to case, which means that each simulation model represents a separatescheduling problem; therefore, meta-heuristic optimisation algorithms must be used withDES models. Iteration No 4 dominates over Iteration No 3 in two cases out of three,which means real-life application of this optimisation must be tested for both options.There is a minor difference between Iteration No 4 *1.5 and Iteration No 4 *2 in twocases out of three, while one case suggests dominance of Iteration No 4 *1.5 overIteration *2, which means that real-life application must be tested with different sizes
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of product lots. More generic issues that are related to the use of DES & GA arediscussed in Chapter 8.All three cases showed non-cost optimisation. This is happening because the com-pany uses standard costing and is unable to estimate accurate costs of products. Thecost estimation technique described in the next chapter overcomes this cost limitationof the company. This cost estimation technique can be used in combination with theoptimisation system. The author identifies two ways. Firstly, the outcome from thesimulation model can be transformed into cost used as a fitness parameter. Secondly,production planning can use cost as yet another decision making criterion while se-lecting production plan and schedule. Both ways however are possible and requireadditional work.
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Chapter 6
Cost estimation with DES
6.1 Introduction
Tata Steel Europe is a mass production company managed by standards, which definevarious aspects of production management, accounting, etc. This company uses standardcosting for the estimation of production costs, i.e. the production cost of one productionarea is measured in a number of £ per one unit of throughput which is a tonne of steel.According to this system, the products that are processed within one production areahave one average production cost. For example £100 per tonne on average for threeprojects, while the real costs are different: £60 for the first, £80 for the second, and£160 per tonne for the third project; this is illustrated in Figure 4.24. In addition, thecurrent marketing trend shows further customisation of products for customers, from asmall number of high volume orders few decades ago to a large number of low volumeorders now; this change makes standard costing approach less feasible to use. As aresult, this company faces difficulties in answering questions such as ‘What is the realproduction cost? ’ This chapter describes a cost estimation technique that overcomesthis limitation.
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6.2 Proposed classification of cost estimation techniques
6.2.1 Proposed classification
One of the best examples of classifications is the periodic table of the chemical ele-ments. This table not only groups chemical elements by chemical properties, but alsoprovides the gaps for yet undiscovered chemical elements. The concept underpinningthis classification is taken as the basis for the development of a new classification ofcost estimation techniques, which could be capable of guiding a systematic research inthe area of cost estimation, i.e. the development of new cost estimation techniques.A number of techniques in the previous section have common features. The similarityarises either from the information used by the techniques, or from the methods appliedto process this information. The same information could be utilised in the differentmethods, as presented in the papers of Cavaliery et al. [101], Zhang et al. [164], Shtub& Zimerman [165] and many others. Likewise, the same information processing methodscould be used in different cost estimation techniques, with operation-based and detailed,parametric and tolerance-based techniques as examples.In a simple form, a cost estimation technique is a combination of i) cost information;and ii) a method to process this information. Types of information and methods couldbe visualised in the rectangular axes of a two-dimensional diagram. A cost estimationtechnique is an intersection of elements from the axes, as shown in Figure 6.1. Someintersections (cost estimation techniques), as with the periodic table of chemical ele-ments, may not have been considered by the research community yet; however, they stillmay hold relevance for both academia and industry. These intersections would indicateareas for further research. A diagram like this can be used as a systematic guideline forthe development of new cost estimation techniques or for further research into existingones. A concept of the scope of a cost estimation technique gives a bigger diversity inthis area of research. Types of information, methods and scope are described in detailbelow.A cost estimation technique uses analytic or parametric measures, as proposed byCurran [87] or information of either a product or process is not used (none). ‘Analytic’
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Figure 6.1: A cost estimation technique is a combination of information and methods toprocess this information. Cost estimation is limited by the scope of this technique.
means the structural characteristics of a product or process. ‘Parametric’ means thefunctional or general characteristics of a product or process. ‘None’ means there is verylittle or no information about a product or process. Examples are given in Table 6.1.A number of information processing methods are used for cost estimation. Examplesof those methods are arithmetic operations, artificial neural networks, Monte Carloand discrete even simulation. The last two methods form a group of simulation basedmethods, while the rest form different groups. These groups of methods are namedapproaches in this research; the identified approaches are listed in Figure 6.2. Thislist is based on observed literature in the area of cost estimation. Obviously, this list isincomplete, and can be expanded with new approaches and methods, or even modifiedto provide better insights for systematic research in the area of cost estimation.The scope of cost estimation techniques are based on PLC stages and the organisa-tional specifics of the information utilised by a cost estimation technique. Activities inan organisation are value-added (get order, develop product, fulfil order, support prod-
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Information about Level of detalisationAnalytic ParametricProduct Components; features (step, cylinder,round, groove, stair, slot, depression,pocket, hole, clamp, bold, pin).
Number of parts or features; width,height, length, thickness, complexity,tolerance, material, diameter, size ofcasting, order quantity life time.Process Machine (lathe, mill, press); re-source (labour, energy); trans-port (crane, transporter); operation(drilling, polishing, set-up time), as-sembly operations.
Process accuracy, run time, mainte-nance time, number of repairs, repairrate hour, number of products manu-factured per hour, number of opera-tions.Table 6.1: Examples for different levels by depth of information of a product or process.
uct), management (set direction, formulate strategies, direct business) or support-relatedactivities (manage finance, support personnel, manage technology, corporate learning).Trevor et al. [166] calls this classification of organisational activities by value matrix.It should be noted that different stages of the product life cycle have different value-adding activities. A cost estimation technique is limited to at least one PLC stage andone area of organisational activities. However, cost estimation techniques can covermore than one area and PLC stage.The research community provides a number of product life cycle models. Thesemodels have a lot in common; however, they also have some differences. A single PLCmodel does not have all of the PLC stages mentioned by the observed literature in costestimation. The PLC model used in this paper is generated from the model used byZheng et al. [167], Asiedu & Gu [168] and Jovane et al. [169]. The following PLC stagesare used in this paper: conceptual design, detailed design, planning (production systemdesign and planning), production (production and testing), realisation (distribution andrealisation), service or use, and disposal.In addition to the types of information and methods, there is another level of similarityregarding the ways in which cost information is processed by different methods. Overall,six ways, or, as referred to in this research, ‘architectures’ of cost estimation techniqueswere identified; these architectures are listed in Figure 6.3.With architecture I, cost information is processed by one method within one phaseof information processing. Two methods may be used separately architecture II, for the
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Figure 6.2: Approaches and methods used in cost estimation techniques.
purpose of estimating cost in different PLC stages or to gain confidence in the results ofcost estimation. Each of these methods estimates cost within one phase of informationprocessing. Cost estimation techniques of the architecture III are estimating cost withinone phase; however, two or more methods are working together to estimate the costof a cost object. Architectures IV and V look the same; however, within architectureIV the first method is selecting information for the second, and within architecture Vthe first method is transforming information for the second method. The architecture VIrepresents combinations of architectures from I to V.
6.2.2 Analysis using this classification
The observed literature is represented in Tables 6.2 – 6.5. Each of these tables containsreferences to papers on cost estimation techniques. Tables 6.2 – 6.4 represent archi-tecture I with arithmetic, soft computing and simulation based approach respectively;architectures II-VI share Table 6.5.A cost estimation technique is characterised by the types of cost information andscope of the technique. Each paper is referenced twice, in both parts of these tables.
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Papers are grouped with square brackets; each group represents a commonly known costestimation technique. The number of references from these tables have been summarisedin Table 6.6.A cost estimation technique is calculating cost at a PLC stage for a PLC stage, e.g.a function based cost estimation from Roy et al. research [47] is used at the conceptualdesign stage for cost estimation of the production stage. The references are listed inTable 6.7.The grey cells in these tables mean that a cost estimation technique cannot bewithin these conditions. For example, a cost estimation cannot be without informationas shown in Tables 6.2 – 6.6, while these cells in Table 6.7 show no reasons for costestimation for these PLC stages, as next PLC stages in operation.These tables may be used for analysis as follows. Firstly, the number of references ina cell show the relative measure of performed research for the combination of informationand scope. Table 6.6 is the most suitable source for this analysis. For example, thecell of product-analytic and process-analytic information of the arithmetic approach hastwelve papers cited, while the analytic-parametric combination of the same approachhas one paper cited. This means, after a thorough literature review, the second cell hasa bigger area of research in comparison to the first cell. Obviously, it is just one outof many possible explanations. For example, this single paper could answer the samenumber of research questions as twelve papers nearby, or it might not be as interestingfor academia or industry.Secondly, this analysis could be done in more detail, with methods instead of ap-proaches. A cell with many references may have no methods, one or many methods.Some of these methods may never have been used for cost estimation before, whichopens an opportunity for research. Thirdly, as references are mentioned in both partsof the table, a number of possible areas of research are growing rapidly, especially ifwe consider combinations of PLC stages in addition to the numbers of PLC stages apaper can cover. Tables such as Table 6.7 have to be used for this type of analysis.Finally, a number of meta-questions can be raised. Examples of these questionsare as follows: What is the best information and scope combination for a method? Why
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Process No of activity typesAnalytic Parametric None Three Two One
Analy
tic
A[170, 125,171, 172,123, 124],D[173, 174,175], F[99],X[176, 177,178]
R[164] P[141, 179]
Noo
fPLC
stage
s >Two A[170],D[175] D[173]
Prod
uct
Param
etric A[180],D[97],P[180],R[181],X[182, 183]
R[184],T[185],X[186]
P[101, 98],R[187, 188,189, 190],T[103] T
wo A[124] A[172],P[191, 192],R[190]
None D[193, 103],R[165] P[194, 191,192], X[195] None One A[171, 123],D[174, 97] X[182, 183]
A[125],D[193, 103],F[99],P[141,179, 101,194, 98],R[187, 188,181, 184,189, 196,164, 165],T[185, 103],X[195, 186,176, 177,178](a) Type of information (b) Scope of the estimateTable 6.2: Papers which describe cost estimation techniques with arithmetic methods ofinformation processing, architecture I. Commonly known cost estimation techniques arerepresented with a letter as follows A - activity-based, D - detailed, F - feature-based,O - operation-based, P - parametric, R - regression-based, T - tolerance-based, X -name of the technique was not mentioned in the papers.
are the rest of the combinations not suitable for this method? Which architecture isthe most suitable for a cell and why? Is there any correlation between information andscope?
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Process No of activity typesAnalytic Parametric None Three Two One
Analy
tic [164] [106]
Noo
fPLC
stage
s >Two
Prod
uct
Param
etric [181] [197, 105,185]
[198, 141,187, 188,199, 101,200, 189,190]
Two [190]
None [165] None One [105]
[198, 141,187, 188,181, 197,199, 101,200, 185,189, 106,164, 165](a) Type of information (b) Scope of the estimateTable 6.3: Papers which describe cost estimation techniques with soft computing meth-ods of information processing, architecture I. Only neural network cost estimation tech-niques have been found in the literature review.
Process No of activity typesAnalytic Parametric None Three Two One
Analy
tic D[123, 201],P[202, 203]
Noo
fPLC
stage
s >Two K[204]
Prod
uct
Param
etric D[151],K[204],M[205] Tw
o [205]
None C[206] M[207] None One D[123, 151,201] C[206],M[205, 207],P[202, 203](a) Type of information (b) Scope of the estimateTable 6.4: Papers which describe cost estimation techniques with simulation methodsof information processing, architecture I. Simulation modelling methods are representedwith a letter as follows D - discrete event simulation, C - Markov Chain, K - kernel, M- Monte Carlo, P - Petri Net.
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Process No of activity typesAnalytic Parametric None Three Two One
Analy
tic
II[208],IV[47, 209,210, 211,212, 213,214, 215,216, 217,218, 17,219, 93,220, 221,222, 95,223, 100],V[224, 94],VI[225]
III[226] III[227],VI[104]
Noo
fPLC
stage
s >Two IV[209] II[208],III[227]
Prod
uct
Param
etric IV[228, 229],VI[230] V[231],VI[98] Two III[226],IV[222]
None None One IV[218],V[94] IV[229],V[231],VI[230]
IV[47, 228,210, 211,212, 213,214, 215,216, 217,17, 219, 93,220, 221,95, 223,100], V[224],VI[225, 104,98](a) Type of information (b) Scope of the estimateTable 6.5: Papers which describe cost estimation techniques with architectures II – VI.Each architecture is represented with a number, which is mentioned in the name of thearchitecture from II to VI.
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CostestimationforthePLCstage
Development
Production
Realisation
Service/Use
Recycling
Concept
Detailed
Planning
Development
ConceptS[204]
S[204]
S[204];
III[227]
A[182,179,176,190],N[198,189,190],S[204];II[208],
III[227],IV[47,228,214,93,220,221,95]
S[204]
A[190],
N[190],
S[204]
S[204]
Cost estimation at the PLC stage
Detailed
A[173,170,
186,
124,
192,177]
A[173,124,
177]
A[173,141,188,170,181,125,186,172,124,200,97,99,
185,191,184,192,177,98,178,164],N[141,188,181,
199,105,185,106,164];II[208],IV[209,211,210,213,214,
215,17,222,223,100],V[224,231,94],VI[225,104,98]
A[170];
II[208]
A[195],
S[197,207,
206];II[208]
[208]
Planning
A[173,124,
177]
A[173,172,101,185,177,165],N[101,185,165],S[151];
III[226],IV[209,212,216,217,218,219,222]
III[226]
Production
A[193,171,172,194,123,177,196,183],S[123,202,201,
203];IV[209,229],VI[230]
S[205]
RealisationService/UseRecycling
Table6.7:TherepresentationofcostestimationtechniquesusedataPLCstagetoestimatecostofaproductforaPLCstage.The
groupsofpapersthataremarkedwithlettersrepresentsthearchitectureIwithAforarithmetictechniques,Nforsoftcomputing
techniques,andSforsimulationtechniques.TherestofthegroupsrepresentsarchitecturesfromIItoVI.
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6.3 High-level description of the technique
According to the classification of cost estimation techniques that is developed withinthis research project, (see Sections 6.2.1 and Table 6.4), simulation modelling (andDES modelling in particular) has been used by academia and industry for productioncost estimation. The research suggests two different ways of using DES models forproduction cost estimation. Within this research, direct cost estimation means the useof DES modelling as a method of processing cost-related information with the costs asthe output from these models, examples of this are provided in Table 6.4. The second wayrepresents a novel cost estimation technique and is called a reversed cost estimation orproduct family based cost estimation technique.This cost estimation technique extends the capabilities of production planning byproviding another valuable characteristics of production plans and schedules to plannersand managers.A production system consists of machines that are processing various products. Therecould be many of these products - Tata Steel Europe Tubes have thousands of themthat are different by shape, length, diameter, gauge, steel properties, and other vari-ous finishing options. Thousands of products are a hardly manageable amount unlesscategorisation is applied. This cost estimation technique utilises a concept from leanmanufacturing – Product Family.Products form a product family by sharing a unique combination of machines theseproducts are going through. This categorisation depends on a concept used for categori-sation and therefore, it can be ‘generic’ or ‘detailed’. The granularity of categorisationdepends on details and complexity of product families. For example, the concept of amachine (a particular function and location on the factory) may replace the conceptof a group of machines sharing the same function yet having different locations in thefactory. Or, the ‘key’ machines may be used for classification instead of all machines.If a company that applies this grouping wants to be more specific, it may apply thedefinition from the first sentence of this paragraph, and further differentiate productfamilies by some product properties, i.e. shape, length or/and finishing operations. Theauthor applied the simplest grouping as in the first sentence of this paragraph. Other
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Figure 6.4: Product families.
factors may also be used for categorisation, for example, the selected way to categoriseproducts does not include the sequence of products going through machines, which isa limitation of the selected categorisation.Different machines use different combinations and consume different amounts ofresources. This situation is shown in Figure 6.4. The cost that comes from resourcesand product families may not have the same cost as the standard costing system proposesthem to have.Information processing within this technique is divided into two phases. Utilisationand throughput values are calculated at the first phase, while the costs are estimated atthe second phase. The overall architecture of the cost estimation technique is shown inFigure 6.5. According to the classification of cost estimation techniques, this techniquehas the fifth architecture of cost estimation techniques, (see Figure 6.3).The function of the first phase is to calculate utilisation and throughput. This couldbe achieved by using DES, linear modelling, system dynamics, and other methodsof simulation modelling. The author selected discrete event simulation because it iscapable of accurate modelling of the dynamic and stochastic behaviour of a productionsystem. Moreover, the visualisations of such models are widely used for model validation
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Simulation model
Phase 1
Cost calculation
Phase 2
Production plan Utilisation
Average cost per unit of throughput, 
this cost is the same for each product family
CostsThroughput
Figure 6.5: Overall architecture of the cost estimation system.
purposes; which provides certain credibility to the outputs of the models and thereforemakes the results of cost estimation trustworthy.The function of the second phase is to estimate costs for a unit of throughput ofeach product family. This model utilises the outputs from the first phase (utilisation andthroughput) and average costs from standard costing system. The relationships betweenthese concepts are visualised in Figure 6.6.
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Figure 6.6: Concepts of the cost estimation technique.
6.4 Formalisation of the technique
A production system consists of a number of machines, from Machine m1 to Machinemnm ; these and other notations are given in Glossary. Each machine uses either oneor many resources, different machines can use different resources, and the productionsystem in total uses all resources, from Resource r1 to Resource rnr . Formal machine-resource relationships are stored in matrix Anr ,nm , akr ,km ∈ {0, 1}, 1 if a resource is usedin a machine. The consumptions of resources in machines are stored in matrix Bnr ,nm ,bkr ,km ∈ {0, Q}.
Anr ,nm =

a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,nma2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,nm... ... . . . ...anr ,1 anr ,2 · · · anr ,nm
; Bnr ,nm =

b1,1 b1,2 · · · b1,nmb2,1 b2,2 · · · b2,nm... ... . . . ...bnr ,1 bnr ,2 · · · bnr ,nm

The production system is capable of processing a number of products. These prod-ucts are grouped into product families, from Product Family p1 to Product Family pnp .Product families are defined on the basis of machines applied to products, i.e. products
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processed in the same machines form a product family (sequence of processing is notcovered within this model). Formal machine-product family relationships are stored inmatrix Dnp,nm , di,l ∈ {0, 1}, 1 if a product family is processed by a machine.
Dnp,nm =

d1,1 d1,2 · · · d1,nmd2,1 d2,2 · · · d2,nm... ... . . . ...dnp,1 dnp,2 · · · dnp,nm

CAvg is an average production cost from a standard costing system. The cost of aproduct is based on the cost of used resources, which means that the average productioncost is the representative of the average costs of the utilised resources.
CAvg = nr∑kr=1Ckr =
nr∑
kr=1 βkr · CAvg (6.1)
, where βkr is a percentage of the average cost per tonne from a standard cost-ing system, which is related to the average cost of a resource per tonne. Obviously,∑nrkr=1 βkr = 1.The values of resource utilisations are stored in matrix Hnr = (hn1 hn2 · · · hnr),these values are further used in Equation 6.2 to calculate the utilisation of a resourcein a machine.Some simulation modelling software have a built-in functionality to calculate utili-sation for both resources and machines; in other cases, the calculation of the requiredutilisation takes an additional effort. A discrete event simulation package Arena 11 wasused in this research, as this package is the major simulation modelling software usedin the company. Arena 11 provides utilisation of machines and resources separately,therefore the utilisation of a resource in a machine is calculated using Equation 6.2.The outputs from these calculations can be validated using Equation 6.3. The values ofthe utilisation of resources in machines are stored in matrix Unr ,nm .
ukr ,km = bkr ,km · hkr∑nmim=1 bkr ,im (6.2)
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nm∑
km=1ukr ,km = hkr (6.3)
Unr ,nm =

u1,1 u1,2 · · · u1,nmu2,1 u2,2 · · · u2,nm... ... . . . ...unr ,1 unr ,2 · · · unr ,nm

Matrix Wnp = (wn1 wn2 · · · wnp) stores throughput values for each productfamily. Matrix Ynp,nr contains one part of utilisation of a resource per product familythat comes from Equation 6.4, while Znp,nr being calculated with Equation 6.5 containsanother part of utilisation of a resource per product family considering throughput ofeach product family.
Ynp,nr =

y1,1 y1,2 · · ·y1,nry2,1 y2,2 · · ·y2,nr... ... . . . ...ynp,1 ynp,2 · · ·ynp,nr
; Znp,nr =

z1,1 z1,2 · · · z1,nrz2,1 z2,2 · · · z2,nr... ... . . . ...znp,1 znp,2 · · · znp,nr

Snp,nr , Snp and Vnp,nr contain overall estimated relative costs and relative costs pertonne for each product family. These matrices are filled with outcome from Equa-tions 6.6 and 6.8 respectively.
Snp,nr =

s1,1 s1,2 · · · s1,nrs2,1 s2,2 · · · s2,nr... ... . . . ...snp,1 snp,2 · · · snp,nr
; Snp =

s1s2...snp
; Vnp =

v1v2...vnp

6.5 Linear model of the second phase
This model is capable of calculating two co-related costs: overall relative cost S andcost per tonne V of each product family. These costs are evaluated as follows.Equation 6.5 evaluates part of the utilisation of a resource per product family andby considering throughput of each product family, these values are stored in Znp,nr .
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ykp,kr = nm∑im=1uim,kr · bkr ,im · dkp,km (6.4)
Equation 6.5 evaluates part of the utilisation of a resource per product family byconsidering throughput of each product family; these values are stored in Znp,nr .
zkp,kr = wkp · ykp,kr∑npip=1 yip,kr (6.5)
Equation 6.6 evaluates values for Snp,nr , this matrix stores the overall estimatedcosts.
skp,kr = zkr · Ckr ·∑npip=1wip∑npip=1 zip,kr (6.6)
Equation 6.7 evaluates values for Snp , this matrix stores the overall estimated costsof the processed product families.
skp = nr∑ir=1 skp,ir (6.7)
Equation 6.8 evaluates values for Vnp,nr , this matrix stores costs per tonne for eachproduct family.
vkp = skpwkp (6.8)
6.6 Validation
This section describes the validation of the concept – estimation of relative costs usingutilisation and throughput.
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Figure 6.7: Elements of the systematic validation of the cost estimation’s part of theresearch.
The author used the matrix for systematic validation of the research concept. This isa square matrix with three rows and three columns (see Figure 6.7). The row dimensioncovers a system view to a research concept – the cost estimation technique – and thisview consists of a super-system, system, and sub-system levels of the research concept.The column dimension covers the theoretical, realisation, and experimentation parts ofthe research. Overall, if all nine elements within the matrix are valid, the research isvalid as well.The core research concept is the estimation of relative costs using two phases ofinformation processing; utilisation and throughput are evaluated first, the estimationhappens on the second phase. This core concept fills the system level of the theoreticalpart of the matrix. This cost estimation technique would provide costs to sales, pro-duction planning, management; therefore, these domains fill the super-system level ofthe theoretical part of the matrix. The technique (on the system’s level of the research)consists of a simulation and cost estimation sub-models, each of these components hasits own specifics; therefore, these components fill the sub-system level of a theoreticalpart of the matrix. The full matrix is shown in Figure 6.7.
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Part Level Elements Criteria MethodSuper-system Sales, productionplanning, manage-ment
Does it add value to these do-mains? Does the technique con-tradict the system?
Logical reasoning
Theor
y System Cost estimation tech-nique Could the combination of principleswork? Logical reasoningSub-system Simulation estima-tion models Are these principles good for theproduction? Logical reasoning,check measures
Reali
sation
Super-system Cost estimationproject Valid development processes areused. Logical reasoningSystem Cost estimation sys-tem The system estimates costs for asimple theoretical example Experiment, Logi-cal reasoningSub-system Estimation model ofthe 2nd phase Standard costs are comparablewith estimated costs. Logical reasoning
Exper
iment
Super-system Design of experi-ments Rationality of argumentation ofDES model’s selection for casestudies.
Logical reasoning
System Cases Cases are industrial and relevant. Case studies, logi-cal reasoningSub-system Estimation model ofthe 2nd phase Standard costs are comparablewith estimated costs. Logical reasoningTable 6.8: Summary of the validation process.
The validation of development of super-system level is different from the validationof the components of the cost estimation system: different criteria are important for thestudy and different methods are used. A summary of the validated methods and relatedcriteria and methods is provided in Table 6.8.
6.6.1 Theory
Super-system – theoretical level. This element of the research would be valid if thetechnique adds value to the end users, namely people from sales, production planningor manufacturing management. Each of these knowledge domains has different needfor accurate cost estimation. The sales section is interested in profit maximisation, andaccurate costs this technique would add to the price management. Production planningis interested in optimisation of production plans, including cost or profit, importanceor throughput criteria, and accurate costs would add to some of the optimisation exer-cises. Manufacturing management, depending on the paradigm, is interested in maxi-mum throughput (by the paradigm of Theory of Constraints) or waste reduction (lean
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manufacturing), or quick process reconfiguration (agile manufacturing) as described inBititci et al. [154] paper, and accurate costs would add focus to the most importantproduct families, the most important in terms of business value – profit. Currently, stan-dard costing is used and while providing accurate costs, this cost estimation techniquedoes not contradict to standard costing (averaged, these accurate costs are equal tostandard costs); therefore, no major change in cost accounting procedures is required.This validates the research on the super-system – theoretical level.System – theoretical level. This element of the validation matrix would be validif the technique would have no contradictions between the technique’s concepts. Ingeneral, a cost estimation technique is a method of information processing that usessome data for input and provides costs as output. This cost estimation technique usesi) throughput for each product family, ii) utilisation of machines and resources, and iii)average costs for a products within a production area. As described in Section 6.2.1, thiscovers both product and production dimensions of information; therefore, on a systemlevel, the cost estimation technique could be capable of cost estimation. The accuracyof costs comes from the accurate values of utilisation and throughput, and DES modelscan deliver accurate utilisation and throughput values. This validates the research onthe system – theoretical level.Sub-system – theoretical level. This element of the validation matrix would bevalid if the equations pass the check for measures. The technique as a system consistsof two sub-systems. The first is the discrete event simulation model of a productionsystem that takes a production plan as input. The output delivers accurate utilisation ofmachines and resources, as well as, the throughput per product family. As reviewed inSection 2.4, DES modelling is a well-known technique for accurate simulation modellingof production systems; therefore, DES modelling is valid for use in the first phase ofthe cost estimation technique. The second sub-model is a linear model that distributesstandard costs between product families on the basis of utilisation of resources. AsEquations from 6.4 to 6.8 have passed the check for measures (shown in Table 6.9) thenthis validates the research on the sub-system – theoretical level.
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Equation No Formula Measures
6.4 ykp,kr =∑nmim=1 uim,kr · bkr ,im · dkp,km [1] ∗ [resource] ∗ [1] = [resource]
6.5 zkp,kr = wkp ·ykp,kr∑npip=1 yip,kr [product]∗[resource][resource] = [product]
6.6 skp,kr = zkr ·Ckr ·∑npip=1 wip∑npip=1 zip,kr [product]∗ cost[product]∗[product][product] = [cost]
6.8 vkp = skpwkp [cost][product]
Table 6.9: Check equations for units of measure.
6.6.2 Realisation
Super-system – realisation level. This element of the validation matrix would be validif a valid development processes are used. Realisation of a cost estimation projectcomprises of two major parts: i) development of a simulation model of a productionsystem, ii) adaptation of the cost estimation model of the 2nd phase for this simulationmodel. The first part is well described in Section 2.4.4, the author also contributed to thisprocess as is described in Chapter 7; in general, this well-developed process, includingvalidation of a simulation model, allows delivery of trustworthy values of utilisation andthroughput. The second part, considering Sections 6.4 & 6.5, require accuracy throughadaptation of a cost estimation linear model for a simulated manufacturing system.Therefore, as the technique has well-developed methodology for the realisation of acost estimation project, this validates the research on the super-system – realisationlevel.System – realisation level. This element of the validation matrix would be validif the cost estimation would work on a simple theoretical example, because one couldfully understand each aspect of a ‘simple’ example. Such model was described in Sec-tion 2.4.3, it was also used in validating the optimisation’s sub-project, see Section 5.3.2.The following paragraphs relate the model to concepts of the cost estimation technique;use Section 6.5 as reference.
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The following discrete event simulation model represents a simple theoretical pro-duction system. This production system consists of three machines, four product familiesand two resources, employee as a fixed resource and electricity as a variable resource.Information on this production system is given in matrices Bt , Dt , F t below. The ma-chines form a sequential production system, i.e. an entity of a product has to passthrough Machine 2 in order to get processed in Machine 3. Each machine can processone entity at a time and has a buffer for another entity. It takes one hour to processone entity in a machine. If an entity does not have to be processed in a machine,then it skips the machine within the period of 10 seconds. C tAvg = £100 per tonne,βtk1 = 0.75, βtk2 = 0.25.The model runs for 480 hours of simulation time which represents a quarter having5 days week, 8 working hours a day. The batches of products are represented withentities, the weight of a batch is assigned using multiplication of 5 (tonnes) to normaldistribution with a mean of 1 and standard deviation of 0.2. The entities are introducedusing exponential distribution with mean of one hour. These values are the same for allexperiments.
Bt = 2 0 30 1 1
; Dt =

1 1 11 1 01 0 10 0 1
; F t =
(1 0)
Nine experiments were performed with this model. Inputs for these experiments varyin product mixes and a number of entities are introduced in the simulation model. Threeproduct mixes for three different numbers of entities have been tested, nine experimentsin total. For example, out of 150 entities, 40 percent become a product family 1, 25percent of entities become both product family 2 and 3, and the rest 10 percent arerelated to product family 4; these numbers describe the experiment No 1.1. These andthe rest of the inputs are given in Table 6.10.By using inputs for the experiment No 1.1 (hereinafter ‘t1.1’) the simulation modelprovides the following values on the resource utilisation, employee has utilisation of0.4201, and electricity, as a variable resource, has utilisation of 1, i.e. all electricityis used in production. The values of resource utilisation are stored in matrix H t1.1 .
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Experiment Product family Entities NoPF1 PF2 PF3 PF4No 1.1 40% 25% 25% 10% 150No 1.2 40% 25% 25% 10% 200No 1.3 40% 25% 25% 10% 250No 2.1 10% 40% 40% 10% 150No 2.2 10% 40% 40% 10% 200No 2.3 10% 40% 40% 10% 250No 3.1 10% 25% 25% 40% 150No 3.2 10% 25% 25% 40% 200No 3.3 10% 25% 25% 40% 250Table 6.10: The inputs for experiments of the simulation model, (see Figure 5.10).
Experiment PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4No 1.1 309.2 188.9 153.7 81.5No 1.2 401.5 267.1 214.1 91.0No 1.3 485.4 315.0 294.2 122.2No 2.1 84.2 294.3 273.4 81.5No 2.2 112.5 379.6 360.6 91.0No 2.3 143.2 460.8 490.6 122.2No 3.1 84.2 198.1 196.0 267.0No 3.2 112.5 230.1 257.8 373.3No 3.3 143.2 281.0 308.0 484.6Table 6.11: Throughput per product family in tonnes, (see Figure 5.10).
These and other values, using Equation 6.2, are used to calculate resource utilisationin machines (matrix U t1.1).
H t1.1 = (0.4201 1); U t1.1 =
0.1680 0 0.25210 0.5 0.5

The simulation model also provides the accumulated weights of products (matrixW t1.1) and the accumulated weights have been processed by machines (matrix X t1.1).These values are related to the first experiment, for example the values given in W t1.1can also be found in the first data row of Table 6.11.W t1.1 = (309.2 188.9 153.7 81.5)Parts of the utilisation of a resource per product family are evaluated with Equa-tion 6.4 followed by evaluation of parts of the utilisation of a resource per product familyby considering throughput of each product family with Equation 6.5.
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Y t1.1 =

1.092 10.336 0.51.092 0.50.756 0.5
; Z t1.1 =

103.07 123.6819.37 37.7851.23 30.7418.81 16.30

Equation 6.6 has been used to evaluate values for matrix S t1.1 which contains theoverall relative costs for each product family. These calculations are followed by usingEquation 6.8 which provides relative costs per product family (matrix V t1.1 , £ per onetonne in this case). Relative costs for all experiments are shown in Table 6.12.
S t1.1 =

29449.03 10874.655535.80 3321.8314638.79 2702.835373.88 1433.19
 =

40323.678857.6317341.636807.07
; V t1.1 =

130.4146.89112.8383.52

The estimation model of the second stage was prototyped in Microsoft Excel. Thismodel fills matrices S and V with values. Nine experiments (see Table 6.10) resulted innine outputs presented in Table 6.12. This second phase linear model takes data fromthe simulation model, which is thoroughly described in Section 2.4.3, Figure 5.10 withthe related text, Figure 6.4 with the related text, and this Section 6.6.2.As summarized in Table 6.8, the working MS Excel prototype, in combination withthe simulation model, validates the research on the system – realisation level.Sub-system – realisation level. This element of the validation matrix would be validif the estimation results do not contradict each other and values from standard costing.CAvg ·∑npkp=1Wkp = 73330 should be equal to∑npkp=1 Skp = 73330 and∑npkp=1 Vkp ·Wkp =73329.144. As these values are equal, this validates the research on the sub-system –realisation level.
6.6.3 Experiments
Super-system – experimentation level. This element of the validation matrix wouldbe valid with an adequate set of experiments to test the research ideas. Table 6.13contains metadata for the simulation modelling and other projects have been performedduring this PhD study. The projects are described with the following criteria: name
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ource
PF
1.1
1.2
1.3
2.1
2.2
2.3
3.1
3.2
3.3
Empl
oyee
PF1
95.2
96.0
95.0
109.0
106.9
106.1
105.3
104.4
104.5
PF2
29.3
29.5
29.2
33.5
32.9
32.6
32.4
32.1
32.2
PF3
95.2
96.0
95.0
109.0
106.9
106.1
105.3
104.4
104.5
PF4
65.9
66.5
65.7
75.5
74.0
73.4
72.9
72.3
72.4
Elect
ricity
PF1
35.2
35.4
35.7
44.9
44.8
44.7
44.9
44.8
44.7
PF2
17.6
17.7
17.9
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
PF3
17.6
17.7
17.9
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
PF4
17.6
17.7
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22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
22.4
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PF1
130.4
113
1.39
130.6
915
3.86
151.7
615
0.83
150.1
514
9.22
149.2
5
PF2
46.89
47.24
47.09
55.97
55.31
55.01
54.82
54.53
54.53
PF3
112.8
311
3.69
112.8
213
1.44
129.3
512
8.46
127.7
212
6.80
126.8
9
PF4
83.52
84.16
83.61
97.90
96.44
95.82
95.32
94.68
94.73
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No Name No of ma-chines No of productfamilies in adataset
Resources Method ofsimulationmodelling1 Information system ofEngineering Steels,Section 4.2.1
Not available Not available Not available None
2 Assessment of a newproduction area, Sec-tion 4.2.2.1
2 machines 3 productfamilies Employee Linear model
3 Internal transportationsystem, Section 4.2.2.2 10 productionareas Not available Tug, trans-portationunit
Linear model
4 A crucial productionarea, Section 4.2.2.3 2 productionareas Not available Not available Conceptualmodel5 Tata Steel Europe TubesBay 4 simulation mod-elling, Section 4.2.3
8 machines 10 productfamilies Employee DES
6 Internal transportationsystem, Section 4.2.4.1 8 productionareas Not available Tug, trans-portationunit
DES
7 Packaging, Sec-tion 4.2.4.2 1 machine Not available Side-loader DES8 Heating End of Stocks-bridge mill, Section 4.2.5 4 machines 1 productfamily Not available DES9 Shotton simulationmodel, Section 4.2.6 4 productionareas Not available Not available DESTable 6.13: Selection of projects for validation of the cost estimation technique.
as ID, No of machines, No of product families, No of resources, method of simulationmodelling. The projects that are described in Section 4.2 are listed in Table 6.13.A number of criteria are used for the selection of some of the projects in order tovalidate the cost estimation technique. Firstly, a model should contain a number ofwell identified machines, and on the basis of this criteria, the 1st, 3rd, 6th, 7th, and9th project are out of scope. Secondly, a model should process a number of productfamilies; therefore the 4th and 8th are out of the scope. Thirdly, the identified resourcesthat are used by machines, the 2nd and 5th projects satisfy all these criteria; therefore,the 2nd and 5th projects are used for validating the technique. This analysis validatesthe research on super-system – experimentation level.The simulation models, such as those described in the Sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.3, arevalidated before being used. The validation means that outputs of these models aretrustworthy, which validates the outputs of this cost estimation technique.
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6.6.3.1 Case study 1
System – experimentation level, part 1. This element of the validation matrix wouldbe valid if the case study has an adequate DES model, and it is applied as describedin Section 6.6.2. The second project from Table 6.13 is used as the first case study forvalidation of the cost estimation technique. This project is based on a study of a newproduction area in Tata Steel Europe Tubes that was performed during this researchproject. The linear simulation model of this production area was developed by the authorand was validated by the production experts who agreed with the model parametersand simulation results. This project is described in Section 4.2.2.1.According to the formal representation of the cost estimation technique, this projectis described with the notation from Section 6.4, see Glossary.
Bc1 = (1 1); Dc1 =

0 11 11 0

The production plan for year 2007 is used as inputs to the Excel-based linearsimulation model; 52 week-based planning periods. This simulation model providesutilisation of a resource – employee – in both of the machines. This utilisation is storedin matrix Uc1), data for the first week are presented in this section, while the data forthe rest of the weeks can be found in Appendix B, the same for throughput per productfamily W c11 .Uc11 = (0.238 0.379); W c11 = (325.00 140.25 140.25)This input data is transformed into relative costs by using the Equations 6.4—6.8.Matrices Y , Z , S , and V contain data about the first week, data on the rest of the weeksare provided in Appendix B. There is one resource within this case; therefore, matriceshave one column.
Y c11 =

0.2380.4360.197
; Z c11 =

88.8570.1331.79
; Sc11 =

28201.7622259.8410089.30
; V c11 =

86.8158.771.9

Relative costs per tonne for each product family are shown in Table 6.14CAvg ·∑npkp=1Wkp should be and indeed are equal to∑npkp=1 Skp and∑npkp=1 Vkp ·Wkp ;therefore, this proves that there are no mistakes in the calculations with Case study 1.
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Week 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10PF1 86.8 69.7 70.4 64.9 86.6 67.4 85.1 67.2 95.2 70.9PF2 158.7 155.7 153.2 146.3 158.4 154.3 160.6 149.3 156.4 157.1PF3 71.9 86.0 82.8 81.4 71.8 86.8 75.5 82.1 61.2 86.2
Week 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20PF1 81.7 65.5 90.1 67.3 101.9 71.7 63.1 75.7 63.1 63.1PF2 162.0 147.1 158.2 153.2 138.6 153.8 145.6 155.2 145.6 146.3PF3 80.4 81.6 68.0 85.8 36.7 82.1 82.6 79.5 82.6 83.3
Week 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30PF1 78.2 61.6 75.2 62.7 68.2 62.0 66.8 60.7 66.4 61.7PF2 160.2 144.8 156.0 145.8 152.7 143.3 149.3 144.2 149.2 142.8PF3 82.0 83.3 80.8 83.0 84.5 81.3 82.4 83.5 82.8 81.1
Week 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 38 39 40 41PF1 100.0 100.0 61.2 72.9 73.6 62.0 67.4 65.0 73.8 61.5 72.4PF2 0.0 0.0 143.9 154.5 155.5 143.0 151.6 146.8 154.5 144.4 155.3PF3 0.0 0.0 82.7 81.6 81.8 81.0 84.2 81.8 80.8 82.9 82.9
Week 42 43 44 45 46 47 48 49 50 51 52PF1 72.4 63.6 71.3 59.3 66.7 70.1 70.7 63.7 71.0 85.3 101.9PF2 155.3 146.3 154.4 142.6 149.0 151.7 153.5 143.9 153.4 162.4 126.8PF3 82.9 82.7 83.2 83.3 82.4 81.6 82.8 80.2 82.4 77.1 24.8Table 6.14: Relative costs per tonne for each product family, 52 weeks of year 2007.
6.6.3.2 Case study 2
System – experimentation level, part 2. This element of the validation matrix wouldbe valid if the case study has an adequate DES model, and it is applied as describedin Section 6.6.2. This industrial case is described in Section 4.2.3, a production areaof a big manufacturing company. A discrete event simulation model of this productionarea is used in the first phase of the cost estimation. This model was developed by theauthor and validated by production experts both during the conceptual modelling stageand while processing a historical production schedule.
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This production area consists of eight machines responsible for different operations;these machines form a semi-sequential production process. The company suggested toselect one resource, employee as worth using in this simulation model, other resourcesi.e. electricity, water, floor space or maintenance were considered irrelevant in thissimulation modelling project. Each machine has its own processing times; in some ofthe machines, processing times are dependent on the characteristics of products. If anentity does not have to be processed in a machine, then it skips the machine within theperiod of 10 seconds.Information on this production system is given in matrices Bc2, Dc2 below. Dueto data confidentiality issues, C c2Avg is equal to £ 100 per tonne, and labels are usedinstead of names of the product families, βc2k1 = 1.
Bc2 = (2 1 1 1 1 1 1 3); Dc2 =

1 1 1 1 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 1 1 0 0 1 11 1 1 0 0 0 1 11 1 1 0 1 0 1 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 0 1 1 0 1 1 11 0 0 0 0 0 1 11 0 0 0 0 1 1 11 1 0 1 0 0 1 1

Data for the busiest week of simulation was taken from a production schedule ofyear 2008 and this became the worst case scenario for this production area. Data fromthis week were used for validation of this model. This simulation model calculated theemployee utilisation equal to 0.2497; this value is stored in matrix Hc2. This and othervalues were used to calculate (with Equation 6.2) the resource utilisation in the machines(matrix Uc2). Uc2 = (0.0454 0.0227 0.0227 0.0227 0.0227 0.0227 0.0227 0.0681)The simulation model also provided the accumulated weights of the products (matrixW c2).W c2 = (12.040 6.731 0.000 9.491 3.354 0.000 3.694 1.347 8.559 0.000)
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Equation 6.6 is used to evaluate the overall costs of product families, these values areshown in matrix Sc2. Product families’ costs per tonne are evaluated with Equation 6.8these values are shown in matrix V c2 below.
Y c2 =

0.38590.31780.36320.36320.38590.43130.38590.31780.34050.3632

; Z c2 =

1.270.590.000.940.350.000.390.120.800.00

; Sc2 =

1289.28593.530.00956.54359.130.00395.56118.79808.700.00

; V c2 =

107.0888.190.00100.78107.080.00107.0888.1994.480.00

CAvg ·∑npkp=1Wkp should be and indeed are equal to∑npkp=1 Skp and∑npkp=1 Vkp ·Wkp ;therefore, this proves that there are no mistakes in calculations with Case study 2.Sub-system – experimentation level. This element of the validation matrix wouldbe valid if the results from the case studies pass the same check as in Section 6.6.2.The last paragraphs of Sections 6.6.3.1 & 6.6.3.2 (the previous paragraph for the lattercase) validate the research on the sub-system – experimentation level.
6.7 Adding to production planning
An approach for production planning and scheduling using genetic algorithms and dis-crete event simulation is described in Chapter 5. It was used to optimise productionplans and schedules by two criteria: overall production time and throughput, and it wastested on three case studies. Production costs haven’t been used due to the lack ofthis information; therefore, in such cases production planners would be unable to usecost as a decision-making criterion. This section shows the use of the cost estimationtechnique in such cases.Case study 2 from this chapter is used to show the use of the cost estimationtechnique for production planning. The simulation model used in this case study is
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Figure 6.8: The last generations.
Plan No Throughput Time Seed ID Employee utilisation1 19.2 5 4 9977 0.03852 39.7 26 3 9929 0.10093 59.2 60 2 9919 0.18424 63.6 104 2 9959 0.22315 66.6 222 0 9918 0.2685
Table 6.15: Selected production plans for cost estimation.
similar to the model of Case study 1 from Chapter 5. As described in Section 5.4,Iteration 4 (a) data from this case study is better than Iteration 4 (b) and Iteration 3;therefore, this data is selected for the cost estimation.A set of five Iteration 4 (a) experiments was run with different random seeds. Thelast generations from each run are plotted in Figure 6.8. Five production plans areselected from the Pareto-front, Table 6.15 shows the selected production plans, each ofthese plans also contains a part similar as shown in Table 5.6. This second part wasused to estimate the utilisation and throughput per product family.Table 6.16 contains the end result of cost estimation, this data can be further used byproduction planners or people from sales for decision making. The values are differentbecause different product families and volumes result in different utilisation of resourcesper tonne for each product family.
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Product family Plan No1 2 3 4 5PF1 115.70 110.23 107.94 106.87 106.65PF2 95.28 90.78 88.90 88.01 87.83PF3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00PF4 108.89 103.75 101.59 100.58 100.38PF5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 106.65PF6 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00PF7 0.00 0.00 0.00 106.87 106.65PF8 0.00 90.78 88.90 88.01 87.83PF9 0.00 97.26 95.24 94.29 94.11PF10 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Table 6.16: Average cost per tonne.
6.8 Key observations
This technique calculates relative costs only (for example, product family 1 is moreexpensive in relation to product family 2). The proportions between costs of differentproduct families and machines are as accurate as the values of utilisation and throughputthat are calculated during the first stage. The simulation models, such as those describedin the Sections 6.6.2 and 6.6.3, are usually validated before being used. The validationmeans that outputs of these models are trustworthy, which validates the outputs of thiscost estimation technique.The estimated values are based on the values of utilisation and throughput, andthe cost from a standard costing system. The validity of the latter criterion cannot bechecked with this cost estimation technique. The quality of the results depends on CAvg,βk1, · · · , βkr , and simulation models.One theoretical and two industrial examples are described in this Chapter. Bothof them show that this technique is capable of cost estimation in the situation, wheretraditional information for cost estimation is inaccessible, i.e. the cost of resources orparts or similar products.The theoretical case and the first case study show a surprising difference in theestimated costs of product families. Table 6.17 contains cost values for product families
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Case Minimal cost Maximal cost Standard costTheoretical, see Section 6.6.2 52.38 144.17 100Case 1, see Section 6.6.3.1 71.97 143.90 100Case 2, see Section 6.6.3.2 88.19 107.80 100
Table 6.17: Average estimated costs per tonne.
with minimal and maximal averaged estimated costs. Considering these cases, it ispossible to assume that the product families in other cases would also be different tothe standard costs.
6.9 Summary
Tata Steel Europe is a large mass production company, which utilises standard costingsystem. It means that the factory is divided into smaller areas that accumulate boththroughput values and costs during a production year, and afterwards the accumulatedcost is divided by the throughput with the cost per tonne as the result. These valuesdefine the cost for all the products being processed within the production areas whetherall the machines are being used or a part of them. Therefore, this system does notallow cost differentiation between products being processed within one area. A newcost estimation technique was developed as a solution for this problem.A two-phase product family based cost estimation technique is described in thischapter. The first phase provides the values of utilisation and throughput for the secondphase. This information, in combination with costs from standard costing system, isused to estimate relative costs per tonne for product families and machines. This makespossible a rationale decision making in production planning, sales and other domainswith the requirement of knowing the cost diversification of different products.A classification of production cost estimation techniques for systematic research inthis area was developed. The proposed classification defines cost estimation techniqueson the basis of cost information and methods used to process this information. Basicarchitectures of information processing, as well as stages of product life cycle; these costestimation techniques are used and reviewed. The developed cost estimation technique
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fit into this classification having the fifth architecture and using relational method ofinformation processing at the second stage.Discrete event simulation modelling is one of the core concepts of Chapters 5 and 6because DES models are capable of providing accurate results while simulating com-plex dynamic and stochastic production systems. One of the limitations of using DESmodelling as an industrial tool is the high effort required to develop a DES model. Thenext chapter provides a solution for this issue.
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Chapter 7
An information collection framework forsimulation model development
7.1 Introduction
In Chapters 5 and 6 DES models are used for the optimisation of production plans andschedules, and cost estimation. The industrial use would require a significant number ofDES models. The development of qualitative DES models is a time consuming processthat requires DES modelling skills. The author proposes a technique of informationcollection for further development of DES models capable of cost estimation. Thistechnique is designed for simulation engineers who are inexperienced in the field ofsimulation modelling to build qualitative simulation models that would support costestimation.Production engineers and managers are one of the major information sources aboutproduction systems. However, regardless of their production expertise, these specialistsare usually inexperienced with the concepts and procedures of simulation modelling,which slows down and decreases the quality of simulation models.Simulation modelling practice in Tata Steel Europe is summarised in the list below,and this list is similar to the one provided by Perera [145]:
• Simulation modelling is an iterative process guided by project objectives, theseobjectives are sometimes re-defined during the process of the project.
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• Face-to-face meetings or ‘workshops’ are typical focal points for information col-lection.
• The transformation of notes collected into an electronic format requires basicskills, additional time and a disciplined organised approach.
• Information about some elements of a production system is more relevant thanothers and is re-assessed many times.
• Major information sources usually work at operation and middle level manage-ment. These people are experienced, yet lack knowledge of discrete event simu-lation. Their descriptions tend to be unstructured and case-based, thus, furtherinterpretations by a simulation engineer are required.
• Due to personnel reallocation, simulation models tend to be forgotten, and it isdifficult to reuse simulation models that have not been used for a few years.
• Besides, there are numerous technical issues concerning relevance, quality, andquantity of information as well as maintaining the storage and accessibility ofinformation.
Many factors from the list are human-related. If the development of conceptualmodels would be intuitive to the people involved, mostly to production and simula-tion engineers who are inexperienced in simulation modelling, then it could reduce theimpact of inexperience, incorrect problem definitions, lack of clear objectives, etc. More-over, this information (without re-processing, stored in a special information system)would reduce a number of problems in the cases of the model’s re-use.This part of the research started with a request from the sponsoring company fora framework that supports the development of DES models. As in the other parts ofthis research, this request was validated with unstructured interviews, participant ob-servations, and a literature review. Due to the specifics of the observation’s results,complexity and variability of the DES modelling project, the early stages of a life cycleof DES modelling projects were selected as an area for academic research and indus-
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trial deliverables, namely, project definition, data collection, and conceptual modelling(hereafter conceptual modelling).While de la Maza [232] developed a methodology of knowledge capture for furtherdevelopment of simulation models, the literature lacks specialised solutions for concep-tual modelling of production systems, especially including costs of production systems.One of the major research methods of this research is the utilisation of knowledge froma normal scientific paradigm; this method is described in Section 3.6.1. The knowledgedomains of cost estimation and manufacturing management were selected for the searchand for further adaptation of the solutions.Section 2.5 provides rationale for the selection of activity-based costing and valuestream mapping for this research. These methods fit early stages of the DES mod-elling life cycle. These methods are well established and have been in the focus ofacademic and industrial communities for many years. These methods were utilised forthe conceptual modelling, in the form of a process of information collection, for furtherdevelopment of discrete event simulation models of production systems that are capableof cost estimation. This process of information collection was prototyped in MS Access2003.
7.2 Process of information collection
Two well established methods, value stream mapping and activity-based costing, werere-formed into the process of information collection. The basic information elements ofvalue stream mapping [134] are customers, suppliers, processes, stores, and transporters.Activity-based costing [150] utilises the following basic information elements: resourcesand resource drivers, activities and activity drivers, products and orders. These twomethods share some of the information elements. In a production system, an activitycan be a process, store or transport. Product is used by both of the methods, whileresource is used in activity-based costing. Most of these information elements are usedin a typical discrete event simulation model; however, other informational elements, suchas supplier or order, are usually not included.
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These two methods differ in the process of information collection. Activity-basedcosting starts with the identification of the resources, followed by activities, assigningresources to activities, and finishes with assigning activities to products or orders. Valuestream mapping starts with identification of processes, products, stores, and transporters,finishing with the development of the value stream map for this production system.Activity-based costing is a process that incorporates most of the activities in anorganisation and is used by managers and accountants; while value stream mappingcan be used to model a part of a production system within an organisation, and isused by production managers and engineers. Because of the background of majorinformation sources of DES modelling projects, and the nature of these projects, theprocess of information collection is taken from value stream mapping, and is extendedwith elements from activity-based costing.Once the objectives of a DES modelling project are discussed and agreed with themain stakeholders, information collection and simulation model development projectsmay be divided into four stages. Information collection starts with definition of anoverall information about a project (A1 in Figure 7.1), followed by actual informationcollection (A2 in Figure 7.1). The development of a generic simulation model goesthird (A3 in Figure 7.1), and finishes with development of a detailed simulation model(A4 in Figure 7.1). It is an iterative process, the participants of a project could gothrough each stage a few times; however, most of the iterations usually happen inthe stages of detailed simulation model (A4 in Figure 7.1) and information collection(A2 in Figure 7.1). The overall process of information collection and simulation modeldevelopment is described with IDEF0 diagram in Figure 7.1, while the detailed listof activities is shown in Figure 7.4. IDEF0 diagrams were built according to therecommendations from IDEF0 method report [233] while using AI0 Win software.At the first stage, a simulation project is defined by collecting information such aslayout or history of this system (A11 in Figure 7.2), the objectives and scope of thisproject (A12, A13 in Figure 7.2), roles and contact details of the participants (A14 inFigure 7.2), as these details may be used both during this project and few months oreven years later.
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Figure7.2:Definingasimulationproject.
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Figure 7.4: Overall process of information collection.
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Elements Generic model Detailed modelProcess A process is modelled with a small numberof elements with simple or no control logic. A process is modelled with many elementshaving complex control logic.Product A product has few generic parameters, andis modelled with one entity through theprocess of simulation modelling.
A product has many parameters; these pa-rameters are used in process routing andcalculation of processing times. A productis modelled with many entities, which arebatched and separated during the processof simulation modelling.Store A store is modelled with a time delay; en-tities wait to be pushed or pulled. A store is modelled as a time delay. Pa-rameters such as time to store are depen-dent on an entity and the parameters ofits location.Transport A transport step is modelled with a timedelay with dispatch based on a simplecondition. Transporters have simple or nocontrol logic.
A transport is a model of physical trans-port devices; route selection, or trans-portation time depends on parameters ofentities.Resource Resources are not used or allocated with-out simple control logic. Resources havesimple or no constraints.
Resources have complex control logic. Re-sources have a lot of constraints.
Table 7.1: Comparison of a generic and detailed simulation model.
At the second stage, information about the production system is collected: processes,products, stores, transporters, and resources. The first four of the mentioned informationelements came from value stream mapping, while resources that introduce costs intoan information model of a production system came from activity-based costing. Theinformation collection process is illustrated in Figure 7.3. Each of these informationelements utilise the same procedure of information collection, which starts with namingthese elements and followed with defining parameters of these elements.While information elements such as product, process, or resource are self-explanatory,the difference between generic and detailed models (stages A3 and A4) of the sameproduction system is not that clear. Any of these models utilise most of the informationelements; however this is on a different level of detail. The difference between genericand detailed simulation models is subjective and mostly relies on a set of unspokenrules within a small group of practitioners working together, i.e. a generic model of onegroup may be named as detailed by the members of the another one. The differencebetween these concepts within this document is summarised in Table 7.1. In reality,most models contain a mixture of generic and detailed elements.
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During the third stage, connections between information elements are formed. Atfirst, resources are allocating to processes (A31). This is followed by the definition ofproduction routes by connecting processes, stores and transporters (A32, A34). Theseactivities are listed in Figure 7.4.Development of the detailed model happens at the final stage. It starts with theidentification of elements’ importance (A41), further information collection, and appli-cation of this information in a conceptual and simulation model (A42, A43). Theseactivities are listed in Figure 7.4.In the majority of cases, generic models are not enough to fulfil the objectives ofprojects. However, generic modelling is highly recommended for the following reasons:a) it is a convenient way to quickly understand a production system, b) it can identifyinformation elements that require more detail, and c) it can emphasise the target issueswithin the company. Sometimes, a generic model is enough for identification of solutions,and the resources assigned to this DES modelling project may be used in other projects.
7.3 Validation
The author developed a matrix for systematic validation of a research concept. This is athree by three matrix, or a bi-dimensional matrix with three levels on each dimension.The first dimension covers a system view to a concept; and it consists of a super-system,system, and sub-system levels of a researched concept. The second dimension coverstheoretical, realisation, and experimentation part of a research project. Overall, thesystematic view consists of nine elements, and if all of them are valid, then the researchis valid as well.The core research concept is a process of information collection for further develop-ment of DES models capable of production cost estimation. This core concept fills thesystem level of a theoretical part of the matrix. This process is used for in the simulationmodelling life cycle, therefore the life cycle fills the super-system level of a theoreticalpart of the matrix. The process focuses on collection production information; therefore,
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Figure 7.5: Elements of the systematic validation of the conceptual modelling.
information elements form the sub-system level of a theoretical part of the matrix. Thematrix is shown in Figure 7.5.Obviously, the validation of production planning and scheduling is different to thevalidation of the components in the optimisation system: different criteria are importantfor the study, and different methods are used. A summary of the validated methodsand related criteria and methods is provided with Table 7.2. This information is furtherdescribed in greater detail.
7.3.1 Theory
Super-system – theoretical level. This element of the research would be valid if theresearch concept fits the DES modelling life cycle. Section 2.4.4 provides an overviewof the life cycle of DES modelling projects. Figure 2.7 shows the life cycle defined byBanks [108], conceptual modelling (in Banks it is divided into ’model conceptualisation’and ’data collection’) is a part of it. The author proposes a process of informationcollection that is designed for further development of DES modelling capable of costestimation; therefore, it fits DES modelling life cycle. Robinson [6] commented thatconceptual modelling (also called information modelling) lacks research and later de-scribed a conceptual modelling for simulation [7, 8], and as the author has not foundsimilar solutions in the literature, it fits the research. This validates the research onsuper-systems on the theoretical level.
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Part Level Elements Criteria Methods of valida-tionSuper-system DES modelling lifecycle The proposed solution would fitwithin the life cycle. Literature review,logical reasoning.
Theor
y System Process of informa-tion collection The proposed solution would workwithin the scope. Literature review,logical reasoning.Sub-system Sequence and ele-ments that define theprocess.
The proposed solution would workwithin the scope. Logical reasoning,literature review.
Reali
sation
Super-system Process of databasedevelopment The process could be realised viadatabases. An adequate process ofdatabase development is used.
Logical reasoning
System Tool for informationcollection The tool allows to store the data. Testing.Sub-system Data model and theinterface The tool allows to store the rightdata in the right sequence. Logical reasoning
Exper
iment
Super-system Design of experi-ments A set of experiments may be usedto test the research idea. Logical reasoningSystem Cases Cases are industrial and relevant. Observations, in-terviews, and log-ical reasoningSub-system Analysis of the hy-pothesis The process is useful for case stud-ies, experts agree with the process. Logical reasoningTable 7.2: Summary of the validation process.
System – theoretical level. This element of the validation matrix would be valid ifthe proposed solution would work within the scope. The information collection processis based on two well-established methods: value stream mapping and activity-basedcosting (see Section 2.5 for more information). The former is one of the tools of leanmanufacturing, and it allows to model production systems, therefore is suitable formodelling of steel manufacturing processes. The latter is a well-known cost engineeringtechnique that is used within a wide variety of industries, and therefore is suitable, incombination with value stream mapping, for the purpose of this research. This validatesthe research on the system – theoretical level.Sub-system – theoretical level. This element of the validation matrix would bevalid if the proposed solution would work within the scope. Figure 7.3, Table 7.1and the related text, as well as Sections 2.5 provide information on the elements andsequences of information processing of value stream mapping, activity-based costing,and the proposed process of information collection. The latter starts as value stream
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mapping (therefore allows the right information to build an adequate DES model fromthat information) and finishes with defining resources; the source of costs in activity-based costing (therefore adds cost information to the model). This validates the researchon the sub-system – theoretical level.
7.3.2 Realisation
Super-system – realisation level. This element of the validation matrix would be validif an adequate methodology could be applied to develop the tool that would be furtherused to test the research concept. This tool is based on relational database technology,as the main purpose of this tool was to store and retrieve structured data, and the authorhas previous experience with relational databases. These reasons also applied to theselection of MS Access, this data model is shown in Figure 7.6 as the delivery tool.The main purpose of the tool is to support the process, therefore the tool shouldcollect the information elements in the designed sequence. A common approach todesign a database would include the following activities: 1) data and reference materialcollection with further analysis, 2) development of conceptual and physical models3) development of procedures and user interfaces, 4) development for integration andsecurity issues, 5) testing.1. This process was theoretically designed, it has no business documents (e.g. forms,correspondence); therefore, this stage was skipped.2. The designed process already provides concepts with relationships between them;therefore, the database development was started with the design of a physical mode3. As the process does not require automatic or semi-automatic data processing,there is no need for procedures for data processing. User interface is another issue;data would be easier to collect and retrieve with adequate user interfaces rather thanthe collection of data tables; however, no user experience and/or graphical designereffort is required for this prototype. An example of user interface of the tool is shownin Figure 7.7.4. This is a standalone tool that would not contain any security information suchas access rights; therefore, this activity can be skipped.
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Figure7.6:Physicalmodelofthetool.
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Figure 7.8: Information sample of simple model stored in the database.
Therefore, with the main effort on the design of physical model and user interfacesin MS Access, this validates the research on the super-system, realisation level.System – realisation level. This element of the validation matrix would be valid ifthe tool is capable of storing and retrieving data to a user. As has been expected froman off-the-shelf software such as MS Access, it delivers the required functionality (datastorage and retrieval both through database tables and graphical forms). This validatesthe research on the system, realisation level.Sub-system – realisation level. This element of the validation matrix would bevalid if the tool collects information as defined by the information collection process.In order to test that, the author used the same simple theoretical model as used fortesting in Chapters 6 and 7. This model is described in Section 2.4.3, Section 5.3.2(see Figure 5.10 with the related text), and Section 6.6.2. At the end of the informationcollection process, the tool that contains information on all of the elements of the DESmodel with relationships between them that is required to build a DES model, thereforea conceptual model is complete. An information sample of a simple model stored in thedatabase is shown in Figure 7.8. This validates the research on the system, realisationlevel.
7.3.3 Experiments
Super-system – experimentation level. This element of the validation matrix would bevalid with an adequate set of experiments to test the research ides. Table 6.13 containsmetadata for the simulation modelling and other projects have been studied during this
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No Name Method ofsimulationmodelling
Origin
1 Information system ofEngineering Steels,Section 4.2.1
None The author participated in the project from the startto finish.
2 Assessment of a newproduction area, Sec-tion 4.2.2.1
Linear model The author participated in the project from the startto finish.
3 Internal transportationsystem, Section 4.2.2.2 Linear model The author participated in the project from the startto finish.4 A crucial productionarea, Section 4.2.2.3 Conceptualmodel The author participated in the project from the startto finish.5 Tata Steel Europe TubesBay 4 simulation mod-elling, Section 4.2.3
DES The author participated in the project from the startto finish.
6 Internal transportationsystem, Section 4.2.4.1 DES The author participated in the project from the startand reviewed the model at the end of this project.7 Packaging, Sec-tion 4.2.4.2 DES The author participated in the project from start andreviewed the model at the finish of the project.8 Heating End of Stocks-bridge mill, Section 4.2.5 DES The author did not participate in the project from thestart, though he reviewed the model at the end of theproject.9 Shotton simulationmodel, Section 4.2.6 DES The author did not participate in the project fromstart, though he reviewed the model at the end ofthe project.Table 7.3: Selection of projects for validation of the process of information collection.
PhD study. The projects are described with the following criteria: 1) project name asID, 2) method of simulation modelling, and 3) the origin of the project. The projects thatare described in Section 4.2 are listed in Table 7.3.Some of the projects are selected for validation of the process of information collec-tion. A number of criteria are used for this selection. Firstly, a project should includethe development of DES model, and on the basis of this criteria, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th projectare out of scope. Secondly, the author should participate in the information collectionstage, and should be able to compare the gathered information and the final DES model;therefore 8th and 9th are out of the scope. The 5th, 6th, and 7th projects satisfy bothof these criteria; therefore, these projects are used as validation of the technique. Thisanalysis validates the research on super-system, experimentation level.System – experimentation level. This element of the validation matrix would bevalid if case studies would prove applicability of the process. This process was tested
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on three case studies that represent various aspects of the production process. Firstly,processing of products by machines, secondly, transportation of products between pro-duction locations, ternary, packaging and storage of products. All these cases aredescribed in the project’s section of Chapter 4 (see Section 4.2), this section containsan overview of these cases.In the first case study, the author played the role of a simulation engineer andcollected information during one group meeting. Afterwards, this information was usedto develop a generic simulation model; this model was modified and submitted to thecompany after the second meeting. In the next two cases, information was collected byMSc students working on simulation modelling projects of production systems; both ofthem had only a basic knowledge of discrete event simulation modelling. Afterwardsthese MSc students were asked to check the completeness of information, and thesimulation models were reviewed. The feedback from MSc students confirmed that thistool and the process covered the essential information on the simulation models.Case study 1. A simulation model represents one production area in Tata SteelEurope Tubes that is described in more detail in Section 4.2.3. This production areaconsists of eleven machines, excluding buffers, loading tables, and cranes. These ma-chines form a semi-sequential production process with two-product entry and one exitpoint; parallel processing is not possible. External logistics is modelled with an entitygenerator, while internal logistics is represented with conveyors and a crane. Con-sidering the number of basic information elements in this production system, and theimplementation of relationships between these elements, this model may be stated as amedium depth simulation model of a medium size production area. Appendix C containsa series of screen-shots showing both the tool and collected information.Case study 2. A simulation model represents the internal transportation system inTata Steel Europe Tubes that is described in more detail in Section 4.2.4.1. The internaltransportation system consists of a logistics coordinator that manages the movement ofthree tugs and thirty-four road transportation (RTS) units through a plant that is 1.5 x1 km big. Considering the number and diversity of basic information elements in thisproduction system, and the implementation of relationships between these elements,
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this model may be stated as a medium depth simulation model of a medium sizestransportation system.Case study 3. A simulation model represents a packaging and dispatch area inTata Steel Europe Tubes that is described in more detail in Section 4.2.4.2. Tata SteelEurope Tubes has a large storage area for orders waiting to be dispatched. The orders,tubes of different sizes, shapes, and properties are stored in either one or two tonnepacks. These packs are stored in racks or bins, or on the floor, and are lifted withside lifters. Considering the number and diversity of basic information elements in thisproduction system, and the implementation of relationships between these elements, thismodel may be stated as a medium depth simulation model of a medium sized storagearea.With the case studies that are industrial and relevant to testing of the process ofinformation collection, this validates the research on system-experimentation level.Sub-system – experimentation level. This element of the validation matrix would bevalid if case studies could prove applicability of the process. The process is applicableif it allows the collection of the major information and is useful to the end user. This wasvalidated with using this information collection process during three case studies. Inaddition, two industrial experts having more than ten years of DES modelling experienceeach reviewed the process and the tool, and their feedback is provided in the nextparagraph.Experts state that the unstructured nature of the workshop approach can be bene-ficial to the process, both in terms of engaging business personnel in the process, andin identifying the key project elements. Some modifications of the tool to accommodatethis unstructured nature of information collection would be advantageous. Further dis-cussions proposed the incorporation of multimedia components in the tool to captureand store video and audio descriptions as a potential enhancement. Overall, a valuableoutcome would be to facilitate the flow of information from the unstructured thoughts ofthe typical highly experienced expert into the structured world of the simulation mod-eller. A tool which could support ongoing unsupervised updates of this information bythe business experts would be ideal but the usability characteristics require develop-
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ment of Web 2.0 application. Overall, the methodology is sound, and provides a goodframework to guide the simulation modeller in a structured way. The prototype tooldeveloped supports this methodology well but needs further development to improveusability.The outcome from the case studies and the results of experts’ reviews validate theresearch on sub-system, experimentation level.
7.4 Summary
A number of research methods were utilised in this project starting from the ‘standard’process of PhD research as described in Section 3.5.1. The research project startedwith a research objective from the sponsoring company; to develop a framework for DESmodels development in this case. This research objective was validated with informalinterviews and participant observations, and with knowledge from the literature review.These problems are listed in Section 7.1 and highlighted with bold font in Table 2.11and Table 2.12.The objective was narrowed down to support the early stages of the DES modellingproject: definition of a project, data collection, and conceptual modelling. These stagesare selected because of their importance to quality and time aspects of DES modellingprojects; improvement of the early stages would reduce time and increase the qualityof projects; the later stages are also problem or application-specific, and therefore it ischallenging to provide improvements to the procedure of DES modelling.A process of information collection was used as a realisation of the conceptualmodelling. A step-by-step process would guide simulation engineers, especially thoselacking modelling experience and/or knowledge of production systems, in gatheringinformation that is relevant to the case; simulation models of production systems andproduction cost estimation. Experienced simulation engineers may change the sequenceof information collection, as this would not damage the natural flow of interviews;however, is recommended to inexperienced simulation engineers.
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This process can be used as a guideline for simulation engineers, or a special toolfor information collection may be utilised by the participants of a simulation modellingproject. A prototype of such a tool was developed for the latter case; this tool wasdeveloped and used to validate the process.The process was validated using three case studies that were taken in a form ofparticipant observations, two interviews of the most experienced simulation engineers inTata Steel Europe, and logical reasoning. The latter method of validation is describedin Section 3.8. The former two methods are described in Sections 3.6.3, 3.6.4 and 3.6.5.These cases are described in Sections 4.2.3 and 4.2.4, the simulation model of the firstcase study (see Section 4.2.3) was also used in other parts of this project, optimisationof production plans and schedules, and cost estimation using DES models.
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Chapter 8
Discussion and conclusions
8.1 Key observations in the company
The customisation trend is a result of progress in information, logistics, and manage-ment technologies (orders of customers may be controlled separately and processed incollaboration to each other). It also affected this steel manufacturing company, cus-tomers now order a large number of low volume orders instead of a small number ofhigh volume orders few decades ago.Steel manufacturing equipment is an example of massive engineering with long lifecycle, it is expensive to buy, install, and re-allocate. The production systems in TataSteel Europe – which were originally designed to satisfy the demand characterisedby a small number of high volume orders – were unsystematically modified during thepast decades, which complicates production planning and scheduling. With the currentmarketing trend to customisation, the production planning and operational managementteams face regular challenges and operate on a fire-fighting basis.Production business units share a management system as they are managed withstandards, which define various aspects of production management, accounting, etc.This company uses standard cost approach for the estimation of production costs, i.e.production cost of one production area is measured in a number of GBP per one unitof throughput (a tonne). The market change also makes standard costing approach lessfeasible to use. As the result, this company faces difficulties in answering questions
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such as ‘What is the real production cost? ’, therefore, sales make contracts withoutawareness of accurate production costs, and capabilities of production systems.Tata Steel Europe has expertise in DES, a computer simulation modelling tech-nique, which is capable of accurate production cost estimation and, in combination withgenetic algorithms, of optimal production planning and scheduling for complex produc-tion systems. A broad use of DES modelling for cost estimation and scheduling wouldrequire the development of DES models beforehand. Development of DES models isa time consuming process and the early stages of DES modelling life cycle sometimestake 50% of the projects’ lead time. More DES models mean reduction of develop-ment time and/or more simulation engineers including production experts playing roleof simulation engineers.
8.2 Discussion on the research methodology
The research methodology is described in Chapter 3 and this section is used for struc-turing the discussion. Therefore, strengths and weaknesses, rationale and alternativesare discussed for i) systems analysis, ii) research objective, and iii) research methods.The process of the research is discussed separately.
8.2.1 Meta-analysis of the research project
A scientific research is supposed to deliver an objective, valuable, and generic researchcontribution. In some research, mostly having quantitative nature, objectivity comes withthorough experimentation, and control of input variables not to mention mathematicalanalysis of the results. While it is merely one scientific method of the quantitativeresearch, such methods are not suitable in this research due to the complexity of theresearch objects and limited numbers of them; therefore, other methods of achievingobjectivity must be applied.The initial study of the sources of objectivity and subjectivity could be beneficial fora qualitative research like this one. The meta-analysis provided sources of subjectivityto take into considerations, and sources of objectivity, the researcher – with reasonable
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critics – can rely on. The meta-analysis was performed and the major sources of sub-jectivity are described (see Section 3.4.1). This information is used to boost objectivityand to clarify aspects of the researcher’s cognition and the specifics of this researchprocess.No specialised method to reduce the bias was used (for example, systematic litera-ture review is one of these methods; however, due to the number of knowledge domainsthis type of review was not performed), which means that the researcher is unable tostate the completeness and solidity of this meta-analysis. However, the author be-lieves that these requirements are satisfied by i) the identification of the sources ofobjectivity and subjectivity (by identification of the objects and subjects with the re-lationships among them) with ii) further description of the sources of subjectivity thatwere considered during the research process.An adequate result from the meta-analysis can be achieved at the end of a researchproject, especially one that is performed by a researcher who is not a mature research(does not have vast experience in researching a particular domain) – the majority ofPhD students. The rationale behind this statement is based on the a) duration of theresearch process, which is b) novel to the researcher, and is filled with c) learning of anew concepts, methods, etc. All these factors affect and change the personality of theresearcher – the filter and interpreter of the research results. This type of meta-analysislooks beneficial for a researcher however, it is not necessary relevant for a particularproject, and the author has no expertise to estimate the relevance for this project. Itfelt ‘right thing to do’, but it may feel this way because of the information technologybackground of the researcher, and this meta-analysis may be viewed as a loose versionof a systems analysis, which is adapted for this project.
8.2.2 Research aim and objectives
The research aim focuses a research project and the research objectives shape a researchproject. An initial focus and shape of this research project was defined in the researchproposal, which was further agreed by the sponsoring institutions – Tata Steel Europeand EPSRC. The researcher was selected for this project and after literature review
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defined research objectives that are both correspond with the expectations of fundinginstitutions and lead to relevant knowledge contributions.The objectives define a desirable outcome. A researcher selects methods to achievethis outcome. The researcher considered various options and selected the most ap-propriate for the scope of the project. However, even with the study of the relevantliterature, these selections are biased by the researcher’s understanding of the studiedmaterial and scope. The selections satisfy the objectives and the researcher. However,they are not absolute as the researcher has no knowledge how absolute, an ideal solu-tion can be achieved. The author expects to have this thesis as an adequate explanationof a scientific study.
8.2.3 Research strategy
The function of a research strategy is to define a research environment that leads tothe adequate research results. The research strategy of this project is formulated infour principles, 1) initial agreements are a must, 2) results must be valid, 3) the scopemust be understood, and for this research 4) parts of a project should complement eachother. While other researchers might have different preferences for research principles,the author hardly believes that any scientist would insist on using the opposites tothese four principles (i.e. fake initial agreements, invalid results, misleading scope, andconflicting parts).These principles are defined because of the author’s understanding of the appliedresearch that is sponsored by the company. In projects like this one, science is a powerfulservant to the industry, which in itself is a servant to the society (see Section 3.4.2).That means that the initial agreements must be addressed. However, these agreementsmust be validated to clarify the necessity of this research.Validation of the initial agreements, results and methods is another principle of thisresearch. Validation is performed in order to provide objective and trustworthy resultsto the reader, the results that are both useful for the industry and novel to science.The selection of the right methods and solutions comes with understanding of thescope of the research. It allows the researcher to select research methods that are
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appropriate for a research, for example, due to high variability of DES models andsmall number of such models, participant observation is far more suitable than structuredobservation. Research objects and subjects do influence the research process and results.Understanding the scope would clarify the impact of each object/subject to the research,and if this impact negatively reflects the objectivity of the research, this understandingmight neutralise the negative impact.
8.2.4 Research methods
The research methods deliver the level of accuracy and objectivity that is adequate fora scientific research. A variety of research methods were developed by academia thepast years, decades and centuries. The methods are selected based on the scope of aresearch project and this project is not different from others in this aspect. This is amulti-disciplinary applied research having a relatively rare and complex research object– discrete event simulation models. Relatively rare means that the studied DES modelscount in units instead of dozens or hundreds, while complexity means a large numberof variables, i.e. the real-world environment to simulate, purpose of a simulation study,people involved, depths of the study. These specifics limit the research methods thatmight be used in this research.For example, case studies are selected instead of logical-mathematical study orthorough experiments. Unstructured interviews – instead of structured interviews andsurveys. Participant observation – instead of structured observation. Obviously, theliterature review was performed prior the study of real-world objects.
8.3 Contributions
8.3.1 Generic comment on using DES for PPS
A detailed DES model represents complex behaviour of a production system and, espe-cially with the power of animation, provides great insights into a production process, notto mention experiments with production processes and production plans. However, the
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development of detailed models requires a significant amount of time. This affects DESproject in two ways. Firstly, a customer would not receive results within a short periodof time, which decreases business use of such models. Secondly, even if a business hasa significant problem that cannot be solved with different approaches (expert opinion,linear modelling), a customer could, and probably would, initiate changes of the initialrequirements of a DES modelling project, increasing the complexity of a simulationmodel and extending the project’s time.If this model was designed for regular and continuous use as components of man-agement information system, this additional complexity, in combination with promotions,etc., would complicate the support of such a model and decrease its quality. Havingthese factors in mind, the author believes that the detailed DES models should notbe developed for large production areas, especially for the cases of continuous use ofsuch models. This states that, considering structure from Figure 2.1, big companiesshould not use detailed DES models for master planning as well as custom, productionand distribution planning for big areas. However, master planning may benefit fromthe use of generic DES models, or generic DES models of big production areas thatincorporate detailed models of small production areas if necessary, planning and man-agement. Therefore, high level architecture is recommended for the study beforehand.Obviously, technologies for automatic or semi-automatic development and modificationof DES models would change the situation.
8.3.2 Improving production performance using DES & GA
The author identified five approaches for improving production performance using DES& GA, namely, time-sequenced introduction of products, dispatching rules, productionparameters, production site’s layout, and composite. This list is relevant for researchersand engineers who are aiming to improve production performance as it directs thepractitioners with available methods of optimisation. The author believes that this clas-sification has broader use than DES & GA and may be treated as simulation modelling& meta-heuristic optimisation.
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8.3.3 Optimisation of PPS using DES & GA
The first method, time-sequenced introduction of products was used in this research. Theoriginal method, as described in the literature is used for the optimisation of productionschedules. This research describes a modification of this method that allows optimisationof production plans and schedules. The modified version was compared with ‘standard’on three case studies.The case studies show different Pareto frontiers, which means that each DES modelis a separate optimisation problem; therefore, meta-heuristic optimisation techniquessuch as genetic algorithms are the appropriate choice for optimisation.The modified version provides better results than the ‘standard’ one in two casesout of three (see Figure 5.15). However, the third case study (see Section 4.2.5) has notconverged within neither 10’000 nor 50’000 evaluations, which may mean the modifiedversion would outperform the original with a larger number of evaluations; unfortunately,50’000 is the limit of the developed optimisation system due to an unknown memoryproblem. This problem may be too big or complex for GA with its current setting.Both the modified and original optimisation worked with products of equal impor-tance, which may not be the case in the real world. Product or order grouping is notsupported either; however, in comparison with the first issue, the required constraintsmight be built in simulation models, and those constraints will not be biased as manualproduction planning may be.Thereby, the modified method of improving production performance, time-sequencedintroduction of products, is recommended as a method to optimise production plans andschedules.
8.3.4 Classification of cost estimation techniques
A classification of production cost estimation techniques for a systematic research ofproduction cost estimation was developed. This was an interesting outcome of thisresearch. The proposed classification defines cost estimation techniques on the basis ofcost information and methods used to process this information. The basic architectures
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of information processing, as well as, stages of product life cycle these cost estimationtechniques are used at and for also are reviewed.
8.3.5 Product family based cost estimation technique
A two-phase product family based cost estimation technique was developed. Duringthe first phase, a simulation model of the production system calculates the resourceutilisation, throughput, etc.. During the second phase, these values and informationfrom the standard costing system are used for the estimation of relative costs, suchas relative costs of product families and machines per tonne. While these costs maynot provide accurate absolute values, these relative costs (the cost of one product incomparison to the cost of another product) are accurate and support argumentativedecision making for production planning, sales and other domains with the requirementof knowing the cost diversification of products.This cost estimation technique has two major advantages over other cost estimationtechniques. Firstly, it works when traditional cost information is unavailable, i.e. lack ofcost rates or unreliable historical costs of similar products. Secondly, it is designed tofit standard costing system, while other estimates from other cost estimation techniquesmay and probably would contradict values from the standard costing system.Other cost estimation techniques are useless or cannot be trusted or contradict thestandard costing system. Cost estimation techniques such as tolerance-based techniquesare useless for the steel making industry. Analogy based or neural network based costestimation techniques cannot be trusted as their known costs are mistrusted. Activity-based, operation-based or detailed cost estimation techniques may and probably wouldcontradict the standard costing system. If a company would not simultaneously usecontradicting techniques (sometimes companies use few cost estimation techniques formore argumentative decision making) or initiate massive change to another costingsystem, then a company has no other options but stay with standard costing system orapply product family based cost estimation technique.This cost estimation technique was developed to add accuracy for important prod-ucts while keeping standard costing system in operation. Values of other cost estimation
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techniques may contradict with standard costing system, and it is highly unlikely thatthis big enterprise, Tata Steel Europe, would change to accurate cost estimation tech-nique (activity-based or detailed) as the costs of this change would be enormous.However, the development of discrete event simulation models is a time-consumingprocess; therefore, it is feasible to apply this technique for the production areas ofimportant products. While DES modelling was used in the first phase of estimation inthis research, DES is not the only technique that is capable of calculating utilisationand throughput for a given production plan. Obviously, DES has some advantagesover other modelling techniques (validity of results, accuracy in complex cases) howeverlinear modelling or system dynamics or agent based modelling or real-life data fromresource-management systems may be used during the first phase.
8.3.6 Information collection process
The author developed a process of information collection for further development ofDES models of production systems that are capable of cost estimation. This process isbased on activity-based costing and value stream mapping. The developed process isintuitive for production engineers, which would support the involvement of productionengineers, manufacturing managers and other sources of information into DES modellingproject. Education of information sources on some concepts of lean manufacturing is anunexpected outcome of using this process in the company.This method is based on well-established methods from other domains, therefore, itprovides the required functionality. Case studies and interviews correspond with thisreasoning, with a notion that an over-structured process may interrupt the natural flowof conversation, and therefore, damage information gathering. The experts also men-tioned that the developed prototype would benefit from visual aids. The researcher alsoexpects a positive outcome from a web-based interface that supports parallel informationcollection, and other ‘standard’ functionality, such as, automated data backup.
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8.4 Business implementation and alternative use
8.4.1 Improving production performance using DES & GA
The author identified five methods for improving production performance using DES& GA, namely, time-sequenced introduction of products, production parameters, dis-patching rules, production site’s layout, and composite. These methods have differentapplicability due to volume and cost of organisational changes.Section 2.4.3 illustrates that changing time-sequenced introduction of products eveninto a simple production system changes the performance of this production system.Any production company has a number of operations that are used to process products;therefore, time-sequenced introduction of products is a generic method to improve pro-duction performance. This method was selected for this research because of this reasonin combination with the direct relation of this method to production scheduling.The second method, optimisation of production parameters is as generic as the firstmethod yet requires detailed DES models to adjust production processes for differentproducts. In addition, the first two methods require limited changes on small pro-duction areas (for example, manufacturing managers who submit ‘standard operationalprocedures’ to job-shop supervisors, or planning teams who submit production plans tojob-shop supervisors); due to these reasons these methods are recommended for a wideindustrial use.Optimisation of dispatching rules and production sites’ layouts require larger or-ganisational changes, therefore, they are recommended for occasional industrial use;however, warehouses or companies with advanced manufacturing systems or consult-ing companies working on the field may use these methods on a continuous basis.These changes would affect operational management and personal retraining on vari-ous departments; the change may contradict to the companies’ biases. Therefore, thesemethods could succeed with the support from top management.The fifth method is a combination of two or more methods therefore, they must betreated based on the methods involved.
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8.4.2 Optimisation of PPS
The production planning teams, sales, and simulation modelling engineers are the majoractors of the optimisation system, each having a role and use of the system. The planningteams use the system for development of sets of nearly-optimal production plans andschedules. The sales teams check if it is feasible to produce an order within a particularperiod of time. Simulation engineers keep simulation models up to date.A simulation model – the basis of the optimisation system – represents a smallproduction area. The developed schedules would influence the related production areas.If the optimisation system would be released for regular use, then, the selection from thesets of nearly-optimum production schedules would be the major change in the planningprocess.Currently, the sales team has limited information on how their decisions would affectthe production areas. With the optimisation system, they would be able to experimentwith new orders prior to making a request for production within a time-period. This couldpositively influence the delivery time and would cut down situations of assembling acritical order with products from not critical orders – a negative self-sustained practice.The reduction of stock and the related acceleration of the money flow would be anadditional possible benefit.A simulation model must represent a real situation in the production system inorder to generate realistic production schedules. This means that a simulation modelmust be kept up to date. A simulation model can be kept up to date with either thespecialists from the production business unit or specialists from RD&T; regardless ofthe selection a planning & scheduling advisor may benefit the company. Assuming thatthis optimisation system will be widely used; the author suggests a single and powerfulserver location that would service a variety of production business units. This optionwould provide qualitative support to simulation modelling and further improvement ofthe optimisation system.
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8.4.3 Product family based cost estimation
Production management, continuous improvement, sales and simulation modelling en-gineers are the major actors of product family based cost estimation technique. Theproduction management and continuous improvement would have accurate productioncosts, this information may be further used for cost optimisation of production systems.Sales would be able to differentiate products by costs. Simulation modelling engineers,as in the case with the optimisation system, must support simulation models for furthercost estimations.Production management and continuous improvement people would use the tech-nique for estimating costs of production processes. Production costs are essential infor-mation for cost reduction; thereby, application of this technique would allow systematiccost reduction activities.Currently, sales have limited information on the costs of the products, which meansthat they are unable to calculate profit from an order. Having accurate costs, theywill be able to adjust prices and move towards maximal profit. Obviously, the productcost is not the only criterion for price definition; for example, market demand and therequirement to keep an important customer may even result in money lose for someproducts. However, knowledge of costs would make decision making more solid.This technique can be used in two different ways. The first option is related tocontinuous real-life use when costs are estimated for actual production plans. Thisoption would require continuous use of simulation models by planning and sales. Thesecond option is related to trends in production plans due to internal and externalfactors (a seasonable marketing trend), a table of costs for typical production plans maybe generated, and costs as well as throughput can be developed for further use. Thistable would speed-up the cost estimation and the decision-making processes.Categorisation of products into product families can be more generic or, in opposite,more detailed. The current version of the technique differentiates products by a uniquecombination of machines however without considering the sequence of processing inmachines. If more generic combination is required, then ‘similar’ product families maybe merged or machines having the same functionality may be combined into one category
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or any other option that satisfies a company that utilises this technique. Categorisationmay be more detailed, as product families may form sub-groups on the basis of somecharacteristics of products. However, both generalisation and detalisation must besupported with an adequate simulation model.Discrete event simulation models were used in the first phase in this research. Thefunction of these models and the phase is to provide adequate values of utilisationand throughput from production schedules. DES has some advantages; however, othersimulation modelling techniques (linear modelling, system dynamics, agent based mod-elling) are also capable of providing such values; therefore, they can be used in the firstphase. If a company has adequate resource management system or collects productionstatistics, real-life data can be used as the first phase in the absence of simulationmodels.A simple sequential production system having three machines, two resources, andfour product families was used in the first example (see Section 6.5.1). A discrete eventsimulation model was developed to represent this hypothetical system; however, a ‘light’linear simulation model, instead of a ‘heavy’ discrete event simulation model. Anotherexample (see Section 6.5.1) however is more complex and complexity requires adequatemethods of simulation modelling. DES is capable of providing accurate estimates incomplex cases; however, it has a negative side, as the development of a DES model isa time-consuming process.The second phase also has some room for adaptation to the scope of a particularcompany. In the described technique, costs of paid and unused fixed resources aredivided between products in proportion of a number of machines that use each resourceand a number of product families that are processed by a particular machine. However,a company may find another proportion more useful, for example, by adding values ofresource consumption by each particular machine.
8.4.4 Information collection process
Production management and engineering, continuous improvement and workers, as wellas, simulation engineers are the major actors of the information collection process. While
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simulation engineers may use collected information to develop simulation models, therest provides information on a single or multiple occasions.This information collection process incorporates few important concepts. Firstly, thenature of information. The process is based on value stream mapping and activity-based costing processes; this information is adequate for further development of simu-lation models of production systems that are capable of cost estimation. Secondly, thesequence of the collected information, which is based according to VSM, ABC and in-formation providers. Thirdly, this process is based on concepts from lean manufacturing(VSM, product families, etc.); therefore, it is intuitive to the information providers, whomostly work in production. An iterative nature of simulation model development meansthat a simulation engineer would collect the required amount of information.
8.5 Advantages and limitations
Each contribution to the knowledge of this research project, namely, classification ofcost estimation techniques, process of information collection, product family based costestimation technique, and production planning and scheduling optimisation using time-sequenced type of chromosome, have some academic and industrial advantages anddisadvantages.The classification of production cost estimation techniques is based on basic compo-nents – cost information, methods to process this information and architectural features– that makes this classification universal as it can be applied to any cost estimationtechnique, and if not – it can be easily expanded by adding a new method of informationprocessing. However, this classification would have academic use only if the academiawould start using it. Moreover, this classification has use for either researchers work-ing on information processing in cost estimation, or research institutions systematicallybidding for grants in the area of cost estimation research. This classification has limiteduse for the rest of the research community.This classification do not have primary use for the industry; however, it provides amindset, that a company may develop a cost estimation technique that fits the company’s
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specifics. Product family based cost estimation technique is an example of a specialisedtechnique developed for Tata Steel Europe with its standard costing system.A process of information collection is useful for inexperienced simulation engineers,yet would limit experienced ones. The basis of this process on activity-based costingsuggests that this process would be useful for collecting cost information and valuestream mapping – for collecting information about a production system and would beintuitive for production engineers, manufacturing managers, and other major informationsources. However, even though it is based on well-established methods, the researchlacks quantitative scientific evidence that this process is useful for a company. If pro-duction engineers are not familiar with lean manufacturing concepts, some of them willbe learned during the process of information collects.This process addresses majority of the issues related to the factors that affect simu-lation models. This has been achieved through a) prompting a user to define objectivesand scope of a project, b) an intuitive terminology and structure to the major informa-tion sources, c) support of an iterative process, and d) storing this information in anelectronic storage. This process and tool may or may not reduce data collection andconceptual modelling stage of the project. Due to the limited amount of resources, aweb interface supporting parallel information collection was not developed. Even if itwould be developed, an appropriate answer to this question could be given only aftera comparison of a variety of different DES modelling projects with and without usingthis process.Product family based cost estimation technique is designed to fit Tata Steel Europemanagement and production specifics, i.e. standard costing system and complex pro-duction systems. This technique can be applied without changes in the managementsystem, would not affect standard costing system except areas it is directly applied; thatmakes this cost estimation technique a natural choice for the company. However, theapplication of this technique is limited as simulation models are required prior to theuse of this technique. DES modelling is a time-consuming process and may be affordedon crucial areas only. However, identifying these crucial areas is not researched in thisproject. Speaking about academic value of this cost estimation technique, it is worth
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mentioning that this cost estimation technique is novel to the research community, andillustrates an example of accurate production cost estimation in situation, where noaccurate cost information is available.Production planning and scheduling share the same limitations with the cost estima-tion technique, as it is also based on DES models (or any other simulation modelling),and can be applied on crucial areas only. In addition to this, planning and schedulingwithin one area will affect other production areas and no tools were developed to trackthis. However, a combination of DES modelling with GA for production scheduling is ageneric tool capable of developing sets of nearly-optimal production plans in complexproduction environments. And application of this combination would improve the confi-dence of production planners. A DES model that can provide different outputs can beused as objectives of GA, changing these objectives may result in the optimisation ofenergy consumption in one case, and high throughput on another case; this variabilityof DES with GA is an interesting aspect of this type of production planning. A conceptof using time sequenced introductions for production planning in addition to productionscheduling and comparison between PPS with scheduling, provide academic value tothis part of the research.
8.6 Conclusions
The research has achieved all the objectives identified in Chapter 3:1. To investigate state of the art use of DES in steel manufacturing and how costestimation is performed withing the environment. Discrete event simulation is used forvarious operations management problems, the majority of DES models are not usedon continuous basis. Production planning and scheduling is done using mental andsoftware systems, planning teams are not aware if the plans and schedules are optimal;an optimisation system for production planning and scheduling would solve this issue.Standard costing operates average annual costs, which means no accurate costing forproducts and orders; therefore, a new approach to cost estimation is required to solveissues with price management. This is in detail described in Chapter 4.
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2. To identify the industrial practice and challenges in use of DES in steel man-ufacturing. Chapters 2 and 4 provide information about DES modelling practices insteel manufacturing. Simulation models are created to find a solution for various issuesrelated to operations management. An active use of the proposed optimisation and costestimation frameworks would result active development of DES models. Conceptualmodelling is a critical area for improvement, especially with the proposed use of DESmodelling.3. Develop a framework to use DES for planning and scheduling optimisation. Fiveapproaches to improve production performance using DES&GAs have been identified,and time-sequenced introduction of products was selected for this research. Previouslyit was used for optimisation of production schedules, in this research it was adaptedfor simultaneous optimisation of production plans and schedules. This chromosomewas successfully validated using industrial case studies. A meta-heuristic approach tooptimisation should be used in such optimisation systems because each DES model maybe treated as a separate optimisation problem. Some production plans and scheduleswould be challenging to optimise because of parameters of GA (e.g. population size)and solution (e.g. chromosome length). This is in detail described in Chapter 5.4. Develop an improved cost estimation framework for steel manufacturing usingDES environment. The proposed cost estimation technique is capable of accurate costestimation and benefits standard costing system in use in the company. This cost esti-mation technique can utilise data from various information sources, e.g. DES model oroperations management software. The technique estimates processing costs only, e.g.overhead or material costs are not included. The technique estimates costs for productfamilies, it requires more than one product family in production plan for cost estimation.The cost estimation technique fits the developed classification of cost estimation tech-niques; therefore, this classification can be used for systematic research of productioncost estimation techniques. This is in detail described in Section 2.3 and Chapter 6.5. Develop a framework for information collection to support DES model develop-ment of production systems in steel manufacturing. This research has demonstrated thata process of structured information collection can be used for development of conceptual
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models. The proposed process is suited to guide inexperienced simulation engineers indevelopment of DES models capable of cost estimations. This is in detail described inChapter 7.6. Perform a systematic validation of frameworks using real life case studies. Allframeworks pass systematic validation. Theoretical, realisation, and empirical parts ofthe research were separately validated on super-system, system, and sub-system levels.Real life case studies successfully validated each proposed framework. This is in detaildescribed in Sections 5.3, 6.6, and 7.3.Major conclusions from the research are as follows:
• Notwithstanding the considerable amount of research in production planning andscheduling (PPS), simultaneous optimisation of production plans and schedulesfor steelmaking has not been addressed before.
• Current practice of using standard costing needs improvement to calculate costsfor each product family.
• Cost estimation in the steel manufacturing company needs improvement becauseof the current lack of accurate costs of product families that affects quality of pricemanagement.
• Discrete event simulation can improve the accuracy of PPS and cost estimationfor complex production systems.
• DES-driven PPS and cost estimation would increase demand for DES models
• Conceptual modelling needs to be improved in order to achieve model developmentefficiency and to make the process less reliant on practitioners’ experience andcapabilities.
• GA and DES based optimisation approach can be used to perform multi-objectiveoptimisation of plans and schedules simultaneously.
• PPS optimisation for some production areas provides a challenging problem toGAs, as evidenced by optimisation case study 2.
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• The developed cost estimation technique is capable of providing accurate cost forproduct families.
• The cost estimation technique would be useful for companies operating on volume-driven manufacturing processes rather than on unit-driven.
• A formal information collection process can aid conceptual modelling of productionsystems and support development of DES models for cost estimation.
8.7 Recommendations to the company
8.7.1 Optimisation of production plans and schedules
The current optimisation system has numerous issues preventing industrial use of thesystem. For example, optimisation runs require manual operations, one optimisation canbe run at a time, optimisation results require additional information processing, opti-misation runs on a local machine, optimisation system consists of a number of modulesconnected with fragile interfaces, simulation models should be specially prepared foroptimisation.The author suggests further development of the optimisation framework. The com-pany would benefit from a centralised optimisation center because this type of opti-misation is case-based, development of off-the-shelf software would require additionaleffort, and setup would require advanced IT skills. This optimisation system shouldprovide comprehensive analysis tools and interfaces to some of the current productionplanning, manufacturing management, sales and dispatching systems.The author expects the following scenario. RD&T BU develops a discrete eventsimulation model for a production BU. RD&T BU suggests re-use of this DES modelas a part of production planning and scheduling optimisation system. The model ismodified for this purpose, becomes a part of the optimisation system, interfaces betweenthis and other business software are developed and setup. RD&T provides educationaland support services to the production BU.
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8.7.2 Cost estimation
The current cost estimation system has a number of issues preventing industrial use ofthe system. For example it consists of two separate modules having no computer inter-faces, manual data transfer from a DES model to MS Excel spreadsheet, developmentof MS Excel spreadsheet is done manually, development requires good understandingof the cost estimation technique, cost estimation runs (within one cost estimation study)are not automated.The author suggests further development of the cost estimation framework. Thecompany would benefit from an off-the-shelf cost estimation software that can be easilysetup regardless of the nature of a tool providing resource utilisation. It can be ArenaDES model, Witness DES model, Flexim DES model, or a running operations man-agement software. The latter case however may require additional services from RD&TBU.The author expects the following scenario. RD&T BU provides a new tool for costestimation and runs a services supporting this tool. RD&T BU advertises the tool toproduction BUs. At the end of each DES modelling project RD&T BU suggests tore-use the simulation model for cost estimation and supports modification of the modelif necessary.
8.7.3 Information collection
The current information collection system has various issues preventing industrial useof the system. For example, it is a single user tool therefore preventing informationcollection from various sources, it runs on a local machine and requires a proprietarysoftware, it does not support a multimedia component.The author suggests further development of the information collection framework.The company would benefit from a Web 2.0 solution allowing to collect information forfurther development of DES models. Automation of DES models from the developedinformation might be an advantageous capability.
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The author expects the following scenario. RD&T BU uses this tool during eachDES modelling project for information collection, and also suggests it to simulationengineers from production BUs. At the end of each project, the developed simulationmodel and related data are uploaded to the tool.
8.8 Future research
The topics for future research are listed for each contribution of this research, namely,1) a classification of methods to improve performance of production systems using DES& GA, 2) optimisation of production plans and schedules, 3) classification for systematicresearch of production cost estimation techniques, 4) novel product family based costestimation technique, and 5) process of information collection for further development ofDES models that are capable of cost estimation.Classification of methods to improve the performance of production systems wouldsignificantly benefit from a thorough literature review on: different meta-heuristic andsimulation modelling methods, of various aspects of production system (production, main-tenance, logistics, storage, etc), including, different types of organisation of such aspects.Optimisation of production plans and schedules would benefit from a comprehensiveclassification of discrete event simulation models of production systems (as differenttypes of optimisation problems, complexity or variability issues, etc.); this classificationcould have helped to explain the results of case study 2. A composite method to improveproduction performance or/and comparison of different GAs are interesting areas forresearch.Classification for systematic development of cost estimation research is a naturalpoint for the development of a standard procedure of cost estimation technique for thescope of a company.Product family based cost estimation technique would benefit from numerical com-parison with other cost estimation techniques, as well as its improvement if traditionalcosts are partially available (this could improve the accuracy of absolute costs). Differ-
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ent simulation modelling methods (which are used in the first phase of estimation) maybe compared to the accuracy of the estimates.The process of information collection would benefit from incorporating High LevelArchitecture into the process, and automated or semi-automated development of DESmodels. Additional research is required in the area of decision support system forsimulation model development.
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Appendix A
Simulation modelling projects
227
BU Area ObjectiveRD&T Bloom & Billet Mill Scunthorpe Access grinding capacitiesRD&T Brinsworth Annealing Improve scheduling with new productsRD&T Llanwern finishing end Remove finishing end conjesting & explore lean prac-tices (planning)RD&T Scunthorp Steel Plan. & Casting(Feasibility) Feasibility for model to determine capacity with newconfigurationRD&T CSPUK (Strip) PT & Llanwern trans-port infrastructure Design Rail & Road operations to handle 20% in-crease in ProductionRD&T CSPUK (Strip) PT Determine if more locos needed (or HM supply tosteel plant)RD&T CES Restructuring casting & outboundlogistics from Casting Operations designRD&T CES Restructuring slow cooling facil-ities design - how many - general knowledge develop-mentRD&T CES Restructuring Aldwarke PrimaryMill Design New mill modelling before constructionRD&T CES Restructuring Aldwarke PrimaryMill Saws Model capability of saws & bottleneck impactRD&T CES Restructuring Aldwarke PrimaryMill delays & scheduling Heaving facility & possibility of use in conjunctionwith schedulingRD&T CES Scrap Handling Scheme Design of scheme to making maximum planned ca-pacity of steel plantRD&T CES Stocksbridge Finishing Ops How much material can potentially be producedRD&T Shotton supply chain planning (manu-facturing) Design templates investigation manufacturing impactof differing campaign plansRD&T Panels & Proiles Ammanferd Design of a panels cell / lineRD&T Ijmuiden Supply Chain Planning (SE-GAL) Understand & influence flow of material firm Ijmuidento SegalRD&T Lean training simulation Investigate impact of push vs pull operation strategyfor simple manufacturing layoutRD&T Scunthorpe Heavy Plate Mill First strategic innovation. Explore possibility to op-timise scheduling for reheat furnace and rolling millRD&T Shotton Rail Head Design of railhead feeding the Galv lines at ShottonTrostre Trostre 2week leadtime Capability of Kanban operation of Trostre ProcessTeesside Teesside cast Products Steel PlantPortTalbot Port Talbot Steel Plant Balance of steelmaking and casting
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Appendix B
Case study 1 in Chapter 6
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Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
CTL
0.2380.3790.3980.5820.2430.3970.2410.4830.1850.3470.2560.5650.213
Gr
0.1970.4670.4680.7300.2010.5110.2140.5910.1190.4220.2520.7030.161
Week
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
CTL
0.4210.1260.3740.5590.3430.5590.6190.2740.5890.3200.6440.4030.643
Gr
0.5370.0450.4280.7320.3610.7320.8180.2870.7960.3450.8520.4990.843
Week
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
CTL
0.4390.7170.4440.6700.0970.0970.6120.4090.3230.6210.4210.6220.335
Gr
0.5410.9860.5530.8790.0000.0000.8270.4580.3590.8110.5260.7840.367
Week
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
CTL
0.6180.3400.3400.6310.3670.7950.4440.4640.3690.0300.0270.0230.022
Gr
0.8330.3900.3900.8210.4291.1170.5480.5400.4320.0060.0030.0010.000
TableB.1:UtlisationofresourceinCutToLength(CTL)andGrooving(Gr)machines,52weeksyear2007.
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Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
PF1
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
03
25.00
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
PF2
140.2
5
235.5
8
266.5
2
411.8
31
44.75
257.5
3
133.9
9
340.1
0
89.03
218.2
5
140.4
4
391.7
1
122.1
1
PF3
140.2
5
235.5
8
266.5
2
411.8
31
44.75
257.5
3
133.9
9
340.1
0
89.03
218.2
5
140.4
4
391.7
1
122.1
1
Total
605.5
1
796.1
6
858.0
31
148.6
76
14.50
840.0
6
592.9
71
005.1
95
03.06
761.4
9
605.8
81
108.4
25
69.22
Week
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
PF1
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
03
25.00
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
PF2
272.2
2
25.34
256.3
3
425.6
92
27.65
425.6
9
405.3
2
167.6
7
444.2
5
219.0
8
420.1
5
277.6
8
501.2
8
PF3
272.2
2
25.34
256.3
3
425.6
92
27.65
425.6
9
405.3
2
167.6
7
444.2
5
219.0
8
420.1
5
277.6
8
501.2
8
Total
869.4
3
375.6
7
837.6
61
176.3
87
80.30
1176.
38
1135.
63
660.3
41
213.4
97
63.16
1165.
31
880.3
71
327.5
5
Week
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
PF1
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
03
25.00
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
PF2
340.0
9
461.1
5
340.4
2
522.4
6
0.00
0.00
473.7
2
244.6
5
229.8
2
514.2
7
296.0
9
396.7
9
241.3
7
PF3
340.0
9
461.1
5
340.4
2
522.4
6
0.00
0.00
473.7
2
244.6
5
229.8
2
514.2
7
296.0
9
396.7
9
241.3
7
Total
1005.
18
1247.
30
1005.
84
1369.
93
325.0
03
25.00
1272.
45
814.3
0
784.6
41
353.5
49
17.17
1118.
58
807.7
4
Week
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
PF1
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
03
25.00
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
325.0
0
PF2
457.7
2
234.6
7
234.6
7
407.2
82
48.23
586.5
0
345.2
8
292.6
2
261.9
1
489.2
2
263.9
0
121.2
1
12.88
PF3
457.7
2
234.6
7
234.6
7
407.2
82
48.23
707.5
4
345.2
8
292.6
2
261.9
1
489.2
2
263.9
0
121.2
1
12.88
Total
1240.
45
794.3
3
794.3
31
139.5
68
21.45
1619.
05
1015.
55
910.2
4
848.8
21
303.4
38
52.80
567.4
1
350.7
6
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Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
PF10.2380.3790.3980.5820.2430.3970.2410.4830.1850.3470.2560.5650.213
PF20.4360.8460.8651.3120.4440.9080.4541.0750.3040.7700.5081.2680.375
PF30.1970.4670.4680.7300.2010.5110.2140.5910.1190.4220.2520.7030.161
Total0.8711.6911.7302.6240.8881.8150.9082.1490.6081.5401.0172.5360.749
Week
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
PF10.4210.1260.3740.5590.3430.5590.6190.2740.5890.3200.6440.4030.643
PF20.9580.1720.8021.2920.7041.2921.4370.5611.3850.6651.4960.9021.486
PF30.5370.0450.4280.7320.3610.7320.8180.2870.7960.3450.8520.4990.843
Total1.9150.3431.6042.5831.4082.5832.8741.1222.7701.3302.9931.8042.972
Week
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
PF10.4390.7170.4440.6700.0970.0970.6120.4090.3230.6210.4210.6220.335
PF20.9801.7020.9961.5490.0970.0971.4390.8670.6821.4310.9481.4060.702
PF30.5410.9860.5530.8790.0000.0000.8270.4580.3590.8110.5260.7840.367
Total1.9613.4051.9933.0980.1930.1932.8771.7351.3642.8631.8952.8131.404
Week
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
PF10.6180.3400.3400.6310.3670.7950.4440.4640.3690.0300.0270.0230.022
PF21.4510.7300.7301.4520.7961.9120.9921.0040.8010.0360.0300.0250.022
PF30.8330.3900.3900.8210.4291.1170.5480.5400.4320.0060.0030.0010.000
Total2.9011.4601.4602.9051.5923.8241.9832.0091.6020.0730.0600.0500.043
TableB.3:MatrixY:Partoftheresourceconsumptionperproductfamily,datafor52weeks,year2007.
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Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
PF1
88.85
72.77
74.68
72.12
88.85
71.02
86.09
73.10
98.93
73.33
81.92
72.36
92.61
PF2
70.13
117.7
913
3.26
205.9
27
2.37
128.7
76
6.99
170.0
54
4.51
109.1
27
0.22
195.8
66
1.06
PF3
31.79
65.04
72.02
114.5
23
2.80
72.49
31.50
93.55
17.41
59.88
34.82
108.6
42
6.26
Total
190.7
625
5.60
279.9
639
2.56
194.0
327
2.27
184.5
833
6.70
160.8
624
2.33
186.9
637
6.86
179.9
3
Week
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
PF1
71.43
119.4
57
5.77
70.38
79.25
70.38
70.03
79.35
69.09
78.30
69.94
72.55
70.32
PF2
136.1
11
2.67
128.1
621
2.85
113.8
321
2.85
202.6
68
3.84
222.1
210
9.54
210.0
813
8.84
250.6
4
PF3
76.28
3.36
68.40
120.6
65
8.32
120.6
611
5.32
42.90
127.6
85
6.76
119.6
67
6.86
142.1
8
Total
283.8
213
5.48
272.3
440
3.88
251.3
940
3.88
388.0
120
6.08
418.8
924
4.60
399.6
828
8.25
463.1
4
Week
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
PF1
72.77
68.39
72.34
70.24
162.5
016
2.50
69.13
76.66
76.97
70.49
72.27
71.92
77.55
PF2
170.0
523
0.57
170.2
126
1.23
0.00
0.00
236.8
612
2.33
114.9
125
7.14
148.0
419
8.40
120.6
8
PF3
93.90
133.5
39
4.44
148.3
20
.00
0.00
136.1
06
4.62
60.48
145.6
08
2.21
110.5
86
3.09
Total
336.7
143
2.50
336.9
947
9.79
162.5
016
2.50
442.0
926
3.60
252.3
647
3.22
302.5
138
0.90
261.3
2
Week
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
PF1
69.19
75.79
75.79
70.63
75.00
67.57
72.70
75.11
74.85
134.7
714
4.36
153.0
516
1.60
PF2
228.8
611
7.33
117.3
320
3.64
124.1
129
3.25
172.6
414
6.31
130.9
524
4.61
131.9
56
0.60
6.44
PF3
131.4
26
2.61
62.61
115.1
36
6.83
206.6
89
5.40
78.69
70.64
41.74
14.73
3.52
0.04
Total
429.4
725
5.73
255.7
338
9.40
265.9
456
7.49
340.7
430
0.10
276.4
442
1.12
291.0
421
7.18
168.0
8
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Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
PF1
28201.7622668.07
22889.17
21103.78
28140.16
21911.76
27656.52
21823.91
30938.68
23041.89
PF2
22259.8436689.83
40842.31
60252.51
22921.47
39728.67
21521.16
50766.52
13921.19
34290.33
PF3
10089.3020258.48
22071.97
33510.27
10388.31
22365.73
10119.40
27928.88
5445.97
18817.07
Total60550.9079616.38
85803.46114866.5661449.94
84006.16
59297.08100519.3050305.84
76149.28
Week
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
PF1
26546.8921283.54
29298.74
21881.74
33123.81
23306.50
20500.37
24598.31
20500.37
20495.74
PF2
22756.0957605.59
19315.94
41694.72
3512.89
39420.54
61994.68
35331.25
61994.68
59314.02
PF3
11284.7031953.23
8307.60
23366.82
930.61
21038.64
35142.97
18100.90
35142.97
33753.30
Total60587.68110842.3656922.28
86943.28
37567.30
83765.68117638.0278030.46117638.02113563.06
Week
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
PF1
25425.2820015.83
24431.18
20392.11
22157.44
20156.20
21723.72
19724.17
21591.19
20054.80
PF2
26863.2064346.65
34176.57
61250.64
42405.34
71843.76
50763.63
66496.35
50804.40
74588.88
PF3
13745.9436986.78
17707.85
34888.09
23473.82
40755.12
28031.11
38509.32
28188.69
42349.14
Total66034.42121349.2676315.60116530.8488036.60132755.08100518.46124729.84100584.28136992.82
Week
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
PF1
32500.0032500.00
19896.91
23680.80
23930.35
20160.81
21909.61
21121.42
23970.51
19984.0323540.27
PF2
0.00
0.00
68175.01
37788.02
35727.75
73547.82
44883.86
58261.96
37302.64
66103.0136445.20
PF3
0.00
0.00
39172.99
19961.67
18805.74
41645.84
24923.53
32474.90
19500.44
37957.8419447.91
Total32500.0032500.00127244.9281430.48
78463.84135354.4691717.00111858.2880773.60124044.8879433.38
Week
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
PF1
23540.2720669.46
23166.95
19276.55
21668.00
22780.76
22981.59
41714.34
42299.99
39987.2333724.78
PF2
36445.2059594.48
38336.26
83664.04
51453.47
44377.37
40210.28
75710.16
38663.47
15833.29
1344.18
PF3
19447.9133692.13
20641.99
58964.03
28433.67
23866.17
21689.99
12918.51
4316.14
920.50
7.44
Total79433.38113956.0682145.20161904.62101555.1491024.30
84881.86130343.0285279.60
56741.0235076.40
TableB.5:MatrixS:Overallrelativecostsperproductfamily,datafor52weeks,year2007.
234
Week
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
PF1
86.8
69.7
70.4
64.9
86.6
67.4
85.1
67.2
95.2
70.9
81.7
65.5
90.1
PF2
158.7
155.7
153.2
146.3
158.4
154.3
160.6
149.3
156.4
157.1
162.0
147.1
158.2
PF3
71.9
86.0
82.8
81.4
71.8
86.8
75.5
82.1
61.2
86.2
80.4
81.6
68.0
Week
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
PF1
67.3
101.9
71.7
63.1
75.7
63.1
63.1
78.2
61.6
75.2
62.7
68.2
62.0
PF2
153.2
138.6
153.8
145.6
155.2
145.6
146.3
160.2
144.8
156.0
145.8
152.7
143.3
PF3
85.8
36.7
82.1
82.6
79.5
82.6
83.3
82.0
83.3
80.8
83.0
84.5
81.3
Week
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
PF1
66.8
60.7
66.4
61.7
100.0
100.0
61.2
72.9
73.6
62.0
67.4
65.0
73.8
PF2
149.3
144.2
149.2
142.8
0.0
0.0
143.9
154.5
155.5
143.0
151.6
146.8
154.5
PF3
82.4
83.5
82.8
81.1
0.0
0.0
82.7
81.6
81.8
81.0
84.2
81.8
80.8
Week
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
PF1
61.5
72.4
72.4
63.6
71.3
59.3
66.7
70.1
70.7
128.4
130.2
123.0
103.8
PF2
144.4
155.3
155.3
146.3
154.4
142.6
149.0
151.7
153.5
154.8
146.5
130.6
104.3
PF3
82.9
82.9
82.9
82.7
83.2
83.3
82.4
81.6
82.8
26.4
16.4
7.6
0.6
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Appendix C
Information collection tool
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